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Abstract
Abstract

Developmental coordination disorder (DCD) is a neurodevelopmental condition that
is characterised by an inability to acquire and execute well-coordinated movements
at an age appropriate level (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Converging
evidence suggests that children with DCD experience motor planning difficulties
compared to typically developing children; however, these difficulties may be task
dependent. To our knowledge, the underlying nature of this deficit as well as the task
parameters that might affect motor planning are not well established. Also, while it
has been reported that alterations in areas of the frontal and parietal lobe may
underlie poor motor planning in this population, little is known about the relationship
between motor planning and brain morphology in children with DCD. This thesis
was undertaken with the aim to examine motor planning in children with DCD to
clarify the nature of motor planning difficulties based on task complexity and
examine the relationship between neurological structures and motor planning
inefficiency in this population.

To gain an understanding of the nature of motor planning difficulties in children with
DCD, two behavioural studies, one neuroimaging and one systematic review and
meta-analysis were undertaken. In the first study, boys aged 8 – 12 years with (n =
10) and without DCD (n = 17) completed four grip selection tasks of different levels
of complexity. The findings indicated that children with DCD performed
significantly poorer compared to their peers on the most complex (octagon) task
only. Qualitative evaluation of the ten papers included in the systematic review
confirmed that motor planning ability in children with DCD was task dependent with
performance differences between children with and without DCD being most evident
v
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when tasks were complex. Further, task parameters requirements - the number of
grip choices, level of precision, number of movement sequences and the degree of
hand rotation, were identified as likely contributing to the complexity of a task.
Quantitative analyses revealed that with an increase in grasp choices, movement
sequences and precision level, children with DCD performed poorer than typically
developing children. In the third study, an examination of the grasping behaviours
during the complex octagon task revealed that children with DCD (n = 14) used a
less optimal strategy compared to their typically developing peers (n = 18).
Interestingly, with instructions to imagine the task prior completion, those with DCD
performed similarly to their peers without prior motor imagery instruction. Finally,
in the fourth study (N = 20), using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), decrease in
cortical thickness and cortical surface area of the superior parietal lobule was related
to an inefficiency in complex motor planning as observed in children with DCD (n =
9).

Taken together, these findings indicate that the observed motor planning inefficiency
in children with DCD is not a general deficit but is task-dependent and becomes
more apparent when task complexity increases. With an increase in task constraints,
significant differences in motor planning ability between those with and without
DCD are to be expected. Mental practice of a movement before initiation can
improve planning performance in those with DCD. Further, morphological
alterations of the superior parietal lobule are related to a lower ability to plan motor
actions in children with DCD. Based on the assumption that the efficiency of motor
planning is dependent on the ability to anticipate actions, support is provided for the
internal modelling deficit hypothesis in children with DCD.
vi
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Glossary
Glossary of terms

Developmental

DCD is a neuromuscular disorder that is classified

Coordination Disorder

under the Motor Disorders subcategory of

(DCD)

Neurodevelopmental Disorders in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5;
American Psychiatric Association, 2013). It has four
diagnostic criteria:

A. Motor skill performance is below that expected
for chronological age.
B. Movement difficulties significantly interfere
with activities of daily living and academic
achievement.
C. The onset is in early developmental period.
D. The disorder cannot be attributed to intellectual
or visual impairment and cannot be related to
other neurological condition.

End-state-comfort

ESC reflects the tendency to prioritise grasping objects

(ESC)

in such a way that movements end comfortably, even if
this means sacrificing comfort at the beginning of
and/or during a movement (Rosenbaum et al., 1990).
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Glossary
Internal modelling

A reduced ability to predict motor actions observed in

deficit (IMD)

people with DCD (Wilson et al., 2013).

hypothesis

Motor imagery (MI)

MI involves the mental imagination of actions without
physically executing the movements (Decety & Grezes,
1999).

Motor planning

Motor planning reflects the process of selecting
movement plans from an infinite number of possible
movement combinations or solutions by which the
desired goal could be achieved (Rosenbaum, Vaughan,
Barnes, & Jorgensen, 1992).

Predictive model/

Predictive model allows estimation of the future states

predictive modelling

of the limbs from the current position (Wolpert,
Diedrichsen, & Flanagan, 2011).
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Chapter One
Introduction

Chapter One: Introduction
Developmental coordination disorder (DCD) is a relatively common movement
disorder that affects approximately 5 – 6 % of the children (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013). To-date, there is no clear understanding of the aetiology of DCD,
although there has been significant progress in the identification of a number of
potential causes including developmental insult, preterm birth, genetics, and
structural and functional brain differences as well as approaches such as the
information processing approach and perception-action coupling (Biotteau et al.,
2016; Blank et al., 2019; Cairney, 2015; Geuze, 2018; Wade & Kazack, 2018;
Wilson, Caeyenberghs, Dewey, Smits-Engelsman & Steenbergen, 2018).

For well over two decades, one avenue of investigation has been based on the
hypothesis that children with DCD manifest an underlying deficit in generating
and/or monitoring internal representations, known as the internal modelling deficit
(IMD) hypothesis (Adams, Lust, Wilson, & Steenbergen, 2014; Wilson, Ruddock,
Smits-Engelsman, Polatajko, & Blank, 2013). The internal model comprises inverse
and forward modelling processes. To achieve the desired state, the inverse model
captures the relationship between the current state and the desired state and compiles
a series of motor commands representing the timing, force and trajectory required to
achieve the desired outcome (Wolpert & Kawato, 1998). The forward model then
uses a copy of these outgoing motor commands (i.e., an efference copy) to predict
the future state of the moving limb(s) (through a process of predictive modelling,
also referred to as the predictive model). This provides a mechanism for fast, online
error correction that stabilizes the system and allows for fast movement corrections
relatively independent of the slow returning sensory signals (Shadmehr, Smith, &
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Krakauer, 2010; Wolpert, 1997; Wolpert, Diedrichsen, & Flanagan, 2011; Wolpert
& Flanagan, 2001) (Figure 1.1).

In a sample of children with DCD, Wilmut, Byrne, and Barnett (2013) found
they were able to generate the motor commands based on the desired goal (inverse
model) but the anticipation of future actions (predictive model) was different
compared to their peers. Further evidence of this putative deficit or inefficiency in
the predictive modelling processes of individuals with DCD has been reported
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(Adams, et al., 2014, 2017; Adams, Ferguson, Lust, Steenbergen, & SmitsEngelsman, 2016; Noten, Wilson, Ruddock, & Steenbergen, 2014) and it is thought
to contribute to the motor planning inefficiency observed in those with DCD
(Adams, et al., 2016; Adams et al., 2014; Fuelscher, Williams, Wilmut, Enticott, &
Hyde, 2016).

Motor planning is the process of selecting movement plans from an infinite
number of possible movement combinations or solutions by which the desired goal
could be achieved (Rosenbaum, Vaughan, Barnes, & Jorgensen, 1992).
Behaviourally, this process can be observed using grip selection tasks that elicit the
‘end-state-comfort’ (ESC) effect (Rosenbaum et al., 1992). This effect reflects the
tendency to prioritise grasping objects in such a way that movements end
comfortably, even if this means sacrificing comfort at the beginning of and/or during
a movement. This suggests a person anticipates the outcomes of different grasp
possibilities prior to completing a task (Johnson, 2000). Consequently, the comfort
level at the end of a task reflects the ability to accurately predict the outcome,
tapping into the predictive modelling processes of the internal model of actions.

It is generally accepted that stronger ESC effects reflect more proficient
motor planning (Wunsch, Henning, Aschersleben, & Weigelt, 2013) and that
typically developing adults and children show a preference for ESC (Gonzalez,
Studenka, Glazebrook, & Lyons, 2011; Rosenbaum, Herbort, van der Wei, & Weiss,
2014; Thibaut & Toussaint, 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014b). A compromised ability
to plan for ESC has been observed in populations with neurodevelopmental disorders
such as cerebral palsy and autism spectrum disorder (Lust, Spruijt, Wilson, &
Steenbergen, 2018; Scharoun & Bryden, 2016). However, while motor planning in
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children with DCD has been studied for over a decade, research findings have been
equivocal.

A broad range of grip selection tasks (bar rotation, handle, modified handle,
octagon, sword and bar transport) have been used to assess motor planning in
children with and without DCD (Adams et al., 2016; Adams et al., 2017a; Fuelscher
et al., 2016; Noten et al., 2014; Pratt, Leonard, Adeyinka, & Hill, 2014; Smyth &
Mason, 1997; van Swieten et al., 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). Researchers found
that children with DCD are less efficient in planning some grip selection tasks, for
example the octagon task, but not others, such as the bar rotation task. Consequently,
it has been proposed that task complexity may play an important role in motor
planning ability (Adams et al., 2016; Noten et al., 2014). Recently, Wilson et al.,
(2017) reported that motor planning inefficiency in children with DCD appears most
stable (or stronger) when the complexity of the tasks increases; however, a concise
evaluation of the ‘complexity’ terminology is lacking.

One factor that may contribute to ESC performance is the ability to mentally
represent motor actions, commonly referred to as motor imagery (MI). MI refers to
the ability to imagine a movement without overtly executing the movement (Decety
& Grezes, 1999). The notion that successful grip selection may be dependent on
one’s ability to internally represent action is supported by results from studies
involving typically developing adults and children (Fuelscher et al., 2016; Thibaut &
Toussaint, 2010). Interestingly, when studied in children with DCD, no association
was found between MI and ESC (Fuelscher et al., 2016). One reason may be that
children with DCD do not automatically engage the internal model to predict ESC
(Fuelscher et al., 2016). This could explain why those with DCD show a preference
5
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for a sub-optimal strategy, known as the minimal rotation strategy. Studies are
required to further address this issue.

Most studies probing complex motor planning through ESC designs in those
with DCD have focused primarily on behavioural effects. With advancements in
technology, researchers have begun to utilise neuroimaging techniques to investigate
the micro and macro structural properties in those with DCD. Converging evidence
from neuroimaging studies points towards possible alterations in the different brain
areas related to motor planning (Fuelscher et al., 2018; Reynolds et al., 2017;
Williams, Kashuk, Wilson, Thorpe, & Egan, 2017). In a recent review, Wilson et al.
(2017) suggested that differences in brain structures and activations of areas in the
prefrontal, parietal and cerebellar regions may affect anticipatory planning in those
with DCD. However, at present, there is no direct investigation of the neural
correlates of the poor motor planning observed in children with DCD.

Purpose

Inefficient motor planning is a feature of children with DCD (Adams et al., 2016;
Fuelscher et al., 2016; van Swieten et al., 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a); however,
the specifics of this deficit are not well understood. Behavioural studies to-date have
provided mixed evidence which could be due to differences in the methodological
constraints of the tasks employed and their relative levels of complexity (Wilson et
al., 2017). Although this assertion has been made by a number of eminent DCD
researchers (Adams et al., 2014; Adams, Lust, Wilson, & Steenbergen, 2017b; Noten
et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2017), no reported study has assessed the four commonly
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used grip selection tasks in a single population to determine how task complexity
affects motor planning performance in children with DCD. Furthermore, few have
considered how the different task constraints (e.g., movement sequences, precision
level) may contribute to complexity and affect motor planning efficiency in children
with DCD. Converging evidence also points towards structural differences in the
frontal and parietal regions of the brain that could be associated with inefficiencies in
motor planning in those with DCD (Reynolds et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2017).
However, this relationship needs further exploration in order to provide a clearer
understanding of the link between motor planning performance relating to task
complexity and the brain morphology. In order to investigate these research gaps,
motor planning in children with and without DCD will be investigated using
behavioural and neurological methods to examine task constraints, task complexity
levels and brain morphology of motor planning.

Aims and research questions

The overarching aim of this thesis is to contribute to the understanding of underlying
behavioural and neurological mechanisms associated with motor planning in
children with and without DCD.

To achieve this aim, four research questions will be addressed:

1. What are the differences in motor planning ability on grip selection tasks of
varying levels of complexity between children with and without DCD?
7
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2. Does task complexity and/or specific task-related constraints affect motor
planning of grip selection tasks in children with and without DCD?
3. Does motor imagery influence motor planning in children with and without
DCD?
4. Is there an association between motor planning ability and the
macrostructural properties of areas of the fronto-parietal lobe in children with
and without DCD?

Research design

To address these questions, three experimental studies and a systematic review and
meta-analysis will be conducted. Initially, boys aged 7-12 years with and without
DCD will be recruited to participate in two behavioural studies. To address Question
one, all participants will complete four commonly used grip selection tasks. Based
on these results, published literature on motor planning in children with DCD will be
systematically reviewed and quantitatively analysed to address the second question.
To address Question three, those recruited for the first study will complete the tasks
with and without an instruction to first imagine the task. Finally, a subsample of the
participants will undergo a structural MRI scan of the brain. This will allow an
analysis of neuroimaging data to answer the fourth question. The research presented
and reported in this thesis was conducted in accordance with the National Health and
Medical Research Council National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research
(2007, updated 2018). The proposed research study received human research ethics
approval from the University of Notre Dame Australia Human Research Ethics
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Committee (EC00418; Appendix A). The assessment, questionnaires and tasks used

in this thesis are presented in Appendix C and D.

Delimitations

Inclusion criteria for recruitment of participants
− Aged between 7- and 12- years;
− Male;
− Resides in Perth, Western Australia;
− Speaks English as primary language;
− No other neurological conditions affecting movement such as Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Cerebral palsy and Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD).

Significance

The findings will contribute to knowledge of motor planning abilities in children
with DCD. This may enable us to determine whether the observed motor planning
inefficiency in children with DCD is a general deficit or dependant on the type of
tasks attempted. Depending on the findings, better informed interventions and
support strategies may be devised. Further, by identifying neural substrates
subserving the observed motor planning inefficiency, a clearer understanding of the
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aetiology of the condition may evolve. Finally, together, the behavioural and
neurological results may further our understanding of the IMD hypothesis.

Thesis outline

The thesis comprises seven chapters. The introduction (Chapter One) introduces the
research issue and the design of the study. In Chapter Two, the literature informing
the key concepts is presented. Chapters Three to Six comprise a series of papers
(published and under review) addressing the research questions.
−

Chapter Three: This chapter comprises a behavioural study titled “Investigating
Motor Planning in Children with DCD: Evidence from Simple and Complex
Grip-Selection Tasks.” In this study, the motor planning ability of 27
participants with and without DCD will be compared on four commonly used
grip selection tasks.

−

Chapter Four: This chapter comprises a systematic review and meta-analysis and
is titled “Examining Complexity in Grip Selection Tasks and Consequent
Effects on Planning for End-State-Comfort in Children with Developmental
Coordination Disorder: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis”. Studies
reporting the motor planning ability in children with and without DCD will be
systematically reviewed to identify the task-related constraints of grip selection
tasks. A meta-analysis will be undertaken to examine the overall motor planning
performance of those with DCD in comparison to their typically developing
peers. In addition, information from the systematic review will provide an
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opportunity to formalise an operational definition of ‘complexity’ in grip
selection tasks. From this, a quantitative examination will be undertaken to
investigate whether task ‘complexity’ moderated performance, and what taskrelated constraints affect planning performance.

−

Chapter Five: This chapter includes a paper titled “Motor Planning with and
Without Motor Imagery in Children with Developmental Coordination
Disorder”. In this study, the grasping behaviours of 14 participants with, and 18
participants without DCD will be compared before and after using motor
imagery prior to completing an action.

−

Chapter Six: In this chapter, a neuroimaging study titled “Association Between
Complex Motor Planning and Brain Morphology in Children with and without
DCD: A Cross-Sectional MRI Study” is reported. Structural data will be used to
investigate the relationship between brain morphology and motor planning
ability in a sub-sample of children with and without DCD.

The final chapter (Chapter Seven) comprises a discussion to answer the research
questions and how they relate to the theoretical construct of the IMD hypothesis.
Further, practical applications, limitations, and recommendations for future research
are presented.
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Chapter Two: Review of Literature
In this chapter, literature related to motor planning in children with developmental
coordination disorder (DCD) is presented. Firstly, an overview of the internal
modelling deficit hypothesis (IMD) and how it relates to motor planning is provided.
Secondly, studies using grip selection tasks are reviewed to identify factors that may
affect motor planning in children with DCD. Thirdly, the role of motor imagery (MI)
in improving motor planning is explored. Finally, findings from studies investigating
brain morphology in those with DCD and the neural areas related to motor planning
are reported. The chapter concludes with a summary of the identified research gaps
and the conceptual model of the thesis.

Developmental Coordination Disorder

DCD is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterised by an inability to perform fine
and gross motor skills which compromises an individual’s ability to carry out many
day-to-day, sporting and educational activities (American Psychiatric Association,
2013). Classified under the Motor Disorders subcategory of Neurodevelopmental
Disorder in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5;
American Psychiatric Association, 2013), DCD is defined by four criteria listed in
Table 2.1. DCD may co-occur with other developmental disorders such as attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (Kaplan, Wilson, Dewey, & Crawford, 1998;
Piek, Dyck, Francis, & Conwell, 2007).
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Table 2.1.

DSM-5 criteria for diagnosing DCD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013)

A

Acquisition and execution of coordinated motor skills is substantially
below that expected for the individual’s chronological age.

B

The motor skill deficit significantly and persistently interferes with
activities of daily living and impacts academic productivity, leisure and
play activities.

C

Onset of symptoms is in the early developmental period.

D

The motor skills deficits are not better explained by intellectual disability
(intellectual developmental disorder) or visual impairment and are not
attributable to a neurological condition affecting movement (e.g. cerebral
palsy, muscular dystrophy, degenerative disorders).

Children with DCD experience difficulties at home, school and in the
community. Zwicker and colleagues interviewed school aged children with DCD to
assess their daily life experiences (Zwicker, Suto, Harris, Vlasakova, & Missiuna,
2018). They found that children struggled to perform simple activities such as using
knives and forks, dressing, tying shoelaces and handwriting. In addition to these and
other day-to-day motor challenges, difficulties with reading, writing, and
mathematics skills as well as cognitive functioning are also common issues in
children with DCD (Alloway, 2007; Bernardi, Botting, Henry, Leonard, & Hill,
2018; Dewey, Kaplan, Crawford, & Wilson, 2002; Gomez et al., 2015; Leonard,
Bernardi, Hill, & Henry, 2015).

Those with DCD also have lower physical fitness and physical activity levels
(Haga, 2009; Hands & Larkin, 2002; Rivilis et al., 2011) which may contribute to
other poor physical health outcomes such as low bone density (Hands et al., 2015)
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and obesity (Cairney, Hay, Faught, & Hawes, 2005; Faught, Hay, Cairney, &
Flouris, 2005; Hendrix, Prins, & Dekkers, 2014). Further, many experience
psychosocial problems, including anxiety and stress that negatively impact social
participation and emotional well-being (Blank et al., 2019; Pratt & Hill, 2011).
Between 50-70% of those diagnosed in childhood still have the disorder in
adolescence (Cantell, Smyth, & Ahonen, 1994; Cousins & Smyth, 2003; Tal Saban
& Kirby, 2018), and into adulthood (Kirby, Sugden, & Purcell, 2014).

Researchers have investigated many avenues seeking to understand the
aetiology of DCD (Blank et al., 2019; Cairney, 2015). One area of interest is the
study of motor planning in children with DCD which has been used as a support for
IMD hypothesis.

The internal modelling deficit hypothesis

The IMD hypothesis relates to the motor control deficits observed in people with
DCD. According to this hypothesis, those with DCD have a reduced ability to
predict motor actions (Adams, et al., 2014; Wilson, Ruddock, Smits-Engelsman,
Polatajko, & Blank, 2013; Wilson et al., 2017). Predictive modelling within the
internal model allows anticipation of the sensory consequences of a given movement.
This internal prediction (or emulation) occurs before slow, sensorimotor feedback
becomes available (Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008; Wolpert, 1997), providing a means
for rapid online correction. This then provides stability to the system and allows for
fast movement corrections which is relatively independent of the slow returning
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sensory signals (Johnson‐Frey, McCarty, & Keen, 2004; Rosenbaum, Herbort, van
der Wei, & Weiss, 2014).

The IMD hypothesis has received support from a number of converging
paradigms, including visual attention (e.g., Wang, Tseng, Liu, & Tsai, 2017),
implicit and explicit motor imagery (e.g., Ferguson, Wilson, & Smits-Engelsman,
2015; Reynolds, Licari, Elliott, Lay, & Williams, 2015; Williams, Thomas, Maruff,
& Wilson, 2008), rapid online control (e.g., Adams, et al., 2016; Hyde & Wilson,
2013) and motor planning (e.g., Adams, et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a).
Common to all these different paradigms, the performer uses forward estimates
based on predictive modelling (refer to Figure 1.1 in Introduction) of limb/body
dynamics in order to maintain an efficient level of movement control.

Motor planning and predictive modelling

In broad terms, motor planning reflects the process by which a movement plan can
be selected from an infinite number of solutions so that the desired end goal can be
achieved. Through an implicit decision-making process, the nervous system
considers the external factors from the surrounding environment as well as the
biomechanical constraints of the limbs to choose the most appropriate movement
plan for a desired end goal. This is in line with the predictive modelling processes.
According to this model, during motor planning, the desired movement, including its
final location, may be implicitly simulated via internal (neural) representations by
using an efferent copy of the forthcoming action prior to movement execution to
predict the sensory consequences. In turn, this allows for the selection of a movement
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plan which accounts for any identified task constraints to ensure that the goal of the
forthcoming action is achieved in a comfortable and efficient manner (Flanagan &
Wing, 1997; Johnson, 2000; Rosenbaum et al., 2014; Rosenbaum, Loukopoulos,
Meulenbroek, Vaughan, & Engelbrecht, 1995; Rosenbaum, Meulenbroek, Vaughan,
& Jansen, 2001; Wolpert & Kawato, 1998).

Motor planning in children with DCD

For more than two decades, researchers have been studying motor planning in
children with DCD. Researchers have used a variety of paradigms such as prism
adaptation (e.g., Zoia, Castiello, Blason, & Scabar, 2005), reach-to-grasp (e.g.,
Biancotto, Skabar, Bulgheroni, Carrozzi, & Zoia, 2011), planning to reach (Wilmut,
Byrne, & Barnett, 2013), judgement of hand reach (Johnson & Wade, 2009), grip
selection (e.g. van Swieten et al., 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a) and maze
assessment (Hsu et al., 2018). Grip selection tasks have been used for many years to
assess motor planning (Rosenbaum, et al., 1992) and many different tasks have been
employed in children with DCD (Adams, Ferguson et al., 2016; Adams et al., 2014,
2017; Fuelscher, et al., 2016). To complete a grip selection task, one is required to
grasp and manipulate an object based on an implicit decision of whether to sacrifice
initial limb comfort so that a comfortable end position of the limbs can be achieved
or vice versa. This end effect is termed ‘end-state-comfort’ (ESC) (Rosenbaum et al.,
1990).

A variety of grip selection tasks have been employed to assess motor
planning in children with DCD. These include the bar transport (Pratt, Leonard,
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Adeyinka, & Hill, 2014; Smyth & Mason, 1997), bar grasping (Adams et al., 2016;
Noten, et al., 2014), sword (Adams, Ferguson, et al., 2016; Adams et al., 2017),
octagon (Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a), handle rotation (Smyth &
Mason, 1997) and modified version of handle rotation (van Swieten et al., 2010). The
methodology as well as the results of the different studies is covered in Chapters
Three and Four. To-date, the research results using these tasks with children with
DCD have been mixed. This could be because of the differences in methodology
and/or task complexity.

Briefly, in some studies, researchers have used tasks such as the bar rotation
and bar transport that require participants to grasp and place the object on a specific
location (Adams et al., 2016; Noten et al., 2014; Pratt et al., 2014; Smyth & Mason,
1997). These tasks were considered simple and in most studies children with DCD
chose ESC to a similar level as typically developing children (Adams et al., 2016;
Noten et al., 2014; Smyth & Mason, 1997). However, in one study, children with
DCD displayed significantly lower motor planning ability compared to their typically
developing peers when a different scoring system was used (Pratt et al., 2014). For
instance, participants scored a two if they completed the movements in ESC without
any change in grasp. A score of one was given if participants changed their grasps
and were able to complete the movements comfortably. Finally, a score of zero was
given if the movements resulted in uncomfortable states. In the other studies
researchers used only a binary score (comfortable or uncomfortable) (Adams et al.,
2016; Noten et al., 2014). Therefore, the observed discrepancy in motor planning
performances in those with DCD may be related to differences in scoring of ESC.
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The grip selection tasks also differ in the level of precision needed to
complete the movements. For example, the sword task requires participants to grasp
a wooden sword and insert it in a small slot with very tight tolerances. In two studies
children with DCD performed significantly poorer than their typically developing
peers (Adams, Ferguson et al., 2016; Adams et al., 2017). Of note, in both, the
experimental trials were split into critical (where a sacrifice of initial comfort was
required to complete the movement comfortably) and non-critical trials. This
methodological design is different to previous studies whereby the experimental
trials were measured across the tasks and not split into critical and non-critical trials.
This limits comparison of motor planning performance on the sword tasks to the
various other grip selection tasks. Consequently, our knowledge is limited of whether
the observed performance differences on the sword task is related to the level of
precision or methodological differences.

Other tasks provide participants with a range of grasp possibilities (i.e., > 2)
and/or two to three movement sequences in order to achieve the end goal (e.g.,
octagon task; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). In these studies, those with DCD had
significantly lower motor planning ability when completing the octagon task relative
to the control group (Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). Further, for all
the above-mentioned tasks, the objects could be rotated in a variety of ways to
complete the movements. For instance, the objects could be rotated at several
different angles (e.g., bar grasping task), or alternatively, only at 90° (e.g., bar
transport task).

To summarise, the results of studies investigating motor planning in children
with DCD when assessed by grip selection tasks are varied. This variation could
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result from the differences in methodology employed in the various studies as well as
from the demands of the tasks which vary in their level of complexity. It is possible
that tasks that are complex are better able to differentiate between the motor planning
ability in children with and without DCD (Adams et al., 2016; Noten et al., 2014).
Further, in a systematic review, Wilson et al. (2017) suggested that complexity may
be an important factor to consider in experimental design and in the interpretation of
the results in motor planning studies.

Motor imagery and motor planning

MI has been shown to play an important role in motor planning (Caeyenberghs,
Tsoupas, Wilson, & Smits-Engelsman, 2009; Jeannerod & Decety, 1995; Johnson,
2000; Wolpert & Flanagan, 2001). MI involves the mental imagination of actions
without physically executing the movements (Decety & Grezes, 1999) and is thought
to recruit the forward modelling aspect of the internal model to predict the sensory
consequences of the imagined actions (Kilteni, Andersson, Houborg, & Ehrsson,
2018; Sirigu et al., 1996; Wolpert & Kawato, 1998). Neurologically, MI is thought to
share common networks (e.g., parietal cerebellar structures and premotor cortices)
with areas involved in the planning and execution of motor actions (Hanakawa,
Dimyan, & Hallett, 2008; Sharma & Baron, 2013). Behavioural evidence also
supports that greater MI efficiency is associated with an increased tendency to
terminate grip selection tasks in ESC in typically developing children and adults
(Fuelscher et al., 2016; Toussaint, Tahej, Thibaut, Possamai, & Badets, 2013). For
instance, Toussaint et al. (2013) studied MI in children aged 6 and 8 years using a
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hand rotation task and ESC using a bar rotation task. For children of both age groups,
MI was positively correlated with ESC. This suggests the choice of an efficient grasp
is dependent on a child’s ability to mentally simulate the overall task. However,
when using the same paradigms, Fuelscher and colleagues did not observe this link
between MI and ESC in those with DCD (Fuelscher et al., 2016). They suggested
that children with DCD may not automatically engage the internal models during
motor planning, resulting in the choice of a sub-optimal strategy, such as the minimal
rotation strategy.

The minimal rotation strategy is considered less optimal than ESC as one
does not engage the predictive modelling processes to complete the movements when
using the former strategy. Using the minimal rotation strategy, participants move
their hand as little as possible, minimising initial wrist rotation at the start of a
movement. Both van Swieten et al. (2010) and Wilmut and Byrne (2014a) observed
that children with DCD showed a preference for this strategy in comparison to ESC.

Using an instruction to imagine a task encourages the adoption of a firstperson perspective during performance (Williams et al., 2008). As a result, one may
engage the internal model when completing a task. This strategy has been used in
studies involving DCD populations, resulting in improved motor representations
(Reynolds et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2008). For example, Reynolds et al. (2015)
compared performance on a classic MI task (hand rotation) in children with and
without DCD aged 7 – 13 years with and without an instruction to imagine the task.
Both groups improved their response time and accuracy with MI instruction. While it
has been suggested that motor planning difficulties in children with DCD may result
from the inability to automatically engage the internal models, research looking
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whether using MI instruction would influence the choice of strategy in this
population is warranted.

Brain morphology in DCD

With advancements in technology, researchers have implemented a range of
neuroimaging techniques to investigate brain areas in order to identify which
underpin performance difficulties or explain the aetiology of DCD. MRI is a noninvasive technique that allows exploration of various structural brain properties such
as cortical thickness, cortical surface area and volume. Cortical thickness and cortical
surface area reflect different aspects of the underlying neural architecture. More
specifically, cortical surface area is primarily determined by the number of columns
within a cortical region, whereas cortical thickness is thought to reflect the number of
cells within these columns (Rakic, 1988; Wagstyl, Ronan, Goodyer, & Fletcher,
2015). Cortical volume is the product of cortical thickness and surface area. To-date,
few studies have looked at the macrostructural properties of the brain areas in those
with DCD or the brain structure – behaviour relationship (Caeyenberghs et al., 2016;
Langevin, MacMaster, & Dewey, 2015; Reynolds et al., 2017; Shaw et al., 2016).

Langevin et al. (2015) investigated the alterations in cortical thickness in
children with DCD, ADHD and comorbid DCD, and ADHD aged 8 to 17 years.
Compared to those without DCD, children with DCD had reduced cortical thickness
of the right temporal lobe. Further, the right caudal middle frontal of those with DCD
was correlated with inhibition and switching and left precentral correlated with
response set. In another study, Caeyenberghs and colleagues (2016) examined
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whether children aged 8 to 12 years with DCD displayed an overlap in structural
connectivity independent to those with ASD. They used graph theory analyses and
showed that children with DCD had a greater clustering coefficient in the right
orbitofrontal cortex, an observation not made in children diagnosed with ASD only.
Shaw et al. (2016) looked at the neuroanatomic substrate associated with motor
coordination in children with DCD and ADHD aged between 4 to 17 years. The
children with DCD displayed significant volumetric reduction in the premotor and
motor cortical regions and the superior cerebellar lobules, all of which have been
implicated in motor coordination. More recently, in a voxel based morphometry
study, children with DCD had significantly reduced grey matter volumes in premotor
regions compared to typically developing children, which could be related to the
motor planning difficulties experienced by those with DCD (Reynolds et al., 2017).
However, to-date, no reported study has looked at the association between brain
morphology and motor planning in children with DCD.

Neural correlates of motor planning

Evidence from neuroimaging studies involving healthy populations suggest that areas
of the premotor network are critical for planning movements. For instance, in a
functional MRI (fMRI) study, a sample of the healthy population was asked to
indicate their grasp selection when a bar had to be transported from its starting
position to a specified end position and orientation (Zimmermann, Meulenbroek, &
de Lange, 2012). The areas of the dorsal and ventral premotor network that includes
the precentral gyrus (PcG), middle frontal gyrus (MFG) and superior medial gyrus
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were activated. In addition to the premotor network, areas of the parietal lobe such as
the superior parietal lobule (SPL) and supramarginal gyrus (SMG) have also been
linked to motor planning activity (Potok, Maskiewicz, Króliczak, & Marangon,
2019). In another study, Tunik, Lo, and Adamovich (2008) investigated the neural
correlates mediating the planning of goal-directed actions using single-pulse
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), a methodology that uses magnetic pulses to
disrupt or induce an electro-chemical brain response. They found that by stimulating
the SMG, there was a significant delay in planning goal-directed actions; however,
this did not affect motor execution. Altogether, several areas of the frontal lobe such
as the PcG, MFG and parietal lobe such as the SPL and SMG are considered
important for planning movements.

Interestingly, several areas of the parietal and frontal lobe that are related to
MI overlap with those related to motor planning. For instance, an ALE meta-analysis
revealed that a large proportion of the fronto-parietal network supports MI of upper
limb performance (Hétu et al., 2013). These areas include the PcG, MFG and
supplemental motor area (SMA) and areas of the parietal lobe such as the SPL,
supramarginal gyrus (SMG), inferior parietal gyrus (IPG) and precuneus (PreC). In
another study that looked at brain activity during movement preparation and
execution found that several areas including the SPL, SMG, IPG, SFG, PcG were
activated during movement execution and imagination (Hanakawa et al., 2008).
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Neural substrates of inefficient motor planning in children with DCD

Neuroimaging studies in DCD populations have provided preliminary evidence that
an inefficiency in planning motor actions may be linked to abnormalities of brain
regions in the frontal and parietal lobes. In a study that compared grey matter
volumes in children with and without DCD aged 8 to 12 years, children with DCD
had significantly reduced grey matter volumes in the medial, middle and superior
frontal gyrus which could explain the observed planning difficulties (Reynolds et al.,
2017). Further, in diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) studies that examined the white
matter microstructure in adults with and without DCD, those with DCD showed
alterations in white matter tracts such as the inferior longitudinal fasciculus and
superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) that extend to the parieto-frontal lobe (Hyde et
al., 2019; Williams, Kashuk, Wilson, Thorpe, & Egan, 2017). Finally, an fMRI study
conducted in adults with and without DCD to compare neural activations during MI
found that adults with DCD activated the SPL and the MFG to a lesser extent relative
to their peers (Kashuk, Williams, Thorpe, Wilson, & Egan, 2017). While these
studies point towards alterations in the frontal and parietal areas of the brain, these
are still understudied in relation to motor planning in children with DCD.

Research gaps and conceptual framework

In summary, a variety of grip selection tasks have been used to assess motor planning
in children with DCD. Findings are equivocal which could be due to inconsistency in
methodologies (e.g., scoring of ESC) or the range of tasks which vary in their level
of complexity. Consequently, the nature of the observed motor planning inefficiency
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is unclear. There is a need to further explore motor planning in children with DCD
using the commonly used grip selection tasks in a sample of children with and
without DCD. Moreover, an examination of the studies employing these tasks
indicates that when participants are confronted with task constraints such as
numerous grasp choices, high levels of precision and multiple movement sequences,
those with DCD employ sub-optimal motor planning strategies. While it is possible
that motor planning ability in those with DCD may be task-dependent, to-date, the
parameters contributing to task complexity have not been evaluated. This presents an
important avenue for research. Another gap relates to the role that MI may play in
enabling children with DCD to plan motor skills more efficiently. Finally,
neurological evidence points towards areas in the fronto-parietal lobe as being related
to the inefficiency in motor planning in children with DCD. However, associations
between neural substrates and motor planning inefficiency have not been
investigated. An understanding of the macrostructural properties related to motor
planning in children with DCD is crucial to further our understanding in this area.

In conclusion, four research gaps have been identified in our understanding
about the motor planning inefficiency observed in children with DCD. The series of
studies reported in this thesis seek to address these gaps. A conceptual framework
outlining the structure of this thesis is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. Conceptual framework representing the research gaps to provide a better understanding of motor planning in children with DCD.
Right: Motor planning has been studied using several paradigms including grip selection. However, it is unknown whether task complexity,
task parameters and motor imagery affect end-state-comfort. Left: inefficient motor planning in those with DCD may have neural substrates,
however, this link is unknown.
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Abstract

Several studies suggest that children with Developmental Coordination Disorder
(DCD) may be able to plan simple movements as well as their peers, but experience
increasing difficulties as the movements become complex. The present study aimed
to clarify the nature of motor planning in DCD, including a putative deficit, by being
the first to investigate motor planning using converging measures of simple and
complex motor planning in a single sample of children with DCD. Boys aged
between 8 – 12 years with (n = 10) and without DCD (n = 17) completed three
commonly used ‘simple’ (bar grasping, sword, and bar transport tasks) measures and
one ‘complex’ (octagon task) measure of end-state-comfort (ESC), a classic
measurement of motor planning ability. To achieve ESC when manipulating an
object, a person may choose to start with an uncomfortable grip in order to end the
movement in a comfortable position. Results indicate that the participants with DCD
planned for ESC as efficiently as their peers when performing the ‘simple’ measures
of ESC but were significantly less likely to end their performances in ESC than those
without DCD for the more ‘complex’ octagon task. Taken together, our data suggest
that school-aged children with DCD may be able to plan simple movements as
efficiently as their peers, but have more difficulty doing so for multi-movement or
complex sequences. Based on the assumption that the efficiency of such motor
planning is dependent on the integrity of internal modelling systems, we argue that
our study provides indirect support for the internal modelling deficit hypothesis.
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Introduction

Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) is a neurodevelopmental condition
that affects a person’s ability to perform coordinated movements and significantly
interferes with their academic performance and activities of daily living (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013). These difficulties become apparent from an early age
and persist into adulthood in up to 75% of those diagnosed at an early age (Kirby,
Sugden, & Purcell, 2014). The motor difficulties cannot be explained by other
neurodevelopmental disorders such as cerebral palsy. A growing number of
researchers have found that poor planning of movements is commonly identified in
children with DCD (see Adams, Lust, Wilson, & Steenbergen, 2014 for a review).

Many of the simple tasks we perform in our daily life require complex motor
planning skills, for instance, picking up a pencil and writing or grasping house keys
to lock or unlock a door. Since any given action can be performed using an almost
infinite series of motor commands [known as the degrees of freedom problem
(Bernstein, 1967)], consideration of the best way to perform a task given the
environmental and biomechanical constraints is important to allow efficient
completion of the actions. For example, if the end of the house key to be inserted in
the lock lies in the same direction a person is facing, then that person is likely to pick
up the key using a comfortable hand position: this allows them to also end the
movement comfortably. However, if the key lies in the opposite direction then to
complete the movement comfortably the individual must sacrifice a comfortable start
grip in order to lock/unlock the door in a comfortable way. This is known as the
‘end-state-comfort’ (ESC) effect (Rosenbaum, Herbort, van der Wei, & Weiss, 2014;
Rosenbaum, Vaughan, Barnes, & Jorgensen, 1992; Stöckel, Hughes, & Schack,
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2012). It has been observed that the tendency for individuals to end their movements
in ESC increases into early adulthood in typically developing individuals
(Jongbloed-Pereboom, Nijhuis-van der Sanden, Saraber-Schiphorst, Crajé, &
Steenbergen, 2013; Stöckel et al., 2012; Thibaut & Toussaint, 2010; van Swieten et
al., 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014b). However, clinical populations with difficulties
planning movement, such as those with cerebral palsy, are often less likely to
complete movements in ESC than healthy individuals (Crajé et al., 2010;
Steenbergen, Jongbloed-Pereboom, Spruijt, & Gordon, 2013). Accordingly, it is
generally accepted that a greater tendency to terminate movements in ESC reflects
optimization of motor planning (Rosenbaum et al., 1992).

Motor planning in individuals with DCD may also be compromised as those
with DCD have reported an inability to perform many activities of daily living (e.g.
brushing teeth, dressing and using utensils) that require complex motor planning
skills (Zwicker, Harris, & Klassen, 2013). Consequently, investigations of motor
planning in individuals with DCD have become common in recent years, with most
studies using ‘grip-selection’ tasks. These tasks require that an individual grasps an
object using an uncomfortable initial position to enable completion of the movement
in a comfortable end position known as ESC (Rosenbaum et al., 1990). Results are
mixed, which could be due to the variety of grip selection tasks used that place
varying demands on motor planning (e.g. Adams, Lust, Wilson, & Steenbergen,
2017; Fuelscher, Williams, Wilmut, Enticott, & Hyde, 2016). To date, the majority
of studies using ‘simple’ grip-selection tasks to investigate motor planning in
children with DCD have found no differences between their DCD and control
groups. For example, Smyth and Mason (1997) assessed children aged between 4 – 8
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years with and without DCD on a bar transport and a handle rotation task. The bar
transport task required children to simply pick up a wooden bar and place it so that
the indicated end was facing them when placed to either their right or left. To
complete this with a comfortable end state, participants had to reach and grasp a
wooden bar using an overhand grip to place the right end facing them, or using an
underhand grip to place the left end facing them. For the handle rotation task,
participants had to grasp a handle and rotate it to 180° so that a tab covered a picture.
To complete this task in ESC, the participant’s thumb should point towards the tab
when the handle is grasped. For both tasks, the initial grip was noted to assess for
ESC. The authors found no difference in performance between those with and
without DCD suggesting that children with DCD could plan for ESC. This finding
has been replicated in studies using tasks of similar design. For instance, Noten,
Wilson, Ruddock, and Steenbergen (2014) used a bar rotation task where children
with and without DCD aged between 7 – 12 years grasped a bar and placed the
specified end into a cup. To complete this task comfortably, participants had to end
their movements with their thumb pointing in an upwards direction. Again, no
significant group differences between individuals with and without DCD were
observed. In another study, Adams, Ferguson, Lust, Steenbergen, and SmitsEngelsman (2016) used the same bar rotation task (low precision) and the sword task
(high precision) with 6 – 11 years old children with and without DCD to address
whether task complexity affected motor planning in this population. The bar rotation
task was as described above and to complete the sword task in ESC, participants had
to grasp the handle of the sword which was oriented differently each time and insert
it into a hole making sure their thumb pointed towards the hole. The authors found
significant group differences for the latter only and concluded that children with
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DCD planned less for ESC when the task required precision on completion.
Interestingly, when the same participants were tested on the sword task two years
later, no group differences were observed (Adams et al., 2017). This suggests a
possible lag in the development of motor planning skills for ESC in children with
DCD and that the sword task which was of high complexity for younger children
was no longer as complex for those aged 8 – 13 years. Of note, all the above tasks
had two grip choices (reach-to-grasp the bar with a thump up/thumb down or using
an underhand/overhand grip) and consisted of two movement sequences (reach-tograsp – place/turn). Given the simplicity of these task parameters, it is likely that
demands on motor planning were low for certain age groups, which may explain
why those with DCD consistently performed at the same level as those without
DCD. This view is supported by findings from other studies using similar gripselection tasks that have reported that individuals with DCD are able to perform
simple movements as effectively as their same age peers (Adams, Ferguson, et al.,
2016; Adams et al., 2017; Noten et al., 2014; Smyth & Mason, 1997).

A recent meta-analysis reported that impaired motor planning in those with
DCD become more apparent with an increase in task complexity (Wilson et al.,
2017). For grip selection tasks, complexity increases when the number of initial grip
choices and/or possible movement sequences increase. Studies using a more
‘complex’ octagon grip selection task have found significant differences between
children with DCD and their typically developing peers aged 8- to 12- years
(Fuelscher et al., 2016) and 7- to 11-years (Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). To complete
this task, participants select a grip and turn a pointer which is initially at 0° to the
coloured stripes arrayed around the eight-sided dial in one, two or three colour
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sequences. Studies found that healthy adults show a decreased propensity to
terminate movements in ESC as the number of colours involved in a trial increases,
with accuracy falling as low as 55% for the three colour sequences (Wilmut &
Byrne, 2014a, 2014b). Fuelscher and colleagues (2016) and Wilmut and Byrne
(2014a) also found that all participants were more likely to choose ESC for the one
colour sequence than for the other colour sequences. At the between group level,
Wilmut and Byrne (2014a) found that children with DCD ended significantly fewer
trials in ESC than their typically developing peers on the one and three colour
sequences. Interestingly, for the three colour sequences both the typically developing
children and those with DCD terminated less than 50% of their trials in ESC.
Fuelscher et al. (2016) also showed that children with DCD are less likely to
terminate their movements in ESC while performing the octagon task providing
further support to the idea that children with DCD are less able to plan complex
movements than their typically developing peers.

Taken together, the available evidence indicates that performances on simple
motor planning tasks are similar for those with and without DCD, and that both
groups are able to plan movements at age appropriate levels (Adams, Ferguson, et
al., 2016; Adams et al., 2017; Noten et al., 2014; Smyth & Mason, 1997). This could
indicate that the tasks were insufficiently complex to discriminate between the two
groups. A decrease in performance efficiency is consistently observed on complex
tasks indicating that a deficit in motor planning may become more pronounced when
task demands are high (Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). While this
view is consistent with the clinical profile of many with DCD, results to-date do not
provide a clear understanding about the motor planning deficit in children with DCD
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based on the differences in methodology in each study (e.g., screening procedures,
age groups and tasks). Therefore, an empirical investigation administering both
simple and complex tasks to a single sample of children with and without DCD is
necessary in order to draw conclusions about the nature of the putative motor
planning deficit in children with DCD.
The purpose of the study is to assess 8 – 12 year old children with and
without DCD on three ‘simple’ (bar rotation, sword task, bar transport) and one
‘complex’ (octagon) motor planning tasks. As described, each has different task
demands and levels of complexity. We hypothesised there would be no group
differences between children with and without DCD on the simpler tasks of ESC; the
bar grasping, sword and bar transport tasks. ESC would become less evident when
planning demands increased in the complex octagon tasks. Accordingly, we
expected group performance differences to be observed on all the three colour
sequences of the octagon task.

Method

Participants

Participants were recruited from local schools, advertisements in the local newspaper
and on websites for professional Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist and
Disability associations. The final sample comprised 27 boys aged 8- to 12 years.
Only boys were included in order to eliminate any potential gender differences given
the small sample size. All participants were screened on the four criteria for DCD
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(A, B, C, and D) described in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-5; APA, 2013). Criterion A was based on the participant’s
Neuromuscular Developmental Index (NDI) derived from the McCarron Assessment
of Neuromuscular Development (MAND; McCarron, 1997) and the observations of
expert assessors. In accordance with the MAND guidelines, those with an NDI of
less than 85 which is equivalent to the 15th percentile were classified as DCD (n = 9)
and those with NDI scores above or equal to 90 were classified as TD (n = 19; with
one exception as noted below). To meet criterion B, parents completed the
Developmental Coordination Disorder questionnaire (DCDQ07; Wilson, Crawford,
Green, Roberts, Aylott, & Kaplan, 2009) to confirm that movement difficulties
significantly interfered with their children’s activities of daily living. Criterion C was
met if parents verbally confirmed that symptoms were evident in early childhood.
Criterion D was met based on the absence of a prior diagnosis of a neurological
condition from parent’s report. Participants were excluded if they had any other
neurological diagnosis affecting movement (e.g., cerebral palsy, muscular
dystrophy). The participants were also screened for attention deficit hyperactive
disorder (ADHD) using the Swanson Nolan and Pelham-IV ADHD questionnaire
(SNAP; Bussing et al., 2008), as it commonly co-morbid with DCD. One participant
was excluded from the study as their SNAP scores indicated ADHD.

One participant with an NDI above 85 was included in the DCD group. This
decision was based on clinical observations of two independent experts, parent report
and previous movement assessments. His parents reported that he experienced
significant movement difficulties and significant functional difficulties were noted
on the DCDQ07 questionnaire. In October 2016, this participant was diagnosed with
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DCD by an Occupational Therapist based on results from the DCDQ07 and the
Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency-2 (Bruininks & Bruininks, 2005).
The final sample consisted of 10 children with DCD (left-handed = 2; Mage = 10.10,
SD = 1.26, range = 8.36 – 12.00) and 17 without DCD (left-handed = 2; Mage =
10.36, SD = 1.04, range = 8.28 – 11.81).

The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee at The
University of Notre Dame Australia (reference number: 016130F). All parents and
participants provided written informed consent.

Tasks and procedures
In this cross-sectional study, participants completed three ‘simple’ measures; bar
grasping, sword and bar transport task, and one ‘complex’ measure; the octagon task,
of motor planning. The order of the tasks was set to provide a gentle, balanced
progression of cognitive load and stimulation; as follows, bar rotation (easy) sword
task (medium), octagon task (incrementally increasing difficulty) and finally bar
transport task (low). The participants sat comfortably in front of the apparatus at a
distance ensuring they could complete the tasks without difficulty, and placed their
palms down on the provided handshapes (see Figure. 3.1). Performances were
recorded using a video camera mounted on a tripod. Each task included a set of noncritical and critical trials. The non-critical trials allowed participants to both start
and end in a comfortable state. For the critical trials, the children were required to
start with an uncomfortable position to order to end in a comfortable position.
Participants were provided two practice trials for the bar grasping, sword and
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octagon tasks. All participants completed the practice trials successfully and
commenced the experimental trials. There was no practice for the bar transport task.
No explicit instructions were provided to the participants about grip comfort either at
the start or end of the movements. For all the tasks, participants were informed that
they could not change their grasp once they gripped the equipment. If they changed
their grasp during the experiment, the trial was re-started. This occurred mostly for
the longer three colour sequence on the octagon task. In all cases, the participants
successfully completed the trial on the 2nd or 3rd attempt. Participants completed all
four tasks within 15 – 20 minutes (including 1 - 2 minutes break between each task).
Before commencing each task, participants were asked to inform the researcher if
they were tired during the session. In this instance, testing would be stopped and
resumed when the participants were ready. None of the participants reported
tiredness during the session.

Figure 3.1. Example set up of participant of bar
transport task. Participants place their hands on
the handshapes when not executing the trials.
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Simple measures of motor planning

Bar grasping task.

The apparatus for bar grasping task (Adams, Ferguson, et al., 2016; Crajé et al.,
2010; Noten et al., 2014) comprised a black square frame with a wooden bar, half
painted white and half yellow placed in the middle. In front of the frame, a white
cup was placed (see Figure 3.2). The bar could be rotated to place the yellow end at
specific orientations; 30°, 90°, 150°, 210°, 270° and 330°. For the task, children were
asked to grasp the bar using their whole hand, remove it from the frame and place
the yellow end in the cup. The children completed all the trials with their preferred
hand. After each trial, the end posture of the hand was scored, which could be either
comfortable (thumb up) or uncomfortable (thumb down). For right-handed
participants, the critical trials were 30°, 270° and 330° and 30°, 90° and 330° for
left-handed participants.

Figure 3.2. Set up of bar grasping task. The yellow
end of bar set up is placed at 0°.
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Sword task.

The sword task (Adams, Ferguson, et al., 2016; Adams, Lust, Wilson, &
Steenbergen, 2016; Adams et al., 2017; Crajé et al., 2010; Jongbloed-Pereboom et
al., 2013) required participants to use a whole hand grip to pick up a wooden sword
from the table and insert it into a slot of a ‘treasure chest’. There were six possible
orientations for the sword to be presented, including the null orientation where the
sword points directly at the slot (see Figure 3.3). Orientation 1 (the null orientation)
served as the practice trial and was not included in the experiment. For right-handed
participants, orientations 2 and 3 and for left-handed participants, orientations 5 and
6 serve as critical trials. At the end of each trial, the end posture of the hand was
scored, which could be comfortable (thumb close to treasure box) or uncomfortable
(thumb away from treasure box).

Figure 3.3. Set up of sword task. The sword is
placed at the null (demonstration) orientation.
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Bar transport task.

The bar transport task (Rosenbaum et al., 1990; Smyth & Mason, 1997; Thibaut &
Toussaint, 2010) consisted of a wooden bar that rested on two supports (see Fig.
3.4). One end of the bar was painted blue and the other red. From the participant’s
perspective, the blue end was placed on the right and red end on the left. A white
disk was placed at the left side of the support and a black disk on the right.
Instruction was given to grasp the bar with a whole hand grip and to place the
specified end on the specified disk. Participants could use either an underhand or an
overhand grip to grasp the bar. This grip was noted.

For right handed participants, a comfortable end state was achieved with an
initial underhand grasp when placing the red end of the bar on a disk or an overhand
grasp when placing the place blue end on a disk. For left-handed participants a
reverse grasp type was required to complete the same movements in ESC.
Participants completed four trials for the task. Critical trials were identified as
placing the red end on the white disk and the blue end on the black disk for both
right- and left-handed participants.

Figure 3.4. Set up of bar transport task. The right end of the
bar is placed on the left from participant’s perspective.
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Complex measure of motor planning

Octagon task.

The apparatus for the octagon task (Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a,
2014b) consisted of a wooden octagon mounted on a wooden black board. Each side
of the octagon had a different colour stripe; purple, red, blue, brown, green, grey,
pink, yellow (see Fig. 3.5). A smaller “dial” octagon with a black pointer was placed
onto the bigger one. A selection of dial sizes was available between 6.5 cm to 12.5
cm, with participants choosing the one that most comfortably fits their grip. Before
starting any trial, the researcher ensured that the pointer was at 0° (pointing upwards
to the purple colour).

One, two and three colour sequences were used for this task. The experiment
consisted of four trials for each colour sequence and participants complete a total of
12 trials for the entire task. Each trial began when the researcher called out the
colour or the colour sequence. The participants were required to reach and grasp the
small octagon by placing each finger on one flat side of the octagon and turn the
pointer to the given colour or colour sequences. Participants were free to grasp the
octagon in any way they liked and rotate the octagon either clockwise or
anticlockwise. Any combination of rotations could be used for two and three colour
sequences to complete sequences.

Following the Wilmut and Byrne (2014a) and Fuelscher et al. (2016)
experimental procedure, colour sequences were presented in blocked order, starting
with one colour sequences and ending with three colour sequences. For two and
three colour sequences, participants rotated the octagon to the first colour of the
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sequence and then rotate to the next until the sequence is completed. All sequences
ending with a green colour required a 180° rotation of the hand and thus needed the
participant to grasp the octagon in an uncomfortable start position in order to end the
movement in a comfortable position, therefore a comfortable grasp would not
suffice. These sequences were therefore classified as critical trials. To determine end
state comfort, for each colour sequence the initial position of the thumb, rotation and
end colour was noted. A comfort rating was assigned using the validated coding
scheme developed by Wilmut and Byrne (2014a).

Figure 3.5. Set up of octagon task. The
pointer is placed at purple colour.

Data analysis

Data were examined for normality and as the data violated the assumptions for
normality, non-parametric tests were used. Data analyses were performed using
SPSS version 24.0. For all the tasks, the trials were scored as being comfortable (1)
or uncomfortable (0). For each participant, percentage ESC for each task was
calculated as follows: number of trials ending in ESC /total trials undertaken x 100.
The Mann Whitney U test was used to compare the mean percentage ESC for each
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task as well as the non-critical and critical conditions for each task between groups
(DCD v TD). Alpha was set to 0.05 for all analyses. r was calculated using the
procedure outlined in Field (2009) to estimate the practical significance of the
results, where an r-value of 0.1 indicates a small effect, 0.3 a medium effect and 0.5
a large effect.

Results

Participant characteristics

There were no significant differences between the two groups for age and SNAP
scores (Table 3.1). As expected, the DCD group scored significantly lower than the
TD group for the NDI.

Table 3.1.

Sample Characteristics for DCD and TD groups

DCD

TD

(n = 10)

(n = 17)

p-value

M

SD

M

SD

Age

10.10

1.26

10.36

1.04

0.59

SNAP

1.05

0.61

0.94

0.56

0.64

NDI

67.00

16.66

105.88 12.32

0.00

Note. SNAP = Swanson Nolan and Pelham-IV ADHD score. NDI = Neurodevelopmental
Developmental Index.
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End State Comfort for simple measures of motor planning

The Mann-Whitney U-test revealed no significant group differences in the
percentage of trials ending in ESC for the bar grasping, sword and bar transport
tasks. For these tasks, both groups ended their performances in comfortable end
states more often with mean percentage ESC levels ranging between 61% - 75%.
There were no differences between the DCD and the TD group for the non-critical
and critical conditions for each simple task.

End State Comfort for complex measure of motor planning

Significant group differences were found in ESC on one colour (U = 41.00, p =
0.019), two colour (U = 32.00, p = 0.004), and three colour sequences (U = 40.00, p
= 0.007) of the octagon task (see Figure 3.6). For all the colour sequences, the TD
group ended more of their movements in ESC than the DCD group. A medium effect
was noted for the one colour sequence (r = -0.45) while a large effect was observed
for the two (r = -0.56) and three colour sequences (r = -0.52). A consistent decrease
in the mean percentage ending in ESC was observed in the TD group as the sequence
length increased. In the DCD group, a similar decrease in mean ESC was observed
for the two and three colour sequences.

For all the critical conditions of each colour sequence, it can be seen in
Figure 3.7 that the mean percentage ESC was lower for the boys with DCD than
those without DCD (1 colour: U = 50.0, p = 0.021, r = -0.45; 2 colours: U = 47.0, p
= 0.034, r = -0.41; 3 colours: U = 40.0, p = 0.006, r = -0.53). None of the
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participants with DCD could complete the critical trials in ESC for the one and three
colour sequence. For the non- critical condition, a significant group difference in
performance ending in ESC was observed only for the two colour sequence, U =
47.0, p = 0.038, r = -0.40.

Figure 3.6. End-state-comfort for complex task. The mean percentage of trials that
ended in end-state-comfort for the one, two and three colour sequences of the
octagon task for the TD and DCD group. The error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 3.7. End-state-comfort for difficulty levels. The mean percentage of trials
that ended in end-state-comfort for the non-critical and critical conditions of the one,
two and three colour sequences of the octagon task for the TD and DCD group. The
error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Discussion

The current study aimed to clarify the nature of motor planning in children with
DCD, by comparing performances on three simple (the bar grasping, sword and bar
transport tasks) and one complex measure of motor planning (the octagon task) in
children with and without DCD. As predicted, we found that both groups performed
at similar levels for the simple tasks, regardless of non-critical or critical conditions.
However, the participants with DCD ended less trials in ESC compared to their
typically developing peers for all the colour sequences of the complex octagon task.
These findings supported the view that children with DCD experience motor
planning difficulties which become more apparent as task complexity increases.
Collectively, our results provide evidence for the putative motor planning deficit in
children with DCD.

Planning of simple movements is age-appropriate in school-aged boys with
DCD

Boys with DCD planned for ESC as well as TD children for the simple bar grasping,
sword and bar transport task. This is in line with other motor planning studies which
also found no group differences on these tasks (Adams et al., 2017; Noten et al.,
2014; Smyth & Mason, 1997). The three simple tasks used in this study consisted of
two steps and required participants to choose from an underhand or overhand grip or
a thumb up or thumb down hand position and place the object in a cup, a hole or on a
disk. Of note, regardless of the initial grip selection, these simple tasks could be
completed without ending the movement in an awkward hand position whereas, the
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complex tasks described below are contingent on a specific initial grasp
configuration for ESC. This could therefore decrease the sensitivity of assessing
motor planning ability (Adams et al., 2017). In sum, our study showed that boys
aged between 8 – 12 years with DCD can plan simple two step movements as
efficiently as their TD peers.

Boys with DCD demonstrate atypical motor planning for complex movements

Similar to earlier studies (Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a), young
boys with DCD and their age-matched controls became less able to complete their
action in ESC as the number of colour sequences of the complex octagon task
increased. That is, motor planning efficiency appeared to decrease as task
complexity increased. This has previously been reported in studies involving young
TD adults (Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a, 2014b) and those with
hemiparetic cerebral palsy (Mutsaarts, Steenbergen, & Bekkering, 2005). The
current study further extends previous findings by showing for each colour sequence
of the ‘complex’ task, when children with DCD are presented with a harder
condition within the same task, they completed fewer trials in ESC than their peers
for the critical conditions. This indicates that the octagon task is sufficiently complex
to differentiate motor planning ability in 8- to 12-year-old boys with and without
DCD.

In line with Fuelscher et al. (2016) and Wilmut and Byrne (2014a), children
with DCD ended their performances more frequently in ESC for the one colour
sequence, a two-step task than the three (two colour) and four (three colour) step
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tasks. Interestingly, while children with DCD performed similarly for the two and
three colour sequences, those without DCD demonstrated a decrease in performance
from 56% to 43%. The three colour sequences consisted of four sub movements
inclusive of the initial decision of choosing one grasp from eight available choices.
Many movement tasks require both motor and executive planning (Stöckel &
Hughes, 2016; van Swieten et al., 2010) and tasks with greater cognitive costs affect
planning for ESC to a greater extent than tasks with moderate or low cognitive costs
(Stöckel & Hughes, 2015). In the present study, the participants had to listen
carefully to examiner’s instructions which placed additional demands on their
cognitive processes such as attention and working memory. It is therefore possible
that successful planning for ESC in the longer three colour sequences relied more
heavily on executive functioning rather than motor planning skills, particularly for
those with DCD (Fuelscher et al., 2018).
An alternative explanation could be that children aged between 8 – 12 years
have insufficient experience to perform similar four step movements that allow
efficient planning. Motor planning skills develop from previously learned
behaviours (van Swieten et al., 2010). Therefore habitual movements are an
important consideration for grasp selection (Herbort & Butz, 2011; Scharoun,
Gonzalez, Bryden, & Roy, 2016; Stöckel et al., 2012). Most individuals become
proficient with certain movements and can generalise this skill to many daily
activities or when faced with new movement demands. The three colour sequence is
a four staged movement (reach-to-grasp – turn – turn – turn). Individuals are
infrequently required to complete a movement consisting of four sub-movements in
most daily activities. Given the limited opportunity to practice complex tasks in real
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life, it is less likely that individuals will learn to develop and apply complex planning
skills as often as other simpler tasks, particularly for children relative to adults.

Of note, a linear decrease in performance was expected as the number of
colour sequences was increased for the non-critical conditions. Instead, we observed
that the DCD group ended fewer trials in ESC for the non-critical conditions for the
two colour sequence compared to the three colour sequences. In addition, for the
critical conditions, children with DCD performed better for the two colour sequences
than for the one and three colour sequences. While we have obtained significant
results with the current sample size, we acknowledge that it is rather modest.

Motor planning deficit in children with DCD: Support for a deficit in the
internal model?

In short, our findings support the hypothesis that although boys with DCD are able to
plan and conduct simple movements as well as TD children, they are less efficient as
task complexity increases. This is the first study to administer a comprehensive
battery of motor planning tasks including ‘simple and ‘complex’ constraints,
therefore our findings provide an important addition to the current body of literature
describing the integrity of motor planning in children with DCD. These findings are
consistent with the view that motor planning is impaired in people with DCD,
though this profile is not by no means universal. One plausible explanation being
explored regarding the reduced capacity for motor planning observed in the children
with DCD in this study is a possible deficit in the internal model (e.g. Adams et al.,
2017). This theory proposes that the poor motor skill typical of DCD may, at least
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partly, be attributable to difficulties generating and/or monitoring internal action
representations. Completing the octagon task involves considering positioning of the
thumb from 8 available choices, grasping the octagon in a supination or pronation
position and rotating it in a clockwise or anticlockwise direction depending on the
number of movement sequences and goal. To perform such an action, individuals
must build internal representations of the required movement consisting of the
inverse and forward model (Blakemore, Wolpert, & Frith, 2002; Kawato, 1999).
When performing a desired movement, inverse models are constructed consisting of
motor commands accommodating such variables as the force, timing, and trajectory
of limbs – i.e., muscle coordination/sequencing, needed to achieve the goal. Based
on this inverse model, a predictive model is generated to estimate the future states of
the limbs from the current position (Wolpert, Diedrichsen, & Flanagan, 2011;
Wolpert & Flanagan, 2001). If there is discrepancy between the predicted and the
desired outcome, then an error signal is generated and the motor commands are
adjusted accordingly to achieve the desired goal (Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008;
Shadmehr, Smith, & Krakauer, 2010). In support of the view that motor planning is
engaged during the performance of complex tasks is dependent on this ‘internal
modelling’ process, recent work has demonstrated that decreased efficiency
performing motor imagery (a classic proxy for generating internal action
representations) predicts a reduced likelihood of completing trials on the octagon
task in ESC (Fuelscher et al., 2016). Accordingly, we suggest that the atypical motor
planning in our sample of boys with DCD may be associated with difficulties
engaging internal modelling mechanisms (as per the internal modelling deficit
hypothesis; Adams et al., 2016).
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Strengths and limitations of the study

The present study compared motor planning ability in a single sample of children
with and without DCD using a variety of simple and complex commonly used motor
tasks. Being the first to compare motor planning ability in both groups on both
critical and non-critical trials within each simple and complex task demonstrated that
motor planning ability is significantly impaired in children with DCD for complex
tasks. Despite the strong findings, several limitations were noted. Firstly,
recruitment of boys with DCD proved problematic, hence explaining our modest
sample size. Secondly, poor motor planning performances on the three colour
sequence could indicate a deficit in both motor and executive functioning. However,
no formal tests of executive planning were undertaken in the study that could support
this. Future research aiming to use the octagon task with the DCD population should
consider including tests of executive functioning as well. Thirdly, the classification
of ESC for the octagon task has been developed based on typically developing
adults. While this task has been shown to differentiate between children with and
without DCD at a group level, future research should aim to validate this task for
assessing inter-individual differences in both children with and without DCD.

Conclusion
The present study investigated the putative motor planning deficit in 8 – 12-year-old
boys with and without DCD by administering a series of commonly used ‘simple’
and ‘complex’ motor planning tasks. We extend previous findings by indicating that
school-aged children with DCD plan for ESC for simple tasks as efficiently as their
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peers however this ability decreases as task complexity increases. We found that the
three sequence octagon task was too complex for this age group regardless of the
developmental issue and that the one and two colour sequence of the octagon task
would be better measures of motor planning ability in this age group. As the
efficiency of motor planning is dependent on the integrity of internal modelling
systems, we argue that our study provides indirect support for the internal modelling
deficit hypothesis.
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Abstract

This is the first review to provide both a systematic and meta-analytic approach to
characterizing motor planning deficits in children with Developmental Coordination
Disorder (DCD). Task complexity appears to be a key factor affecting motor planning
in children with DCD. However, the different task-related factors and how they affect
motor planning ability has not been examined. By systematically reviewing ten studies
examining motor planning in children aged 4- to 14 years with and without
DCD using grip selection tasks, task complexity was determined according to grip
choices, level of precision, number of action steps and degree of rotation. A metaanalysis (N=607; DCD=255) revealed that, overall, those with DCD were 6.8% less
likely to plan motor actions comfortably than typically developing children. This
ability was moderated by task complexity (I2=66.7%), with performance differences
ranging from 2.33% for low (g=0.21) to 13.77% (g=0.79) for high complexity. The
results confirmed that children with DCD are able to plan for comfortable end states
for tasks with simple and medium complexity level. When task complexity increased,
compared to typically developing children, the motor planning ability of those with
DCD was affected to a significantly greater extent. These findings provide important
implications for both behavioural and neurological interventions.
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Introduction

Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) is a neurodevelopmental condition,
affecting approximately 5-6% of school aged children (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013). It is characterised by a significant deficit in motor ability that
cannot be explained by any other neurological or intellectual deficit. Those with the
condition display substantial difficulties completing many movements efficiently
negatively impacting activities of daily living including school and sport based
activities, self-care and maintenance (Van der Linde et al., 2015). Approximately 3070% of children diagnosed with DCD retain these difficulties into adolescence and
adulthood (Cantell, Smyth, & Ahonen, 1994; Scott-Roberts & Purcell, 2018).

Researchers have been studying motor planning in children with DCD for
well over two decades using the ‘grip selection’ paradigm (e.g., Wilmut & Byrne,
2014a), which, is a well-validated measure of end-state-comfort (ESC) (Rosenbaum,
Herbort, van der Wei, & Weiss, 2014; Rosenbaum, Vaughan, Barnes, & Jorgensen,
1992). Briefly, the ESC measure is derived from the observation that when grasping
an object, individuals select a grip based on an implicit decision of whether to
sacrifice initial limb comfort in order to complete movements comfortably or vice
versa. Studies have shown a strong preference for prioritising comfort at the end of
the movement, an ESC effect, in typically developing (TD) adults (Gonzalez,
Studenka, Glazebrook, & Lyons, 2011; Rosenbaum et al., 1992) and children
(Thibaut & Toussaint, 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014b). It is generally accepted that
more pronounced ESC effects equate to more proficient planning of grip selection
tasks (see Wunsch et al., 2013). This ability has been shown to be compromised in
developmental disorders with strong motor indicators such as cerebral palsy (Lust,
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Spruijt, Wilson, & Steenbergen, 2018; Steenbergen, Verrel, & Gordon, 2007) and
autism (Scharoun & Bryden, 2016). However, in those with DCD, current research
has reached mixed conclusions.

A variety of grip selection tasks with differing task requirements have been
employed to assess motor planning in DCD populations. Some tasks require
participants to simply grasp and place the object (e.g., bar grasping task; Noten et al.,
2014) while others require participants to grasp and perform two to three movement
sequences before the end goal is achieved (e.g., octagon task; Wilmut & Byrne,
2014a). Some tasks differ regarding the level of precision needed to complete the
movements (e.g., sword task; Adams et al., 2016). Others require the object to be
rotated at several different angles (e.g., bar grasping task), or alternatively, only a
90° rotation. It is likely that the differences in task demands contribute to the
inconsistency of findings. For example, Noten et al. (2014) found that children with
DCD (Agem = 9 years) displayed similar motor planning ability as their peers when
performing the bar grasping task but in another study Wilmut and Byrne (2014a)
found that their DCD group (Agem = 10 years) performed significantly poorer on the
octagon task. Several researchers have suggested that motor planning ability may be
task-dependent and that the more complex the task, the better able it is to
differentiate between the motor planning ability of children with high and low levels
of motor competence (Adams, Ferguson, Lust, Steenbergen, & Smits-Engelsman,
2016; Bhoyroo, Hands, Wilmut, Hyde, & Wigley, 2018). Consequently, a recent
systematic review suggested task complexity may be an important factor to consider
in experimental design and in the interpretation of results (Wilson et al., 2017).
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Thus, task complexity has been implicated by various researchers for
explaining conflicting evidence. However, a concise evaluation of the task
parameters contributing to this purported ‘complexity’ of the grip selection tasks
employed to assess motor planning in children with DCD is lacking. In short, an
attempt to provide an operational definition of complexity so that the construct can
be tested has yet to be initiated. In a previously published review, Wunsch, Henning,
Aschersleben, and Weigelt (2013) reported that factors such as task familiarity,
degree of object rotation, precision level, number of action steps and habitual tasks
could constrain planning skills in TD children and children with developmental
disorders. However, this was not based on any analysis of data.

Given the variety of grip selection tasks used to assess motor planning in
children with DCD, evidence points to motor planning performance being taskdependent rather than a general deficit in this population. The inconsistent findings
probably reflect differences in experimental designs, small sample size or differences
in the reporting of results, e.g., some studies reported ESC on the overall trials, while
others reported ESC on critical and non-critical trials (see Grip selection tasks Results section). Some papers have suggested parameters such as level of precision,
number of actions steps and degree of rotation that may contribute to complexity in
grip selection s tasks (Adams et al., 2016; Wunsch et al., 2013). However, to-date
few studies investigated between group differences on motor planning considering
the different task-constraints (Adams et al., 2016; Bhoyroo et al., 2018), and none
provided the operational definition needed to test the ‘complexity’ argument.
Previous reviews have collated motor planning evidence using a theoretical
perspective (i.e., the internal modelling deficit) (Adams, Lust, Wilson, &
Steenbergen, 2014) or to provide a more general understanding of the factors
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underlying DCD (Wilson et al., 2017). Wunsch et al. (2013) discussed task related
factors affecting motor planning, however the number of studies involving children
with DCD was limited (n = 3). The systematic review published by Wilson and
colleagues (2017) was also limited to studies published between 2011 and 2016, and
therefore did not provide a full examination of the past literature in this area.
Moreover, since the publication of those reviews, several additional studies have
been undertaken that provide the opportunity for explicit consideration of the role
‘task complexity’ may have on the findings in this field.

The aim of this paper is to undertake a comprehensive overview of studies on
motor planning in children with and without DCD to investigate what aspects of grip
selection tasks determine task complexity, and whether these affect motor planning
in children with DCD. A meta-analysis was undertaken to examine the overall motor
planning performance of those with DCD in comparison to their TD peers. Further it
was quantitatively examined whether task complexity moderated performance, and
whether the different task-related constraints affected planning performance.

Method

This review was conducted following the principles outlined in the Cochrane
Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins & Green, 2011) and
reported in accordance to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, & Altman, 2009).
The protocol is registered in the Prospero International Prospective Register of
Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO Number: CRD42018116932).
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Data sources and search strategy

A preliminary electronic search was conducted in PROSPERO, Cochrane and
Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effectiveness (DARE) to avoid duplication of
similar reviews being undertaken. A PICOS [population, intervention (assessment),
comparison, outcome, study design] framework was used to address the research
question (Table 4.1, Appendix F). The primary author (RB) undertook a
comprehensive literature search in seven databases; PubMed, Medline (Ovid),
Embase, Cinahl Complete, Scopus, PsycInfo and SportDiscus. The search strategy
focused on three important concepts of the PICOS framework. It consisted of
population related terms (e.g. developmental coordination disorder, DCD, motor
ability), assessment related terms (motor planning) and outcome-related terms (end
state comfort). Search terms and MesH headings were truncated, exploded and
adjusted for each database. The studies were limited to humans and English
language. The final search was conducted on the 30th of October 2018. A search was
also conducted in Google Scholar and ProQuest (Dissertations and Abstracts) to
check for additional published papers/theses. A full description of the search strategy
for Medline and PsycInfo is provided in Table 4.2 in Appendix F.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

The inclusion criteria were case-control, cross-sectional and longitudinal studies that
included children with DCD and a TD comparator group aged up to18 years. These
studies were required to be peer-reviewed and published in English language. For
longitudinal cohort studies, only the baseline data were used. Additionally, a valid
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and reliable motor assessment to determine motor ability of the groups was required
(see Griffiths, Toovey, Morgan, & Spittle, 2018) and the participants must have
performed at least one grip selection task. For the systematic review, all outcomes
measuring motor planning were considered, however, quantitative review was
limited to looking at the ESC effect. Studies were excluded if they did not include a
child cohort (i.e., aged below 18+ years), or a TD comparison group and/or a formal
motor assessment. Observational studies, case studies, book chapters, conference
proceedings and reviews were also excluded.

After removing duplicates, two reviewers (RB and AW) independently
screened titles, abstracts and full-text articles for eligibility. Reference lists of
publications were searched to identify additional manuscripts. The authors reached a
consensus of doubtful manuscripts through discussion.

Data collection and extraction

All eligible studies were given a study ID. A Microsoft Excel data extraction form
was designed to extract data. These included the reviewers initial, study ID, study
title, name of authors, year of publication, aim of study, study design, population
selection, population characteristics (age and sample size), measure and description,
task complexity level, statistical analysis, results, key findings and conclusion.
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Quality assessment

Two authors (RB and BH) independently assessed the quality of the studies using the
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute of the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
for Quality Assessment Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional Studies
(https://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health-topics/study-quality-assessment-tools). The
assessment tool consisted of 14 questions that could be answered with yes, no,
cannot determine, not applicable or not reported (Table 4.3, Appendix F). Questions
2 and 4 were expanded into sub sections; 2a-2b and 4a-4c for more thorough
evaluation. Questions 3, 7 and 13 were reported as not applicable as they were
related to interventions. The scores were discussed among authors until 100%
agreement was achieved. One of the included studies was published by the primary
author, this study was assessed by a third reviewer (BS) to avoid bias. Of those
included, five studies were classified as good, four as fair and one as poor.

Statistical analyses

The meta-analysis compared motor planning using grip selection tasks in children
with DCD to those without DCD. The outcome variable has been reported as
percentage of ESC. Continuous outcomes can be computed using Mean Difference
(MD) or Standardised Mean Difference (SMD) (Higgins & Green, 2011). It has been
shown that MD facilitates interpretability while SMD is better in terms of
generalisability (Takeshima et al., 2014). SMD was therefore calculated to inform
the overall effect of motor planning ability. In addition, MD was used to look at
performance when ESC was compared between the control and population group,
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considering the impact of task complexity. To understand how performances varied
between the two groups, MD was reported for meta-analysis as well as for the
subgroup analysis related to task complexity. MD and SMD were computed using
the sample size, mean performance and standard deviation from each group. A
random effect model using the inverse-variance model was used to generate the
pooled MD and SMD with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for motor planning
ability. The random effect model was preferred based on the assumption that the
effect size of the each study included in this review varies from one another
(Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2010). Hegdes’ g was used as a measure
of effect size with 0.2 being a low, 0.5 moderate and 0.8 as strong effect.
Heterogeneity was assessed using the Cochran Q-test, with p < 0.05 (Higgins,
Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, 2003). The degree of heterogeneity was estimated by
I2 with (Higgins et al., 2003) suggesting that I2 values of around 25%, 50% and
75% indicated a low, moderate and high level of heterogeneity (respectively)
between the selected studies. To explore potential sources of heterogeneity,
subgroup analyses were performed based on task complexity. The different aspects
contributing to task complexity were investigated using a meta-analytic approach. To
investigate small study effects and publication bias, a funnel plot was used for visual
assessment and statistically assessed by Egger’s test. The trim-and-fill method was
adopted to calibrate for publication bias if identified. Statistical tests were two-sided
and a significance threshold of p < 0.05 was used. All analyses were conducted using
STATA, V15.0 (StataCorp., 2017).
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Results

Search results

The search process yielded a total of 2469 citations from six databases from which
1519 articles were identified after removing duplicates. The full selection process is
outlined in the PRISMA flow diagram below (Figure 4.1).

Identification

Records identified (n = 2469)
(PUBMED = 366; PSYCH
INFO = 221; EMBASE = 963,
MEDLINE = 412, SCOPUS =
156, CINAHL COMPLETE =
315, SPORTDISCUS with Full
Text = 36

Additional records
through Google
Scholar and ProQuest
(n = 1)

Screening

Records after duplicates
removed
(n = 1519)

Included

Eligibility

Records excluded
based on title and
abstracts
(n = 1498)

Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility
(n = 21)

Articles included in
systematic review
and meta-analysis
(n = 10)

Full-text articles
excluded, with
reasons:
Reviews = 4
No grip selection task
=4
Study protocol = 1
Conference
presentation = 1
No full text = 1

Figure 4.1. PRISMA flowchart of search process
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Study characteristics

Ten studies on motor planning in children with DCD using grip selection tasks were
included in the systematic review. An overview of the characteristics for each study
is presented in Table 4.1. Studies were published between 1997 and 2018 with the
majority (n = 8) published after 2014. Only one study used a longitudinal design to
assess motor planning in children with and without DCD over a two-year period
(Adams, Lust, Wilson, & Steenbergen, 2017a). Sample sizes varied widely across
studies, with the DCD group ranging from 10 (Bhoyroo et al., 2018) to 96
participants (Smyth & Mason, 1997). None of the studies presented a sample size
justification using power calculations. The number of male participants included in
each study exceeded number of females apart from Wilmut and Byrne (2014a) study
which had more female participants with DCD. The age range of participants in the
studies was between 4 – 14 years, with the majority of children aged between 6 – 12
years of age. The developmental change in motor planning was examined in two
studies (Smyth & Mason, 1997; van Swieten et al., 2010).
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Table 4.1.

An overview of the characteristics of the included studies

Author (year)

Aim

Smyth & Mason
(1997)

To assess the
proprioceptive
abilities of children
with DCD in
relation to their
ability to plan for
end state comfort

van Swieten et
al. (2010)

To differentiate
between motor and
executive planning
in typically
developing children
and children with
Autism and DCD

Study
design
Crosssectional

Participants: n
(male:female),
mean age (SD) in
years, age range
DCD = 96 (59:37),
Mage = * (*)
TD = 91 (54:37),
Mage = * (*)
Age range: 4–5, 5–
6, 6–7, 7–8

Crosssectional

DCD = 27 (20:7),
Mage (6 – 8 years) = 7.75
(*), Mage (9 – 13 years) =
13.23 ( *)
TD = 70 (35:35),
Mage (6 – 8 years) = *
(*), Mage (9 – 13 years) =
* (*)
Age range = 6–8,
9–13

Inclusion criteria (DSM version)
DCD (*)
Criteria A: MABC – 5th and 15th
percentile
Criteria B and C: Early onset of
motor problem
Criteria D: BAS - Naming
Vocabulary and Verbal
comprehension and Similarities and
Word definitions
TD
MABC > 35th percentile
BAS
DCD (DSM-IV)
Criteria A&B: MABC < 5th
percentile + history of coordination
problems
Criteria C: Examined for
neurological conditions
Criteria D: BPVS

Grip selection
task and
outcome
measure
Handle task
Bar transport
task
Outcome: ESC

Modified version
of handle
rotation task
Outcome: ESC,
minimal rotation,
pronation and
supination
pattern

Findings
No between group
differences for either tasks.

Between group differences
were observed in both
younger and older children
(p < 0.05).

TD
no history of neurological and
ophthalmological deficit

Note. * = not reported; M = mean; SD = standard deviation; Med = median; r = effect size; p = p-value; BAS = British Ability Scales; BVPS = British Picture
Vocabulary Scale; SDQ = Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire; pDCD = probable DCD
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Table 4.1. (Continued)

Author (year)

Aim

Noten et al.
(2014)

To investigate
the relationship
between action
planning and motor
imagery skills in
children with DCD
To assess the role
of motor load on
executive
functioning task
performance in
children with DCD

Pratt et al.
(2014)

Wilmut &
Byrne (2014a)

To look at grip
selections in
individuals with
DCD when asked
to make simple and
complex
movements

Study
design
Crosssectional

Crosssectional

Participants’
characteristics; n
(male:female),
mean age (SD) in
years, age range
DCD = 21 (11:10),
Mage = 10.4 (*)
TD = 56 (22:34),
Mage = 10.3 (*)
Age range = 7–12
DCD = 26 (22:4),
Mage = 9.92 (2.50)
TD = 24 (13:11),
Mage = 9.58 (2.0)

Inclusion criteria (DSM version)

DCD (*)
Criteria A: MAND < 15th percentile
Criteria B, C and D: *
TD
MAND > 20th percentile
DCD (DSM-IV-TR)
Criteria A: MABC-2 < *
Criteria B and C: *
Criteria D: WISC-IV > 70 + no
other diagnoses

Grip selection
task and
outcome
measure

Findings

Bar grasping task
Outcome: ESC

No significant difference in
performance between the TD
and DCD group.

Rotational bar
task
Outcome: ESC

Group emerged as a
significant predictor of
planning of bar task (p <
0.001).

Octagon task
Outcome: ESC,
minimal rotation

Children with DCD ended
significantly less movements
in ESC for one (MDCD = 55%,
MTD = 67%, p = 0.02) and
three colour (MDCD = 34%,
MTD = 42%, p = 0.05)
sequences compared to their
TD peers.
Children with DCD chose
MR significantly more than
their peers over ESC (p =
0.007).

Age range = 6–14

Crosssectional

DCD = 20 (3:17),
Mage = 9.00 (1.83)
TD = 20 (3:17),
Mage = 9.00 (1.67)
Age range = 9–14

TD
MABC-2 > 15th percentile
WISC-IV > 70
DCD (DSM-IV)
Criteria A: MABC-2 < 5th percentile
Criteria B: MABC-2 checklist for
activities of daily living
Criteria C: *
Criteria D: Parent's report of
neurological condition; BPVS; SDQ
TD
MABC > 20th percentile
BPVS
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Table 4.1. (Continued)

Study
design

Author (year)

Aim

Fuelscher et al.
(2016)

To test for a
predictive
association
between
developmental
improvements in
motor
planning and the
integrity of action
representations

Crosssectional

To examine action
planning in
children with DCD
and an agematched control
group using two
action planning
tasks that differ in
precision
requirements at the
end of the task

Crosssectional

Adams et al.
(2016)

Participants’
characteristics; n
(male:female),
mean age (SD) in
years, age range
probable DCD = 18
(11:7),
Mage = 10.94 (1.25)
TD = 18 (10:8),
Mage = 11.15 (1.26)
Age range = 8–12

DCD = 30 (20:10),
Mage = 8.53 (1.20)
TD = 90 (50:40),
Mage = 8.03 (1.26)
Age range = 6–10

Inclusion criteria (DSM version)

pDCD (DMS-V)
Criteria A: MAND < 15th percentile
Criteria B: Parents/teachers report =
motor difficulties
Criteria C: Parents report
Criteria D: Parents report of no
diagnosis of intellectual, visual or
neurological condition
TD
MAND > 20th percentile
DCD (DSM-V)
Criteria A: MABC-2 ≤ 5th percentile
Criteria B: Identified by teacher
Criteria C: Aged 6 - 10 yrs
Criteria D: Parents report of no
intellectual or neurological
impairment
TD
MABC-2 ≥ 25th percentile +
teacher’s observation
parents report of no medical
condition

Grip selection
task and
outcome
measure

Findings

Octagon task
Outcome: ESC,
minimal rotation

Children with pDCD finished
significantly less movements
in ESC than their TD peers
(MDCD = 0.39, MTD = 0.55, p =
0.011).
No significant difference was
observed in the use of MR
strategy between the two
groups.

Sword task

Children with DCD ended
less trials in ESC than the
control group (MedDCD =
83.33%, MedTD = 100%, p =
0.025, r = 0.21) for the sword
task on the critical trials only.
No difference in performance
was observed for the bar
grasping task between the two
groups.

Bar grasping task
For all tasks:
Critical trials
Non-critical trials
Outcome: ESC
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Table 4.1. (Continued)

Study
design

Author (year)

Aim

Adams et al.
(2017)

To test the
underlying problem
of the internal
modelling deficit
hypothesis using a
within-subject
design, assessing
motor imagery,
action planning,
and rapid online
control (ROC) in a
sample of children
screened rigorously
for DCD

Crosssectional

To describe and
examine changes
over time on
different aspects of
predictive control
in children
with DCD

Longitudi
nal

Adams et al.
(2017)

Participants’
characteristics; n
(male:female),
mean age (SD) in
years, age range
DCD = 33 (26:7),
Mage = 8.89 (1.40)
TD = 33 (26:7),
Mage = 8.93 (1.36)
Age range = 6–11

Inclusion criteria (DSM version)

DCD (DSM-V)
Criteria A: MABC-2 ≤ 16th
percentile
Criteria B: Treatment for motor
coordination by therapist
Criteria C: Early onset of motor
problem (6 - 11 yrs)
criteria D: IQ > 70 + health
questionnaire for visual or
neurological conditions

Grip selection
task and
outcome
measure
Sword task
Critical trials
Non-critical trials
Outcome: ESC

Findings

The DCD group performed
poorer than TD group on
critical trials only (MedDCD =
16.67%, MedTD = 50%, p =
0.016, r = -0.30).

TD
MABC-2 > 20th percentile
IQ > 70
DCD = 30 (23:7),
Mage = 8.87 (1.40)
TD = 30 (23:7),
Mage = 8.85 (1.40)
Age range = 6–11

DCD (DSM-V)
Criteria A: MABC-2 ≤ 16th
percentile
Criteria B: Treated for motor
coordination
Criteria C: Parent report
Criteria D: IQ > 70 + Health
questionnaire for visual or
neurological condition

Sword task
Critical trials
Non-critical trials
Outcome: ESC

The DCD group had a
significant lower percentage
ESC than the control group
(MedDCD = 16.67%, MedTD =
50%), p = 0.030, r = −0.42)
for the critical trials only.

TD
MABC-2 > 20th percentile
IQ > 70
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Table 4.1. (Continued)

Author (year)

Aim

Bhoyroo et al.
(2018)

To clarify the
nature of motor
planning by being
the first to
investigate motor
planning using
converging
measures of simple
and complex motor
planning in a single
sample of children
with DCD

Study
design
Crosssectional

Participants’
characteristics; n
(male:female),
mean age (SD) in
years, age range
DCD = 10 (10:0),
Mage = 10.10 (1.26)
TD = 17 (10:0),
Mage = 10.36 (1.04)
Age range = 8–12

Inclusion criteria (DSM version)

Grip selection
task and
outcome
measure

DCD (DSM-V)
Criteria A: MAND < 15th percentile
Criteria B: DCDQ07
Criteria C: Parents report of early
onset
Criteria D: SNAP IV and parents
report for neurological diagnosis

Bar grasping task

TD
MAND >= 20th percentile
DCDQ07
Parents report of no neurological
diagnosis and SNAP IV

For all tasks:
Critical trials
Non-critical trials

Sword task
Octagon task
bar transport task

Outcome: ESC

Findings

The DCD group completed
significantly less trials than
their TD peers for the one (p
= 0.019, r = -0.45), two (p =
0.004, r = -0.56 and three (p =
0.007, r = -0.52) colour
sequences of the octagon task
only. They also performed
poorer for the one (p = 0.021,
r = -0.45), two ((p = 0.034, r
= -0.41) and three (p = 0.006,
r = -0.53) colours sequences
for the critical trials and two
(p = 0.038, r = -0.40) colour
sequence for the non-critical
trials of the same task.
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Diagnosis of DCD

The method used for DCD diagnosis (or participant group classification) differed
between the studies for several reasons. Primarily, the diagnostic criteria specified in
the American Psychiatric Association Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM) were updated several times during the time frame of the review. In
order for a diagnosis of DCD, all criteria must be met and reported. The most recent
(DSM-V) specifies a diagnosis of DCD based on four criteria (A) the level of motor
coordination is below expected at their chronological age; (B) this impacts their
performances for a range of activities (e.g., dressing, self-care tasks, handwriting,
playing games); (C) these motor skill deficits are not better accounted for by other
neurodevelopmental, or intellectual impairment; and (D) the onset of symptoms
occurs in childhood (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). In five studies,
participants were screened using the DSM-V and all reported the four criteria
(Adams et al., 2016; Adams et al., 2017a; Adams, Lust, Wilson, & Steenbergen,
2017b; Bhoyroo et al., 2018; Fuelscher, Williams, Wilmut, Enticott, & Hyde, 2016).
In one study, participants were classified as probable DCD because of the absence of
a medical diagnosis (Fuelscher et al., 2016). The DSM IV-TR did not include
criterion C from DSM V but instead specified that the motor difficulties must exceed
intellectual disability (if one exists). Pratt and colleagues (2014) included a sample
of DCD participants claiming to meet all four criteria of the DSM-IV-TR, however,
they only reported the motor assessment with no further details provided. Two
studies screened their participants using DSM-IV criteria (van Swieten et al., 2010;
Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a) and two studies did not report the DSM version (Noten,
Wilson, Ruddock, & Steenbergen, 2014; Smyth & Mason, 1997). The first edition of
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the Movement Assessment Battery for Children, MABC (Henderson & Sugden,
1992) was used in two studies (Smyth & Mason, 1997; van Swieten et al., 2010), the
second edition, MABC-2 (Henderson, Sugden, & Barnett, 2007) was used in five
studies (Adams et al., 2016; Adams et al., 2017a, 2017b; Pratt, Leonard, Adeyinka,
& Hill, 2014; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a) and three (Bhoyroo et al., 2018; Fuelscher et
al., 2016; Noten et al., 2014) used the McCarron Assessment of Neuromuscular
Development (MAND; McCarron, 1997) to evaluate motor ability. Four studies used
scores less or equal to the 5th percentile to diagnose DCD based on the MABC or
MABC-2 (Adams et al., 2016; Smyth & Mason, 1997; van Swieten et al., 2010;
Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). In all studies TD children had a motor competence level
above the 20th percentile independent of the motor assessment adopted. In majority
of studies (n = 6), children with DCD were recruited from primary schools. Other
less common methods of recruitment included hospitals, DCD support groups and
physical therapists. In most papers (n = 9), researchers did not report the screening of
comorbid DCD, except Bhoyroo et al. (2018) who screened for ADHD with one
participant excluded.

Grip selection tasks

Six different grip selection tasks (handle rotation and modified version of handle
rotation, bar transport, bar grasping, octagon and sword) were used to assess motor
planning (see Table 4.2). In addition, the octagon task consisted of the one, two and
three colour sequences. All studies reported ESC as the main outcome measure.
Three studies also considered the use of a minimal rotation strategy (Fuelscher et al.,
2016; van Swieten et al., 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a) and one reported pronation
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and supination grasp patterns (van Swieten et al., 2010). When adopting the minimal
rotation strategy participants choose an initial grasp that results in the minimum
movement (rotation) to achieve the goal or outcome. In some studies, the trials of the
tasks were split into critical and non-critical trials (Adams et al., 2016; Adams et al.,
2014, 2017a, 2017b; Bhoyroo et al., 2018). In critical trials participants are required
to sacrifice comfort at the beginning of a movement to complete the movement
comfortably whereas in non-critical trials, no sacrifice of initial comfort is necessary
to achieve ending the trials in a comfortable state. After reviewing the motor
planning literature in children with DCD, four task-related factors were identified as
contributing to task complexity. These were - number of grip choices, level of
precision, number of action steps, and the degree of rotation (see Table 4.3).

Handle task.

The handle rotation task was used in two studies (Smyth & Mason, 1997; van
Swieten et al., 2010). To complete this two-step task, a handle attached to a wheel
had to be grasped and rotated an assigned position involving a 180° rotation. Some
researchers considered tasks involving a 180° rotation of the wrist were complex as
they require sacrificing comfort at the beginning to a greater degree in order to end
in ESC (Haggard, 1998; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a, 2014b). The handle could be
grasped with the thumb pointing towards or away from the starting position.
Participants were free to rotate the handle in either clockwise or anticlockwise.
Slightly modifying the task, van Swieten et al. (2010) indicated their participants
whether a clockwise or anticlockwise rotation was required.
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Table 4.2.

Motor planning using grip selection tasks in children with and without DCD

Author
(year)

Task and description

Movement requirements

Smyth &
Mason
(1997)

Handle task – participants
grasp a handle and rotate it
to 180° so that a tab covered
a picture

Handle task
1. Reach to grasp handle
2. Rotate the handle to
180°

Bar transport - Participants
pick a bar placed on two
supports and place the
specified end on a specified
disc lying by the sides of the
bar
Modified version of handle
rotation task - participants
reach and grasp a dowelling
with a pincer grip following
the appearance of the white
arrow, and then rotate it to an
indicated final location.
Bar grasping - Children
grasp a specified end of a bar
and place it vertically in a
circular holder on the table
using their preferred hand.
The bar could be rotated
clockwise or anticlockwise.

Bar transport task
1. Reach to grasp bar
2. Place bar on disc

van Swieten
et al. (2010)

Noten et al.
(2014)

Task
complexity
Handle task:
Medium
Bar
transport:
Easy

Key findings

Theoretical conclusion

Children with DCD are not
impaired in their ability to plan
for ESC. The lack of accuracy at
the end of the task (placing the
bar in the middle of the disc is
considered more accurate
compare to placing the bar on
the disc) could lead to these
findings

None.

Modified version of
handle rotation task
1. Reach to grasp handle
2. Rotate handle to final
location

Medium

Children with DCD aged
between 6 – 8 years and 9 – 13
years were biased towards
choosing the MR strategy

None.

Bar grasping task
1. Reach to grasp bar
2. Place in cylinder

Easy

There was no difference in
motor planning ability in those
with and without DCD which
could result from the lack of
complexity of bar grasping task

The absence of motor planning
deficit and the link between
motor imagery and motor
planning did not support the
internal modelling deficit
hypothesis in children with
DCD.
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Table 4.2. (Continued)
Author (year)

Task and description

Movement
requirements

Task
complexity

Pratt et al.
(2014)

Rotational bar – Similar to
bar transport task

Rotational bar – Similar
to bar transport task

Wilmut &
Byrne (2014a)

Octagon - Participants used
their dominant hand to grasp
an octagon and rotate it to
one, two or three colour
sequences. Participants were
free to grasp the octagon in
their preferred way but are
not allowed to change their
grasp during a movement
sequence.

Octagon task
1 colour sequence
1. Reach to grasp
octagon
2. Rotate to assigned
colour

Fuelscher et al.
(2016)

Octagon – As described
above

Key findings

Theoretical conclusion

Easy

The DCD grouped performed
poorer than the TD group on
the rotational bar task.

None.

Complex

Children with DCD can plan
ESC for some movements in
advance but are unable to do
so for more complex
movements. In these
instances, they chose the
minimal rotation strategy to
ESC

None.

Complex

Children with pDCD finished
significantly less movements
in ESC than their TD peers
on the octagon task. Action
representation was not
associated with ESC in
children with DCD

Children with poor motor skills
may be less reliant on their
internal models for action
representation when grasping
objects may adopt a different
strategy to the internal modelling
of actions to perform motor tasks.

2 colour sequence
1. Reach to grasp
octagon
2. Rotate to first colour
3. Rotate to second
colour
3 colour sequence
1. Reach to grasp
octagon
2. Rotate to first colour
3. Rotate to second
colour
4. Rotate to third colour
Octagon task: As above
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Table 2. (Continued)
Author (year)

Task and description

Movement
requirements

Task
complexity

Adams et al.
(2016)

Sword and Bar grasping –
As described above

Sword task: As above
Bar grasping: As above

Sword:
Medium
Bar
grasping:
Easy

Adams et al.
(2017)

Sword – As described
above

Sword task: As above

Medium

Adams et al.
(2017)

Sword - As described above

Sword task: As above

Medium

Bhoyroo et al.
(2018)

Bar grasping, sword,
octagon and bar transport –
As described above

All tasks: As above

Bar grasping
or transport:
Easy
Sword:
Medium
Octagon:
Complex

Key findings

Theoretical conclusion

Significant between group
differences were observed only
on the sword task. Task
complexity is an important
factor when examining action
planning in children with
DCD. Because more precision
is needed at the end of the
sword task, it is a more
sensitive task to assess action
planning abilities than the bar
grasping task
Action planning is
compromised in children with
DCD but this is evident in
those with severe cases and
with more complex tasks

A deficit in action planning
confirms the internal modelling
hypothesis in children with
DCD.

Children with DCD performed
poorer on the sword task
compared to their peers but are
able to catch up over a twoyear period.
Children with DCD planned
for ESC less efficiently than
their peers for the complex
octagon task, confirming that
the motor planning deficit in
this population is task
dependent

Children with DCD have
impaired predictive control as
a result of their developmental
delay.

Children with DCD
demonstrate reduced forward
planning as a result of their
inability to plan for ESC for
complex tasks.

The atypical motor planning in
our sample of boys with DCD
may be associated with
difficulties engaging internal
modelling mechanisms (as per
the internal modelling deficit
hypothesis).
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Table 4.3.

Task constraints and complexity levels of grip selection tasks

Grip
choices

Task

2

>2

Precision

No. of
action steps

Degree of rotation

Start

2

90

End

>2

Bar rotation

✓

✓

Bar transport

✓

✓

Handle rotation

✓

✓

Sword

✓

✓

180

Task
complexity

mixed
✓

Low

✓

Low
✓

Medium

✓

✓

Medium

✓

✓

High

Octagon 1 colour

✓

✓

Octagon 2 colour

✓

✓

✓

✓

High

Octagon 3 colour

✓

✓

✓

✓

High

Bar transport task.

The bar transport task has been used in three studies (Bhoyroo et al., 2018; Pratt et
al., 2014; Smyth & Mason, 1997). This task was developed by Rosenbaum and
colleagues (1990) and is executed in two steps. For this task, participants reach and
grasp a bar lying on two supports and place one end of the bar on a white or black
disc positioned at each end of the apparatus. One end of the bar is coloured blue and
the other red. There are two possible grip type, an underhand or an overhand grip. A
90° rotation of the hand is required to complete all trials. The way Rosenbaum and
colleagues (1990) designed the task was to put the bar in the middle of the disk
increasing the level of precision required to complete the task than just placing the
bar anywhere on the disc. However, none of the studies involving DCD participants
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specified this, thereby negating the opportunity to consider the impact of precision
for this task.

A difference in outcome (ESC) measurement was observed between studies
using the bar transport task. In the study of Bhoyroo et al. (2018) and Smyth and
Mason (1997), ESC was determined as being either comfortable or not comfortable
and then a mean score was calculated. A change in grasp was not allowed after the
trial was started. Scoring for ESC was computed in a slightly different way in Pratt’s
et al. (2014). They adopted a scoring system that allowed for the possibility of a grip
change. These researchers scored their participants two marks for completing the
task in ESC without changing their grasp. If grasps were changed and participants
still completed the trials in ESC, one mark was given and zero was given when
participants ended a trial in a comfortable state.

Bar grasping task.

Three of the included studies employed the bar grasping task to assess motor
planning in children with DCD (Adams et al., 2014; Bhoyroo et al., 2018; Noten et
al., 2014). For this task, participants reach to grasp a bar which could be placed at
different angles and place it in a circular holder. A whole hand grip with either with
a thumb up or thumb down was possible. In Noten et al. (2014) study, one end was
coloured black and the other white. The bar could be placed at these angles; 60°, 90°,
120°, 180°, 240°, 270° or 300° and the coloured end to be placed in the holder was
specified before the trial. Adams et al. (2014) had similar procedures except that one
end of the bar was red and the other yellow. In Bhoyroo et al. (2018) study, the bar
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was coloured half white and half yellow and participants were required to place only
one end of the bar (yellow) into the holder from 6 possible angles; 30°, 90°, 150°,
210°, 270° and 330°. ESC of the overall task was computed in one study only (Noten
et al., 2014), the other two studies computed ESC by splitting the trials into critical
and non-critical trials (Adams et al., 2016; Bhoyroo et al., 2018).

Octagon task.

Of the included studies, three have used the octagon task (Bhoyroo et al., 2018;
Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). The octagon task was developed by
Wilmut and Byrne (2014a) to assess grip selections in children and adults with DCD
and controls. It consists of one, two and three colour sequences. This task presented
participants with 8 initial grip choices. Participants select a grasp, carefully placing
their thumb onto the flat side and not on the angular side of the octagon and rotate it
to a single colour (1 colour) or to a first then second colour (2 colour) or to a first,
second then third colour (3 colour). Participants are not allowed to change their grasp
during a trial. If this happened, the trial would be re started. Although the one colour
sequence is a two-step task, the initial 8 grip choices and the careful consideration of
placing the thumb on a flat side makes it more complex than the other two step tasks
which allow only two possible initial grip choices and no initial precision. The two
and three colour sequence can be considered even more complex with the additional
movement sequences. All the studies looked at overall ESC for each of the colour
sequence. In addition, Bhoyroo et al. (2018) also looked at ESC for critical and noncritical trials for the colour sequences.
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Sword task.

The sword task has been used in four motor planning studies (Adams et al., 2016;
Adams et al., 2017a, 2017b; Bhoyroo et al., 2018). To complete this task,
participants are required to grasp a wooden sword that could be placed on five
different orientations with a whole hand grip and place the pointy end of the sword
into a hole of a ‘treasure box’ located in front of the participants. Participants could
use a grasp with their thumb away from the box or their thumb pointing towards the
box. Change of grasp is not allowed during a trial. The sword task has a high end
precision requirement given the fine tolerances of the target goal (sword receiving
slot) compared to the target goals of most of the other grip selection tasks. For this
task, all the studies looked at ESC for the critical and non-critical trials while
Bhoyroo et al. (2018) also included ESC for the overall task.

Quantitative synthesis

For the quantitative review, only studies assessing ESC as the main outcome of
motor planning ability were considered. In general, to assess ESC, researchers scored
their participants as either completing a trial in a comfortable or uncomfortable end
state. If participants changed their grasp during any of the trials that trial was re
started. Studies following these procedures were included. In the study by Pratt et al.
(2014), the researchers scored their participants differently and this study was
therefore excluded. Mean and standard deviations were requested from primary
authors where data were not available. If results were only presented in graphs, data
were requested to increase accuracy. One research group was unable to provide the
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additional data and that study was excluded (van Swieten et al., 2010). Another study
presented mean ESC for children of different developmental age groups (Smyth &
Mason, 1997). Using the N and mean ESC, the sum of the scores for each age group
was first computed. From this, the overall mean and standard deviation for the DCD
and TD group was computed. Of the eight studies included in the analysis, three
used more than one grip selection task (Adams et al., 2014, Bhoyroo et al., 2018,
Smyth & Mason, 1997). The data for each task were considered as separate cases for
analysis. In addition, the octagon tasks involved one, two and three colour
sequences, so each sequence was treated as a different task. Taken together, the
meta-analysis comprised 19 case studies (e.g., one for each task type examined),
involving 255 children with DCD and 352 TD children.

A meta-analytic approach was used to look at the influence of task
requirements on motor planning ability. Degree of rotation was not included in the
analysis for two reasons. First, there was only one study that included 180° rotations
and a minimum of two studies is required to run a meta-analysis. Second, for tasks
that included a mix of angle rotations, the degrees of rotation employed was
inconsistent from one study to another. For instance, the angles that Adams et al.
(2016) and Noten et al. (2014) used for their bar rotation task were different from
that of Bhoyroo et al. (2018). In addition, a meta-regression was not possible as the
number of studies included in the task complexity subcategories was less that the
minimum requirement which is 10 studies.
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Motor planning ability in children with and without DCD.

A significant overall pooled MD of -6.8 (p < 0.001; 95% CI: -9.6 to -4.1) in motor
planning ability between children with and without DCD was obtained (Figure 4.1,
Appendix F). Children with DCD were 6.8% less likely to plan for ESC when
performing grip selection motor tasks than children without DCD. A moderate effect
in favour of a low motor planning ability in the DCD group (g = 0.47, z = 4.11, p <
0.001) was observed (Figure 4.2). Egger’s test indicated no evidence of publication
bias; however, small study effects were observed, p < 0.001 (Figure 4.2, Appendix
F).

Figure 4.2. Forest plot representing the pooled effect sizes (hedges’ g) as shown by
standardised mean difference (SMD) and 95% confidence interval (CI) of motor
planning ability for tasks of low, medium and high complexity. The sign of the effect
size reflects the motor planning ability between children with and without DCD.
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Task complexity and motor planning in children with and without DCD.
A moderate to high level of heterogeneity was observed, I2 = 66.7%, p < 0.001 when
motor planning was investigated between the two groups independent of task
complexity. Subgroup analyses by task complexity showed that between group
performances appeared to become more apparent with an increase in task complexity
(Figure 4.2). On average, those with DCD were 2.33% (95% CI: -3.57% to -1.09%)
and 5.2% (95% CI: -10.8% to 0.5%) less likely to plan tasks of low and medium
complexity than their TD peers. However, these group differences were nonsignificant and had relatively low effect sizes suggesting the observed performance
difference between the two groups was negligible (low complexity: g = 0.21, Z =
1.44, p = 0.150; medium complexity: g = 0.30, Z = 1.17, p = 0.224). Significantly,
for the more complex tasks, children with DCD were 13.8% less likely to plan those
tasks (95% CI: -18.7 to -8.8) than their TD peers. A large effect size was also
observed demonstrating significant between group differences (g = 0.79, Z = 6.56, p
< 0.001).

Task requirements influence motor planning in children with and
without DCD.

Subgroup analyses were further performed to examine how the different task
constraints affect motor planning in children with and without DCD (Table 4.4,
Figure 4.3 – 4.5 in Appendix F).
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Table 4.4.

Task constraints influencing motor planning of grip selection tasks
95% CI
Task constraint

DCD (n)

TD (n)

g
Lower CI

Upper CI

Grip choices
Two choices

363

529

0.22

-0.51

0.06

Eight choices

144

165

0.79

-1.02

-0.55

Two steps

411

584

0.35

-0.61

-0.08

Three steps

48

55

0.77

-1.18

-0.36

Four steps

48

55

0.74

-1.15

0.34

No precision

263

362

0.04

-0.42

0.34

End precision

100

167

0.51

-0.77

-0.25

Start precision

144

165

0.79

-1.02

-0.55

Movement sequences

Precision

Grip choices.

Children with and without DCD planned for ESC in a similar way for tasks with two
grip choices. A significant difference in ESC along with a large effect size (g = 0.79)
indicated that children with DCD were less likely to plan tasks with had eight grip
choices compared to their TD peers (Z = 6.56, p < 0.001).
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Number of steps.

Tasks that had three or four steps had larger effect sizes of g = 0.77 and g = 0.74
respectively compared to tasks that had two steps with a lower effect on motor
planning ability (g = 0.35). For the former tasks, children with DCD displayed
significantly poorer motor planning ability than their peers.

Precision.

No difference in performance was observed for tasks with no precision. A moderate
effect size was observed for tasks that required end precision (g = 0.51, Z = 3.82, p <
0.001), however, the effect was greater for tasks requiring precision at the start (g =
0.79, Z = 6.56, p < 0.001).

Discussion

The findings from the systematic review and meta-analysis indicate that children
with DCD are as proficient as TD children at planning grip selection tasks of low
and medium complexity compared to tasks considered of high complexity. This
suggests that children with DCD demonstrate the ability to plan for ESC; however,
this ability is reduced with an increase in task complexity. Further, as identified from
the systematic review, grip choices, number of movement sequences, and level of
precision could influence motor planning in this population. This was supported by
the meta-analytic results which indicate that children with DCD consistently
displayed reductions in ESC relative to controls for tasks with more than two grip
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choices, two steps and that include high precision. This is the first meta-analysis to
examine task complexity on motor planning performance in children with DCD and
points towards several task-related constraints in evaluating performance in this
population.

Motor planning and task complexity in children with DCD

Findings from the meta-analysis indicated that overall, children with DCD plan
motor tasks poorer than their TD peers. Previous studies suggested motor planning
ability of those with DCD could be moderated by the complexity of the task
employed (Adams et al., 2016; Bhoyroo et al., 2018; Wilson et al., 2017). Indeed,
the moderate to high level of heterogeneity (I2 = 66.7%) that was observed was
explained by task complexity. There appeared to be a trend across the low and
medium levels of complexity for the DCD group to be increasingly less likely to
plan for ESC. However, this was not significant suggesting that the two groups
appear to perform similarly on tasks with low and medium complexity. For tasks
with high complexity, children with DCD were significantly less likely (13.77%) to
complete these tasks in ESC compared to their peers with a demonstrably strong
effect size (g = 0.79). In addition, in 3 of 9 studies that used tasks of high
complexity, significant between group differences were found. Taken together, our
meta-analysis confirmed that motor planning performance in children with DCD is
task dependent, and that when presented with tasks with low or medium complexity,
children with DCD perform as well as their TD peers. The motor planning
performance of those with DCD is affected to a greater degree for complex tasks
compared to their TD peers.
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Task related factors affecting motor planning ability

Task complexity has been of interest in motor planning literature for years. In this
review, factors contributing to complexity of grip selection tasks were identified.
Confirming the observations of Wunsch et al. (2013), there were the level of
precision, number of action steps and degree of rotation. Further, we found that the
number of grasp choices could also affect planning for ESC. While Wunsch and
colleagues proposed that level of precision in general could affect motor planning,
we differentiated between tasks with little or no precision, initial precision and end
precision. Meta-analytic methods were used to undertake an a priori analysis of the
complexity hypothesis using the identified task constraints. The results revealed that
the strength of the between group effects are largest when the task constraints are
high. Children with DCD, relative to TD children demonstrated significant reduction
in planning motor tasks with eight grip choices, that included three or four steps
and/or required precision at the beginning or end of the tasks Thus, evidence shows
that motor planning in children with DCD, compared to their TD peers, is most
compromised when task-constraints are high.

Inefficient motor planning in children with DCD and the internal modelling
deficit hypothesis

Conceptually, the internal modelling hypothesis provides a compelling framework to
explore motor planning of movement sequences in DCD (Wilson et al., 2017). The
vast majority of daily tasks one performs are comprised of sequences of movement.
In theory, a movement plan must be selected from an almost infinite number of
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possible solutions to achieve a specified goal (Rosenbaum et al., 1992). Evidence
shows that individuals plan, and perform these tasks with a preference to end the task
in a comfortable posture, as denoted by the ESC effect (Rosenbaum et al., 1992).
Based on the internal model of action, in planning for sequential action tasks, one
needs to accurately specify the motor commands necessary to achieve the sub
movements and to predict the sensory outcomes based on these motor commands
(Flanagan, Bowman, & Johansson, 2006; Flanagan & Wing, 1997). In the DCD
population, Wilmut, Byrne, and Barnett (2013) found that children with DCD are
able to generate the motor commands based on the desired goal (inverse model) but
that their anticipation of future actions is different compared to their peers. This
observed difference in anticipating actions has gained a lot of support over the years
with a systematic review and a meta-analysis confirming a reduced ability to engage
motor imagery when performing hand rotation tasks (Adams et al., 2014; Barhoun et
al., 2019). In planning for ESC from grip selection tasks, choosing a grasp involves
anticipating the outcomes associated with each option (Johnson, 2000). The
observation that children with DCD have a reduced ability to imagine actions, and
are unable to anticipate the grasp in order to end in a comfortable posture, suggests a
deficit in the predictive modelling.

Neurological disruptions and motor planning in children with DCD

It is likely that the observed compromised motor planning in those with DCD may
be linked to a disruption in neurological processes that subserve this ability.
Evidence in TD adults shows that during motor planning, areas of the fronto-parietal
lobes are activated (Hanakawa, Dimyan, & Hallett, 2008; Säfström & Domellöf,
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2018; Zimmermann, Meulenbroek, & de Lange, 2012). Findings from an activation
likelihood estimation (ALE)-meta analysis based on functional neuroimaging
evidence showed that, compared to TD children, children with DCD had reduced
activations in the middle frontal gyrus, superior frontal gyrus, supramarginal gyrus
and the inferior parietal lobule when performing tasks of manual dexterity (Fuelscher
et al., 2018). Additional evidence from structural neuroimaging studies showed grey
matter alterations in children (Reynolds et al., 2017) and white matter alterations in
adults with DCD (Hyde, Fuelscher, Enticott, et al., 2019; Williams, Kashuk, Wilson,
Thorpe, & Egan, 2017) in the frontal and parietal regions. Further, as motor imagery
is implicated in motor planning, Kashuk, Williams, Thorpe, Wilson, and Egan
(2017) found that adults with DCD activated the middle frontal gyrus and superior
parietal lobe to a lesser extent compared to TD adults during a motor imagery task.
Finally, studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) have reported that
inefficient motor imagery capability in those with DCD may be explained by
decreased activity in the primary motor cortex (Hyde et al., 2018).

Clinical implications

The findings of the present study have implications for both neurological and
behavioural aspects. Given the broader evidence that abnormalities in the frontal and
parietal regions may underlie the observed motor planning difficulties evident in
complex tasks in those with DCD population, non-invasive brain stimulation
techniques such as transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) to target areas such
as the motor cortex may be useful (Hyde, Fuelscher, & Williams, 2019). Some
researchers are implementing tDCS in this population to examine motor skills
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(Grohs, Hilderley, & Kirton, 2019), so it may have potential in improving motor
planning of complex tasks.

A number of intervention strategies have been shown to improve motor
performance in those with DCD (Offor, Williamson, & Caçola, 2019; SmitsEngelsman et al., 2018). In their review, Offor et al. (2019) found that task-oriented
approaches (neuromotor training tasks) may be most effective in improving fine
motor skills. While we have identified the task-related constraints that affect motor
planning, they should be considered when developing intervention programs aiming
to improve planning of complex motor tasks.

Limitations and future directions

DCD, as a disorder, was diagnosed in various ways in the included studies and may
present a limitation for the present review. Changing diagnostic criteria specified in
versions of the DSM criteria and the variety of methods used to address these criteria
all contribute to a level of heterogeneity across the studies. As a result, we were
unable to determine whether the poor motor planning ability observed in those with
DCD is related to the severity of the disorder. Another diagnostic factor that may
have affected the results is the likelihood of the inclusion of children with comorbid
DCD (e.g., DCD + Autism Spectrum Disorder) even though most researchers
attempted to screen and exclude children with comorbid conditions. Finally, the age
range of participants covered a wide developmental period (4 – 14 years), although
most studies included participants aged between 6-12 years. However, the lack of
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individual participant data makes it difficult to determine if and how, this may have
affected the results.

The tasks included in the meta-analysis differed in several ways. While it is
possible to draw conclusions by performing subgroup analyses based on these
differences, it limits the ability to make systematic comparisons. For example,
comparing only tasks with two initial choices and increasing sequence lengths would
enable a clearer picture of how an increase in action sequences might influence
motor planning performance. To date, research involving DCD populations have
only used tasks with two or eight initial choices. In other studies involving TD and
cerebral palsy samples, the hexagonal knob which involves six grasp choices has
been used (Haggard, 1998; Mutsaarts, Steenbergen, & Bekkering, 2006). A similar
issue applies for tasks with initial and/or end precision and degree of rotation. Future
studies addressing these task factors are required.

When planning to grasp objects, both biomechanical and cognitive factors are taken
into consideration (Seegelke, Hughes, Knoblauch, & Schack, 2013). As tasks
increase in complexity, the task-related constraints increase overall cognitive
demands which then influence the ability to plan goal directed movements,
particularly in children (Stöckel & Hughes, 2015). Evidence suggests that children
with DCD have impaired cognitive functions such as working memory, inhibition
and executive planning compared to their peers (Bernardi, Botting, Henry, Leonard,
& Hill, 2018; Wilson et al., 2017), yet studies looking at links between cognitive
functioning and motor planning are scarce in this group. To our knowledge, only one
study has looked at this relationship in this population (Pratt et al., 2014). These
researchers assessed motor planning using the bar transport task and executive
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planning using the Tower of London task but found no association. The bar transport
is an easy task which does not have the cognitive demands of the octagon task.
Evidence shows that executive planning measured by the Tower of London task
predicts planning for grasp postures and that an increase in task demands also
increases overall cognitive demands in children (Stöckel & Hughes, 2015, 2016).
Therefore, examining the link between cognitive functioning such as executive
planning and planning of complex motor tasks may tease out whether the poor
planning ability observed in those with DCD in planning complex tasks result from
an inefficient cognitive functioning. As DCD often co-occurs with other
developmental disorders such as ADHD (Kaplan, Wilson, Dewey, & Crawford,
1998; Piek, Dyck, Francis, & Conwell, 2007), studies comparing children with DCD,
ADHD and ADHD + DCD may help to understand the specific role of cognitive
functioning in motor planning.

From a neurological perspective, cortical regions such as the pre-frontal cortex as
well and subcortical regions such as the cerebellum are related to higher order
functioning and continue to develop into late adolescence (e.g., Tiemeier et al., 2010;
Wierenga, Langen, Orange & Durston, 2014). As Adams et al. (2017a) identified
that complex planning skills are delayed in children with DCD, it would be of
interest to investigate motor planning in association with the development of the prefrontal cortex and cerebellum. This would contribute to an understanding of the
interplay between motor-cognitive developmental processes and whether a delayed
development of the prefrontal cortex hinders complex planning skills.
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Conclusion

This is the first review to provide quantitative evidence in support of the published
motor planning studies and reviews that previously only suggested that task
complexity affected the ability of those with DCD to plan for ESC. Similar to their
TD peers, children with DCD are able to plan for ESC when tasks have little or no
precision, two grasp choices and shorter movement sequences. On the other hand,
when asked to complete the sword task which requires end precision or the octagon
task which has increasing movement sequences as well as pre-set initial precision,
children with DCD were less able to plan for ESC. Taken together, this supports the
proposition that the compromised motor planning ability observed in children with
DCD is affected by task complexity. While this difficulty to plan complex actions is
linked to an impaired forward model, whether impaired cognitive functioning such
as executive planning also affect this ability is unclear in this population. Further, the
results implicate the behavioural and neurological mechanisms linking the frontal
and parietal areas and motor planning in this population. This presents important
guidance for designing future studies and interventions, i.e., examining the
application of magnetic stimulation targeting the motor systems to enhance learning
and performance.

Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Dr Paola Chivers for her feedback on
drafting the protocol.
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Abstract

Children with Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) demonstrate inefficient
motor planning ability with a tendency to opt for non-optimal planning strategies.
Motor imagery can provide an insight to this planning inefficiency, as it may be a
strategy for improving motor planning and thereby motor performance for those with
DCD. In this study, we investigated the prevalence of end-state-comfort (ESC) and
the minimal rotation strategy using a grip selection task in children with DCD with
and without motor imagery instructions. Boys with (n = 14) and without DCD (n =
18) aged 7 – 12 years completed one, two and three colour sequences of a grip
selection (octagon) task. Two conditions were examined; a Motor Planning (MP)
condition requiring only the performance of the task and a Motor Imagery and
Planning (MIP) condition, which included an instruction to imagine performing the
movement before execution. For the MP condition, children with DCD ended fewer
trials in ESC for the one (p=0.001) and two colour (p=0.002) sequences and used a
minimal rotation strategy more often than those without DCD. For the MIP
condition, the DCD group significantly increased their use of the ESC strategy for
the one colour sequences (p=0.014) while those without DCD improved for the two
colour (p=0.008) sequences. ESC level of the DCD group on the MIP condition was
similar to those without DCD at baseline for all colour sequences. Motor imagery
shows potential as a strategy for improving motor planning in children with DCD.
Implications and limitations are discussed.
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Introduction

Developmental coordination disorder (DCD) is a neurodevelopmental condition that
is characterised by the inability to acquire and execute well-coordinated movements
at an age appropriate level (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). With a
prevalence of 5 - 6% of the population, this condition significantly affects
performance in many physical and everyday activities (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013; Zwicker, Suto, Harris, Vlasakova, & Missiuna, 2018). The
symptoms become apparent at an early age and cannot be explained by intellectual
disability, visual impairment or other neurological conditions affecting movement
(e.g. cerebral palsy) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).

There is substantial evidence indicating that poor motor planning is a core
feature of children with DCD (Adams, Ferguson, Lust, Steenbergen, & SmitsEngelsman, 2016; Bhoyroo, Hands, Wilmut, Hyde, & Wigley, 2018; Fuelscher,
Williams, Wilmut, Enticott, & Hyde, 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). Generally,
motor planning reflects the process of selecting movement plans from an infinite
number of possible movement combinations or solutions by which the desired goal
could be achieved (Rosenbaum, Vaughan, Barnes, & Jorgensen, 1992).
Behaviourally, one way this process can be assessed is with grip selection tasks that
elicit the ‘end-state-comfort’ (ESC) effect (Rosenbaum et al., 1992). This effect
illustrates the tendency to prioritise grasping objects in such a way that movements
can be ended comfortably, even if this means sacrificing comfort at the beginning
and/or during a movement. While children with DCD have demonstrated a reduced
tendency to plan for ESC in grip selection tasks, this effect is most stable (or
stronger) when the complexity of the motor planning tasks increase (Wilson et al.,
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2017). Supporting this, recently, Bhoyroo et al. (2018) investigated motor planning
ability in children with and without DCD using a variety of simple and complex grip
selection tasks. They found that children with DCD demonstrated similar ESC
performances to their peers for the easier tasks (i.e., bar rotation, bar transport and
sword tasks) but were less likely to plan for ESC for the complex task (i.e., octagon
task) as often as their typically developing (TD) peers.

During motor planning, an internal model of action is thought to be engaged
(Flanagan & Wing, 1997). This model comprises both inverse and forward models.
To perform a certain action, the inverse model generates the motor plan to achieve
the required goal. The forward model provides stability to motor systems enabling
rapid error correction by predicting the outcome from the generated motor plan
before slower, sensorimotor feedback becomes available (Shadmehr, Smith, &
Krakauer, 2010; Wolpert, 1997; Wolpert, Diedrichsen, & Flanagan, 2011). This
forward model provides a template of the upcoming sensory consequences of an
action. This is important when using grip selection tasks to ensure an appropriate
movement plan is selected to complete actions comfortably (Johnson‐Frey, McCarty,
& Keen, 2004; Rosenbaum, Herbort, van der Wei, & Weiss, 2014).

Motor imagery provides a window into the neurological processes involved
in representing actions and is hypothesised to play an important role in effective
action planning (Caeyenberghs, Tsoupas, Wilson, & Smits-Engelsman, 2009;
Jeannerod & Decety, 1995; Johnson, 2000; Wolpert & Flanagan, 2001). Motor
imagery refers to the ability to imagine a movement without any overt execution of
the movement (Decety & Grezes, 1999) and is thought to recruit the forward
modelling aspect of the internal models to predict the sensory consequences of the
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imagined actions (Kilteni, Andersson, Houborg, & Ehrsson, 2018; Sirigu et al.,
1996; Wolpert & Kawato, 1998). At a neurological level, motor imagery is thought
to share common networks (e.g., parietal cerebellar structures and premotor cortices)
with areas involved in planning and executing actions (Hanakawa, Dimyan, &
Hallett, 2008; Sharma & Baron, 2013). In a seminal behavioural study, Rosenbaum
et al. (1990) found that when asked to grasp a horizontal wooden bar and place the
left or right end of the bar onto a target disk, most participants chose a grip that
enabled their final hand position to be comfortable regardless of the target location.
Researchers argue that the final grasp postures might be specified before movements
are initiated (Rosenbaum, Meulenbroek, Vaughan, & Jansen, 2001). In another
study, researchers investigated the motor planning and development of cognitive
representation of grasp postures in TD children aged 7 – 9 years (Stöckel, Hughes, &
Schack, 2012). They found that by mentally representing certain grasp postures,
children could improve their ESC level. In TD individuals, efficiency in motor
imagery performance is associated with a greater tendency to terminate movements
in ESC (Fuelscher et al., 2016; Toussaint, Tahej, Thibaut, Possamai, & Badets,
2013). However, this relationship has not been observed in children with DCD
(Fuelscher et al., 2016; Noten, Wilson, Ruddock, & Steenbergen, 2014). Fuelscher
and colleagues (2016) found that performance on a hand rotation task was not related
to the effect of ESC in those with DCD, as a result, they concluded that children with
DCD appear less likely to automatically engage internal representations to plan grip
selection tasks.

When required to grasp and rotate an object, many children with DCD opted
for non ESC strategies, in particular, a minimal rotation strategy (van Swieten et al.,
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2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). Using this strategy, participants move their hand as
little as possible, minimising initial wrist rotation at the start of a movement. For
example, van Swieten and colleagues (2010) asked 5- to 13-year-old children with
and without DCD to grasp and rotate a handle. They found that those with DCD used
the minimal rotation strategy more than an ESC strategy compared to TD children.
In another study involving the octagon task where participants had to reach and
grasp a dial then rotate it to the assigned colour sequences, Wilmut and Byrne
(2014a) obtained similar results. These findings suggest children with DCD favour a
minimal rotation strategy (van Swieten et al., 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a) rather
than the optimal ESC strategy that is associated with action representation to plan
grip selection tasks (Fuelscher et al. 2016). Of note, for the octagon task, completing
movements in uncomfortable states do not necessarily involve the use of a minimal
rotation strategy. Some researchers, as mentioned above, simply reported this
commonly used strategy for all the trials that ended in uncomfortable states.

Motor imagery can improve motor performance, in particular movement
accuracy and efficacy (Di Rienzo et al., 2016). This imagery-driven motor learning
can generalise to other tasks that are physically executed (Schuster et al., 2011;
Theeuwes, Liefooghe, De Schryver, & De Houwer, 2018). Motor imagery is an
emerging strategy to improve performances for elite athletes (Weinberg, 2008),
musicians (Keller, 2012), and for the rehabilitation of neurological patients (Oostra,
Vereecke, Jones, Vanderstraeten, & Vingerhoets, 2012; Spruijt et al., 2013)
including those with DCD (Wilson et al., 2017; Wilson, Thomas, & Maruff, 2002).
Motor imagery instructions have been used in studies involving DCD populations to
encourage the adoption of a first-person perspective when performing a task and
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improving motor representations (Reynolds, Licari, Elliott, Lay, & Williams, 2015;
Williams, Thomas, Maruff, & Wilson, 2008). Given the purported link between
motor imagery and motor planning, the overlap of neural structures that support
these processes and the improved motor imagery ability using motor imagery
instructions, imagining motor tasks prior to execution could be an effective strategy
to improve the planning ability of children with DCD.

In summary, children with DCD show a reduced tendency to plan grasp
selection tasks compared to their TD peers. This could result from their reduced
ability to engage internal models of action and default to using less efficient
strategies such as minimal rotation. Motor imagery may provide an insight to poor
planning ability as it could facilitate the generation of accurate internal models subserving motor planning and may be an effective strategy in improving motor skills of
those with DCD. In this study, we investigated the pattern of grasping behaviours of
children with and without DCD, specifically their selection of ESC or the minimal
rotation strategies when completing a grip selection task. In addition, we investigated
whether introducing motor imagery would influence their grip selection strategy.
Finally, we looked at whether children with DCD could improve grip selection tasks
to TD levels with motor imagery. In doing so, this study is the first to assess the
influence of motor imagery on grasping behaviours in children with and without
DCD.
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Method

Participants

Thirty-six boys aged between 7- to 12 years were recruited from local schools,
advertisements in the local newspaper and on websites for professional Occupational
Therapist, Physiotherapist and Disability associations. All participants were screened
to determine suitability and group status (DCD or TD).

Those in the DCD group (n = 17) satisfied the four Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) criteria (American Psychiatric Association,
2013). Conforming to Criteria A, participants with DCD scored less or equal to 85
(equivalent to the 15th percentile or lower) on their Neuromuscular Developmental
Index (NDI) derived from the McCarron Assessment of Neuromuscular
Development (MAND; McCarron, 1997). Using the Developmental Coordination
Disorder questionnaire (DCDQ07; Wilson, Crawford, Green, Roberts, Aylott &
Kaplan, 2009), parents confirmed that movement difficulties significantly interfered
with their children’s activities of daily living (criteria B). Criteria C and D were
based on parent’s report. Parents reported that the onset of symptoms were evident in
early childhood (criteria C). Moreover, as their children attended regular primary
schools and did not have a diagnosis of a learning disorder, an IQ of greater than 70
was inferred. Confirmations of any visual impairments or neurological diagnoses
(e.g., cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy) that could affect movement were obtained
from parents (criteria D). As attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is
highly comorbid with those with DCD (Dewey, Kaplan, Crawford, & Wilson, 2002),
parents completed the Swanson Nolan and Pelham-IV ADHD questionnaire
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(Bussing et al., 2008). Children with a neurological condition (n = 2) or showed an
indication of ADHD (n = 1) were excluded from the study.
A cut-off NDI equal or above 90 (equivalent to the 20th percentile) was used
to allocate participants into the TD group (n = 18). In addition, all those in the TD
group had no diagnosed movement difficulties or neurological conditions. They all
attended regular primary schools and there were no concerns regarding their
academic performance or learning ability. The final sample consisted of 14 children
with DCD (left-handed = 2) and 18 TD (left-handed = 1) children.

Experimental task - Octagon

The task required participants to grasp a small octagon dial by placing each finger on
one flat side of the octagon and then turn it to direct a pointer to the named colour/s.
Participants were free to grasp the octagon in their preferred way and rotate it in a
clockwise or anticlockwise direction. This task is typically administered in one, two
and three colour sequences (Bhoyroo et al., 2018; Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut &
Byrne, 2014a, 2014b) with complexity increasing as the number of sequences
increases. For two and three colour sequences, participants were instructed to pause
between colours. Any combination of clockwise-anticlockwise rotations could be
used for a given colour sequence. Once the movement started, participants were
asked not to adjust their grasp, doing so resulted in the trial being re-started. This
occurred for five participants, in one or two trials, and for the two or three colour
sequences only. They all successfully completed the trial on the second attempt.
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Procedure

The cross-sectional study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee
at the University where the research was undertaken (reference number: 016130F).
Participating children and their parents provided written informed consent. The
researcher was blinded to group status as scoring of the motor assessment was
conducted after all tests were completed.

Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. They sat comfortably in
front of the apparatus at a distance ensuring they could complete the tasks without
difficulty, and placed their palms on their thighs. The colour sequences were
presented in a blocked order, starting with the simplest sequence (one colour
sequence). Participants completed two practice trials for each colour sequence. After
successful completion of the practice trials the experimental trials commenced. The
colour sequence/s used for the practice trials were not included in the experimental
trials. Participants completed four different experimental trials for each colour
sequence.

Participants completed the octagon task under two conditions. In condition
one, Motor Planning (MP), instructions were given to grasp the octagon and turn the
pointer to the assigned colour/s. No explicit instruction about grasping or imagining
to grasp was given. In condition two, Motor Imagery and Planning (MIP),
participants were provided with the same colour sequences as the MP condition. For
each colour sequence, they were instructed to first imagine how they would grasp the
octagon and rotate the pointer to the assigned colour/s, and then perform the action.
Similar explicit instruction has been previously used in studies looking at motor
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imagery (e.g. Ehrsson, Geyer & Naito, 2003). The following instruction was given:
‘I want you to imagine how you will grab the octagon and turn the pointer to colour
one (for one colour sequences) or, to colour one and then to colour two (for two
colour sequences) or, to colour one, then to colour two and finally to colour three
(for three colour sequences). You will start imagining after I give the colour/s and
say start.’ This process could be completed with eyes closed or open. When finished
imagining the colour sequence, participants were instructed to say ‘stop’. To ensure
that participants imagined the actions, at the end of the imagination phase the
participants indicated where they placed their thumb on the dial and whether their
first rotation was clockwise or anticlockwise. Following this, they were instructed to
complete the task the same way they imagined it. Participants completed all the
colour sequences for the MP condition followed by the MIP condition. A 15-minute
break was allocated between each condition.

Participants completed the task with their preferred hand as determined by
the MAND (McCarron, 1997). For each colour sequence the initial position of the
thumb, the dial rotation direction and end colour were recorded. To determine ESC
we followed the comfort rating scheme used by Wilmut and Byrne (2014a). A binary
code: comfortable (1) and uncomfortable (0) was used to score each colour
sequence. For all trials that did not end in ESC, if the thumb was positioned on nodes
6 or 7 for right handed participants or 4 or 5 for left handed participants, the trial was
categorised as using the ‘minimal rotation’ strategy [a strategy employed by
Fuelscher et al. (2016), van Swieten et al. (2010) and Wilmut and Byrne (2014a)].
Each colour sequence was then scored using a binary code based on the absence or
presence of the minimal rotation strategy. All trials were coded and scored by two
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independent researchers. In four cases, the videos were reviewed together to reach
agreement.

Statistical analysis

Data analyses were performed using SPSS version 25.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk,
NY, USA). The data for descriptive statistics met the assumptions of normality and
group differences were analysed using independent sample t-tests. The experimental
data violated the assumption of normality, therefore non-parametric tests were used
to examine between and within group patterns. Percentage ESC and percentage
minimal rotation (the dependent variables) were calculated for each condition for
each participant, for example: number of trials ending in ESC/total trials undertaken
x 100 and similarly for minimal rotation. The higher the percentage, the higher the
proportion of ESC or minimal rotation used. To compare between group differences
in the motor planning strategy used for the MP and MIP condition the Mann
Whitney U test was used. To investigate whether the groups changed their choice of
strategy with MI instructions, a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (Z) was used. We also
compared the ESC level of the DCD group on the MIP condition to that of the TD
group on the MP condition to determine whether the DCD group improved to TD
levels with motor imagery using the Mann Whitney U test. Using the same test,
interactions between the two groups were tested using the performance difference for
ESC between MIP and MP for each colour sequence. Alpha was adjusted for the
different analyses to control for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni corrections.
The effect size, r, was calculated to estimate the practical significance of the results,
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an r-value of 0.1 indicates a small effect, 0.3 a medium effect and 0.5 a large effect
(Field, 2009).

Results

Participant characteristics

Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) for participant characteristics are shown in
Table 5.1.

Table 5.1.

Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) for participant characteristics

t

Group Difference

10.05 (1.30)

0.004

1.00

72.29 (15.71)

106.61 (13.03)

6.76

< 0.001

1.11 (0.77)

0.96 (0.57)

-0.55

0.60

DCD (n = 14)

TD (n = 18)

M (SD)

M (SD)

Age

10.05 (1.30)

NDI
SNAP

Note. NDI=Neuromuscular Developmental Index, SNAP=Swanson Nolan and Pelham-IV ADHD
score.

Motor planning under MP condition

Between group comparisons for the MP condition revealed that the DCD group
ended in a significantly lower percentage of ESC than the TD group for the one
colour (U = 42.50, p = 0.001, MdDCD = 50.00, IQRDCD = 31.25, MdTD = 75.00, IQRTD
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= 25.00) and the two colour (U = 55.50, p = 0.002, MdDCD = 25.00, IQRDCD = 6.25,
MdTD = 50.00, IQRTD = 50.00) sequences (Figure 5.1A and Figure 5.1B). Effect sizes
were large for both the one (r = 0.60) and two colour sequences (r = 0.50).

Children with DCD used the minimal rotation strategy more often than their
TD peers for the one (U = 44.00, p = 0.001, r = 0.58, MdDCD = 50.00, IQRDCD =
31.25, MdTD = 25.00, IQRTD = 25.00) and two colour sequences (U = 49.00, p =
0.002, r = 0.54, MdDCD = 62.50, IQRDCD = 25.00, MdTD = 25.00, IQRTD = 50.00) with
large effect sizes. No difference in performances were observed for the three colour
sequences (Figure 5.2A and 5.2B).

Motor planning across conditions

Within group analyses revealed that the DCD group had significantly higher
percentages of ESC with large effect sizes for the MIP condition compared to the
MP condition for the one colour sequence only (Z = 2.460, p = 0.014, r = 0.66)
(Figure 5.1A and 5.1C). The opposite was found for the MIP condition where the
minimal rotation strategy was used less compared to the MP condition for all
sequences (one: Z = 2.801, p = 0.005, r = 0.75; two: Z = 3.025, p = 0.002, r = 0.81;
three: Z = 2.719, p = 0.007, r = 0.73; Figure 5.1B and 5.1D).

A different outcome was found for the TD group for the two colour sequence
only. For this sequence TD children demonstrated a higher percentage ESC for the
MIP condition compared to the MP condition for the two colour sequences with a
large effect size (Z = 2.460, p = 0.014, r = 0.58). There was no difference between
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conditions for the one and three colour sequences (Figure 5.2A and 5.2B). As can be
seen in Figure 5.2B and 5.2D, the TD group were less likely to use the minimal
rotation strategy for the MIP condition than the MP condition for the two colour
sequence (Z = 2.714, p = 0.007, r = 0.64) only.

Motor planning of DCD group on MIP condition compared to TD group under
MP condition

In order to determine whether children with DCD could improve their ESC
performance to a TD level of motor imagery, we compared ESC level of the DCD
group on the MIP condition to the TD group for the MP condition. For this analysis,
no significant differences in ESC were found for any of the colour sequences
between the groups. When group change in performance from the MIP to the MP
condition was examined, a significant between group difference in ESC level was
found for the one colour sequence only with a large effect size (U = 47.00, p = 0.001,
r = 0.56).

Motor planning under MIP condition

The DCD group ended fewer trials in ESC than their peers for the MIP condition for
the two colour sequence only (U = 55.50, p = 0.004, r = 0.55, MdDCD = 25.00,
IQRDCD = 25.00, MdTD = 75.00, IQRTD = 31.25) with a large effect size. No
significant between group differences were found for the all the colour sequences
using the minimal rotation strategy.
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Median

Figure 5.1. Box plots representing end-state-comfort (ESC) for the Motor Planning condition (MP) and Motor Planning and Imagery
condition (MIP) for one, two and three colour sequences. A. ESC in children with DCD for MP condition. B. ESC in TD children for
MP condition. C. ESC in children with DCD for MIP condition. D. ESC in TD children for MIP condition.
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Median

Figure 5.2. Box plots representing minimal rotation for the Motor Planning condition (MP) and Motor Planning and Imagery condition
(MIP) for one, two and three colour sequences. A. Minimal rotation in children with DCD for MP condition. B. Minimal rotation in TD
children for MP condition. C. Minimal rotation in children with DCD for MIP condition. D. Minimal rotation in TD children for MIP
condition.
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Discussion

In this study, the strategy used to plan movement sequences was examined in
children with and without DCD on a motor planning condition and a motor planning
and imagery condition. There were several key findings. First, in line with previous
motor planning studies using the octagon task (Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut &
Byrne, 2014a), motor planning ability as demonstrated by the percentage of trials
ending in ESC, was significantly lower in children with DCD compared to TD
children for the one and two colour sequences. Second, also similar to previous
research (van Swieten et al., 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a), children with DCD
preferred to use a minimal rotation strategy when planning movements. Again, this
was observed for the one and two colour sequences. Third, with motor imagery
instructions, the DCD group showed significant improvements in their movement
selections for ESC for the one colour sequence only. Interestingly, they significantly
reduced their use of the minimal rotation strategy for all colour sequences. In the TD
group, an increase in the percentage of trials ending in ESC was observed together
with a reduction in using the minimal rotation strategy for the two colour sequence
only. Finally, when motor imagery instructions were given to the DCD group, a
significant improvement in their motor planning ability was observed for all the
colour sequences resulting in similar outcomes to the TD group on the MP condition.

Similar to previous studies employing reach to grasp and object rotation tasks
(Fuelscher et al., 2016; van Swieten et al., 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a), the DCD
group were less likely to finish in ESC for the octagon tasks than their peers.
Instead, they showed a preference for the minimal rotation strategy (van Swieten et
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al., 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). This supports the findings by Wilmut and Byrne
(2014a) that children with DCD consistently opted for the minimal rotation strategy
compared to their peers. The internal model of action suggests that in planning for
sequential action tasks, accurate specification of the motor commands of the sub
movements are required to anticipate the sensory outcomes based on these motor
commands (Flanagan, Bowman, & Johansson, 2006; Flanagan & Wing, 1997;
Johansson & Flanagan, 2009). Accordingly, action representation may be associated
with planning for an optimal grip selection (Johnson, 2000; Rosenbaum et al., 2001).
While this association has been found in TD children (Toussaint et al., 2013), the
failure to find an association between motor imagery and motor planning in children
with DCD led to the conclusion that they may adopt a less optimal planning strategy
by relying less on the internal model of action (Fuelscher et al., 2016).

Our findings suggest that children with DCD adopted an easier alternative, a
minimal rotation strategy, which does not account for comfort at the end of the task.
After an instruction for motor imagery, performance of the DCD group improved to
a similar level as the TD group on the MP condition (without explicit instruction) for
all colour sequences. This suggests that children with DCD may build well-defined
internal representations of the action that promotes ESC when prompted to do so.
This was supported by the finding that, across conditions, the DCD group
significantly decreased their use of the minimal rotation strategy. In two previous
studies, the researchers explicitly asked their participants that they might think about
their grasp (van Swieten et al., 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). However, in both
studies, participants still completed more movements using the minimal rotation
strategy. The instruction to mentally represent the whole action, rather than the grip
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or initial starting point prior to performance forces the adoption of a first person
perspective. This in turn may facilitate the performer to consider the task constraints
and thereby enable an internal representation of appropriate grasp postures that lead
to ESC. To-date, this is the case for all studies that have tested motor imagery ability
using explicit instructions in children with and without DCD (Reynolds et al., 2015;
Williams et al., 2008).

Children without DCD significantly increased their ESC performance and
decreased their use of the minimal rotation strategy for the two colour sequence on
the MIP condition compared to the MP condition. For the most complex three colour
sequence, they planned for ESC to a similar extent under both conditions. As
previously discussed by Bhoyroo et al. (2018), children may not be able to
proficiently plan a four-step task given their limited exposure to such tasks. It
appears that simply imagining such actions once prior to completion may not be
sufficient to improve their performances. This was observed for the DCD group for
the one colour sequence only. However, although this group also reduced the
minimal rotation strategy for the two and three colour sequences, a significant
increase in their ESC level was not observed. It is probable that for the DCD group,
the two colour sequence is a complex sequence to plan. The percentage of trials
ending in ESC was still significantly lower than their TD peers on the MIP condition
for this colour sequence. Further, motor planning performance in children with DCD
appears to be task dependent (Noten et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2017). The observed
poor motor planning performance has been associated with a deficit in predictive
modelling (Adams, Lust, Wilson, & Steenbergen, 2014, 2016, 2017). In the present
study, we observed that children with DCD significantly lowered their use of the
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minimal rotation strategy for the two and three colour sequences but did show nonsignificant increase in their ESC level. This suggests that the two colour sequence
may be an easy task for the TD population but complex for the DCD population.
Accordingly, children with DCD are unable to build accurate motor presentations for
complex tasks resulting in an inefficiency in their motor planning ability.

Schoemaker and Smits-Engelsman (2015) found that many of those with
DCD are not able to improve their motor skills simply with practice. Motor imagery
training has now been implemented as an intervention to improve a range of motor
skills in the DCD population (Adams, Smits-Engelsman, Lust, Wilson, &
Steenbergen, 2017; Wilson et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2002). Together with the
findings of the present study, it is possible that a motor imagery strategy
implemented immediately prior to completing an action, may deliver improved
outcomes. It would also be of interest to investigate whether this group is able to
retain or generalise this strategy. Consequently, replication of the study with a larger
sample size and a wider range of tasks may determine the generalisability of the
findings. This may provide an important avenue for improving planning of activities
of daily living in children with DCD.

While our results are encouraging, care must be taken interpreting them
considering the limitations in the design. As is typical of research focusing on
neurodivergent populations, recruitment of children with DCD proved to be difficult
and numbers were low, precluding the inclusion of a DCD control group. There is a
possibility that the positive results may be due to a practice effect and
counterbalancing of the conditions was not undertaken considering the modest
sample size. However, several aspects in the design minimised this effect. For
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instance, while participants were informed that they were going to imagine and
perform tasks, they did not know that the tasks were the same as those presented in
the MP condition. Also, the participants completed the trials only once instead of
the usual 12 times for each colour sequence as in previous studies (Fuelscher et al.,
2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a) which minimises the possibility for an observable
practice effect. Further, participants had a 15-minute break between the two
conditions. It has already been established that, many individuals with DCD have
difficulty solving motor problems with practice alone (Schoemaker & SmitsEngelsman, 2015). . While this study provides an insight into the positive effect of
motor imagery on planning motor actions, including a DCD and TD control group
may further our knowledge regarding a learning effect.

Conclusion

Children with DCD favoured the minimal rotation strategy for completing the
octagon grasp selection tasks. However, with the instruction to imagine the tasks
prior to completion, they used an ESC strategy more often which improved their
performance to baseline TD level. Their inability to imagine and complete the more
complex tasks as efficiently as their peers may indicate a deficit in their predictive
modelling. Together, it is possible that encouraging children with DCD to imagine
their actions prior to execution could make a difference to their performance. This
study identifies avenues for future research to develop well-designed motor imagery
strategies to plan action.
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Abstract

Children with DCD are less efficient than their typically developing peers in
planning complex movement sequences. While several studies suggest that this
inefficiency in motor planning ability may have a neural substrate, to-date, no study
has directly tested this important question. The aim of this study is to investigate the
association between fronto-parietal morphology and complex motor planning in
children with DCD. Boys (N=19) aged between 7 – 12 years participated in the
study. Those with DCD scored a neuromuscular developmental index (NDI) of ≤ 85
on the McCarron Assessment of Neuromuscular Disorder while typically developing
children scored an NDI ≥ 90. To assess motor planning ability, all participants
completed the one, two and three movement sequences of the octagon grip-selection
task. To acquire structural data, participants underwent an MRI scan. The MRI data
were pre-processed using Freesurfer v6.0. Cortical thickness and surface area of
bilateral areas of the frontal (superior frontal, caudal middle frontal, precentral) and
parietal lobe (inferior parietal, superior parietal, supramarginal) were extracted.
Spearman (Rho) correlations were conducted, controlling for multiple comparisons.
Participants with DCD were inefficient in planning for the two (p=0.015) colour
sequences of the octagon task. Motor planning ability for the two colour sequence
was positively associated with cortical thickness of the left superior parietal lobule
(SPL) (r=0.51) and cortical surface area of both left (r=0.52) and right (r=0.50) SPL.
Motor planning inefficiency of complex tasks may be associated with morphological
alterations of the SPL in children with DCD. Implications and limitations are
considered.
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Introduction

Developmental coordination disorder (DCD) is a movement disorder that affects
approximately 5 – 6 % of school aged children (American Psychiatric Association,
2013). Those diagnosed experience movement difficulties that significantly impact
their capacity to engage in activities of daily living that involve movement, as well
as educational and sports activities (American Psychiatric Association, 2013;
Zwicker, Suto, Harris, Vlasakova, & Missiuna, 2018). For instance, studies indicate
that children with DCD show restricted achievements in their reading and
mathematical ability compared to their typically developing peers (Gomez et al.,
2015; Harrowell, Hollén, Lingam, & Emond, 2018). Further, children with DCD are
at increased risk of psychosocial problems that have been implicated in reduced
physical and social participation (Blank et al., 2019; Izadi-Najafabadi, Ryan,
Ghafooripoor, Gill, & Zwicker, 2019). These motor difficulties are apparent from a
young age, can be diagnosed from the age of 5 years, and are not attributable to other
neurological disorders affecting movement such as cerebral palsy or muscular
dystrophy (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Often, these motor difficulties
persist into adolescence (Cantell, Smyth, & Ahonen, 1994; Cousins & Smyth, 2003;
Tal Saban & Kirby, 2018), with an estimated 30-70% of those affected continuing to
experience motor difficulties into adulthood (Kirby, Sugden, & Purcell, 2014). This
highlights the importance of identifying biological markers of childhood motor
difficulties as a potential precursor to early identification and intervention.

A strong body of evidence suggests that children with DCD plan motor tasks
less efficiently than their typically developing peers, an effect observed most
consistently when planning demands are complex (Adams, Lust, Wilson, &
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Steenbergen, 2014; Wilson et al., 2017). In the context of DCD, motor planning has
often been assessed using grip selection tasks that elicit the ‘end-state-comfort’
(ESC) effect (Adams, Ferguson, Lust, Steenbergen, & Smits-Engelsman, 2016;
Adams, Lust, Wilson, & Steenbergen, 2017; Bhoyroo, Hands, Wilmut, Hyde, &
Wigley, 2018, 2019; Fuelscher, Williams, Wilmut, Enticott, & Hyde, 2016; Noten,
Wilson, Ruddock, & Steenbergen, 2014; Pratt, Leonard, Adeyinka, & Hill, 2014;
Smyth & Mason, 1997; van Swieten et al., 2010; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a) . This
ESC effect reflects the tendency to prioritise grasping objects to end movements
comfortably, at the expense of comfort at the beginning of, and/or during, a
movement (Rosenbaum, Vaughan, Barnes, & Jorgensen, 1992). The tendency to opt
for ESC is thought to reflect a mature motor system as it has been observed in
typically developing children and adults, with the effect becoming stronger through
typical development (Wunsch, Henning, Aschersleben, & Weigelt, 2013).
Conversely, this tendency to opt for ESC is reduced in those with neurological motor
impairments where motor planning is generally compromised, such as cerebral palsy
(Lust, Spruijt, Wilson, & Steenbergen, 2018; Steenbergen, Verrel, & Gordon, 2007),
specific language impairment (Sanjeevan, Rosenbaum, & Mainela-Arnold, 2018)
and autism spectrum disorder (Scharoun & Bryden, 2016).

In a recent study, researchers examined motor planning performance in
children with and without DCD using a range of grip selection tasks such as the bar
transport, sword, bar rotation and octagon effect (Bhoyroo et al., 2018). The findings
indicated that children with DCD opted for ESC as often as controls when
completing simpler planning tasks, yet they showed a decreased tendency to do so
during the complex octagon task. During the octagon task, participants grasp an
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octagonal dial with a pointer affixed, and rotate it to one of eight different colours
that are represented around the outside of the octagon. Participants may be required
to move the pointer to one, two or three colours sequentially, as determined by the
researcher. Both healthy adults and children show a decreased propensity to
complete the movements in ESC as the movement sequences increase with accuracy
falling as low as 55% for adults and 43% for children for the three colour sequences
(Bhoyroo et al., 2018; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). Relative to healthy controls, those
with DCD showed a decreased tendency to opt for ESC for all the sequences of the
octagon task (Bhoyroo et al., 2018), an effect consistently replicated (Bhoyroo et al.,
2019; Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). Taken together, this work led
to suggestion that complex motor planning may be atypical in children with DCD.

The decreased tendency to terminate actions in ESC observed in children
with DCD has been linked to a deficit in internal modelling , as per the internal
modelling deficit hypothesis (Adams et al., 2014). Neuro-computationally, prior to
an action the nervous system is thought to generate an internal estimate of the
sensory consequences of motor events that are expected to result from an impending
motor plan (Johnson‐Frey, McCarty, & Keen, 2004; Rosenbaum, Herbort, van der
Wei, & Weiss, 2014). Such predictions provide stability to the nervous system
during movement, circumventing delays associated with processing of sensory inflow. The internal modelling process is thought to be particularly important for
motor planning, since prior to, and during motor planning, the intended movement
can be internally (neurally) simulated, and the most appropriate, or efficient, motor
plan is selected to achieve the desired goal state. Experimentally, one’s capacity to
generate (or manipulate) internal models has classically been inferred from tasks of
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motor imagery (MI), which involves the mental imagination of actions without
physically executing the movements (Decety & Grezes, 1999). In support of the view
that internal modelling is critical to effective motor planning and may subserve the
atypical motor planning observed in children with DCD, recent evidence shows that
greater MI efficiency is associated with an increased tendency to terminate action in
ESC in typically developing children and adults (Fuelscher et al., 2016; Thibaut &
Toussaint, 2010). Interestingly, however, this link has not been observed in children
with DCD (Fuelscher et al., 2016).

To-date, studies probing complex motor planning through ESC designs in
those with DCD have focused primarily on behavioural effects. Hence, our
knowledge on the neural correlates of the poor motor planning observed in children
with DCD is limited. Presently, there is preliminary evidence suggesting that
children with DCD have significantly reduced grey matter volumes in premotor
regions compared to TD children, which has previously been argued to be linked to
the poor motor planning ability observed in this population (Reynolds et al., 2017).
Still, no available work has challenged this important question directly. Interestingly,
there is compelling evidence from neuroimaging studies involving healthy
population suggesting that areas of the premotor network are critical for planning of
complex movement as measured using the octagon task. For instance, in a functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, a sample of the healthy population was
asked to indicate their grasp selection when a bar had to be transported from its
starting position to specified end position and orientation (Zimmermann,
Meulenbroek, & de Lange, 2012). The researchers found that areas of the dorsal and
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ventral premotor network that include the precentral gyrus (PcG), middle frontal
gyrus (MFG) and superior medial gyrus were activated.

In addition to the premotor network, areas of the parietal lobe such as the
superior parietal lobule (SPL) were also linked to complex motor planning activity.
Importantly, this region overlaps considerably with those implicated in MI
performance, which (as noted above) is thought to provide insight into the internal
modelling process that subserves motor planning. In their ALE meta-analysis, Hétu
et al. (2013) found that a large proportion of the fronto-parietal network supports MI
of upper limb performance, including areas of the frontal lobe such as PcG, MFG
and supplemental motor area (SMA) and areas of the parietal lobe such as the SPL,
supramarginal gyrus (SMG), inferior parietal gyrus (IPG) and precuneus (PreC) were
constantly activated. Notably, neuroimaging studies point towards alterations in
these broad frontal and parietal areas, as well as the white matter tracts that service
communication between them (e.g. superior longitudinal fasciculus), in those with
DCD (Biotteau et al., 2016; Fuelscher et al., 2018; Hyde, Fuelscher, Enticott, et al.,
2019; Kashiwagi, Iwaki, Narumi, Tamai, & Suzuki, 2009). Accordingly, we argue
that it may be that the atypical complex motor planning observed in children with
DCD may be associated with morphological architecture in these regions.

The aim of the present study was to be the first study to investigate whether
the previously reported inefficient complex motor planning efficiency observed in
children with DCD (relative to healthy control) is associated with macrostructural
properties in those fronto-parietal cortical structures thought to subserve motor
planning, including the SFG, MFG, PcG, SPL, IPG and SMG. We hypothesised that
reduced motor planning in those with DCD, as shown by decreased propensity to
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plan for ESC for the octagon task, would be associated with reduced cortical
thickness and surface area within the above mentioned cortical regions known to
support motor planning.

Method

Participants
Nineteen boys aged 7 – 12 years participated in the study. The participants were part
of a larger study (see Chapter Three) and were recruited from local schools,
advertisements in the local newspaper and on websites for professional Occupational
Therapist, Physiotherapist and Disability associations over 24 months. The DCD
group comprised of nine children and the typically developing group included ten
children. Where possible, children were age-matched (MDCD = 9.93, SDDCD = 1.38,
MTD = 9.89, SDTD = 1.07). All children in the DCD group met the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) criteria (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013) for DCD. Their motor performance was significantly below that
expected for their chronological age (criteria A). This was indicated by a score of or
lower than 85 (equivalent to the 15th percentile or lower) on their Neuromuscular
Developmental Index (NDI) derived from the McCarron Assessment of
Neuromuscular Development (McCarron, 1997). Their motor difficulties
significantly interfered with their activities of daily living (criteria B). This was
confirmed during pre-testing by parent interviews and supported by the
Developmental Coordination Disorder Questionnaire 07 (Wilson et al., 2009)
completed by their parents. Parents also confirmed during interviews that their child
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demonstrated these symptoms in early childhood (criteria C) and that their child had
no prior diagnosis as well as showed no indication of learning difficulties, visual
impairments or neurological diagnosis (e.g., cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy) that
could affect movement (criteria D). Similar to previous studies, an IQ of 70 was
inferred if children attended regular primary schools and did not have a diagnosis of
a learning disorder or demonstrated significant learning difficulties (parent report)
(Adams, Lust, & Steenbergen, 2018). As ADHD is highly comorbid with DCD
(Dewey, Cantell, & Crawford, 2007; Dewey, Kaplan, Crawford, & Wilson, 2002),
although children with a diagnosis of ADHD were excluded from the present study,
parents completed the Swanson Nolan and Pelham-IV ADHD questionnaire
(Bussing et al., 2008) to screen for this condition. This revealed no concerns relating
to the comorbidity of ADHD in our sample.

The typically developing children underwent the same screening procedures
as those with DCD. Similar to previous studies, children included in the typically
developing group had an NDI equal to or above 90 (equivalent to the 20th percentile)
(Fuelscher et al., 2016; Noten et al., 2014). In addition, all those in the typically
developing group had no diagnosed movement difficulties or neurological
conditions, or learning difficulties as inferred from their regular attendance in
primary schools. Similar to the DCD group, these children indicated no concerns for
ADHD using the SNAP questionnaire and were therefore included in the study.

This study was granted ethics approval by the Human Resources Ethics
Committee where the study was undertaken. Informed consent was obtained from all
individual participants and their parents included in the study.
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Behavioural data acquisition – Motor planning

In order to assess complex motor planning, participants in the present study
completed the octagon task. This apparatus is similar to that used in previous studies
of complex motor planning in DCD (Bhoyroo et al., 2018; Fuelscher et al., 2016;
Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a, 2014b). It consisted of a wooden octagon with each side
coloured differently, mounted on a wooden black board (Figure 6.1). On the bigger
octagon, a smaller “dial” octagon was placed. This dial was available in different
sizes ranging between 6.5 cm and 12.5 cm, allowing participants to opt for the one
that most comfortably fits their grip. The dial consisted of a black pointer placed at
0° (pointing upwards to the purple colour) prior starting any trial.
A

B

C

D

Figure 6.1. A. Set up of Octagon task with pointer facing north (purple colour). B-D.
Participant use a whole hand grasp to complete the colour sequence.

Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. They sat comfortably in
front of the apparatus at a distance ensuring they could complete the tasks without
difficulty and placed their palms on their thighs. Participants completed the one, two
and three colour sequences of the task with their preferred hand as determined by the
MAND (McCarron, 1997). Participants were instructed to grasp the dial in their
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preferred way, with no more than one finger on a given side of the octagon. They
were then required to move the black pointer to the designated colour and hold the
position. Participants completed two practice trials for each colour sequence. After
successful completion of the practice trials the experimental trials commenced. The
colour sequence used for the practice trials were not included in the experimental
trials.

Participants completed four experimental trials for each colour sequence. The
colour sequences were presented in a blocked order, starting with the simplest
sequence (one colour sequence). Each trial began when the researcher called out the
colour or the colour sequence. Participants were free to rotate the dial in a clockwise
or anticlockwise direction and any combination could be used for the two and three
colour sequence. For two and three colour sequences, participants were instructed to
move to the first colour, pause and then move onto the next colour. Once the
movement started, participants were not allowed to adjust their grasp, doing so
resulted in the trial being re-started. This occurred for two participants. ESC was
noted at the end of each trial (0 = uncomfortable and 1 = comfortable). To determine
whether the participants ended the trials in comfortable or uncomfortable states, for
each colour sequence, the initial position of the thumb, the dial rotation and end
colour were noted. We then followed the comfort rating scheme as used by Wilmut
and Byrne (2014b). All trials were scored by two independent researchers.
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MRI acquisition

All participants completed an MRI familiarisation session at the hospital where they
were being scanned. They were introduced to the scanning environment, noise,
confined space and the importance of remaining still was explained to them. They
were screened for MRI contraindications such as metal implants, claustrophobia and
none presented with any concerns. During scanning, participants’ heads were
secured using foam pads. In order to ensure they stayed still, their bodies were
strapped, and they watched a video, thereby minimising the probability of movement
artefacts. In case of any concern, participants could press a button to seek attention.
T1-weighted 3D FFE images were acquired on a 3T Philips Ingenia CX with
participants wearing a 32-channel head coil. The acquisition parameters included
200 sagittal slices with no gap, voxel size of 0.9 mm3, repetition time (TR) = 8.9
msec, echo time (TE) 4.1 msec, field of view (FOV) = 224 mm, flip angle = 9° and
acquisition matrix = 256 × 256 × 180. The scanning session lasted for approximately
5 minutes. All anatomical scans were checked by a radiologist to ensure the presence
of no brain lesions or other major structural abnormalities.

Image processing

Structural images were analyzed using FreeSurfer version 6.0, a software package
that can be employed for cortical reconstruction which is documented and is freely
available online (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Pre-processing of the
structural images is a multistep process including (but not limited to) skull stripping,
bias field correction, grey-white matter segmentation, and reconstruction of cortical
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surface models (grey-white boundary surface and pial surface). Results (grey and
white boundary and the pial surface) for each participant were visually inspected to
ensure accurate cortical surface reconstruction. No abnormalities were observed
affecting the frontal and parietal areas therefore reconstruction was not required
(Figure 6.2). Cortical structures were segmented using the Desikan-Killiany atlas
(Desikan et al., 2006).
A

B

C

Figure 6.2. Pre-processing of MRI data using Freesurfer. A-B: Inspection of cortical
segmentation and surface reconstruction of images. C: Inspection of atlas
parcellation using the Desikan-Killiany Atlas.

Cortical thickness and cortical surface area reflect different aspects of the
underlying neural architecture. More specifically, cortical surface area is primarily
determined by the number of columns within a cortical region, whereas cortical
thickness is thought to reflect the number of cells within these columns (Rakic,
1988; Wagstyl, Ronan, Goodyer, & Fletcher, 2015). These two morphological
structures were extracted from regions of interest (ROIs) which have been reported
to be involved in motor planning, and/or motor imagery (viz internal modelling)
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(Andersen & Cui, 2009; Hanakawa, Dimyan, & Hallett, 2008; Zimmermann et al.,
2012). These included three regions from the frontal lobe; the superior frontal gyrus
(1), caudal middle frontal gyrus (2), precentral gyrus (3) and three from the parietal
lobe; inferior parietal gyrus (4), superior parietal lobule (5) and supramarginal gyrus
(6) from each hemisphere (Figure 6.3). The Desikan-Killiany atlas does not include
cortical parcellation of the SMA, another area important for representing motor
actions. As this area lies partly in the SFG and MFG, these two cortical regions have
been included in the analyses. Further, we included regions of the temporal lobe as a
comparison site as this particular region is generally not associated with motor
planning.

5

1
2

4

6

3

Figure 6.3. Lateral view of the left hemisphere representing ROIs using DesikanKilliany Atlas. 1: Superior frontal gyrus, 2: Caudal middle frontal gyrus, 3:
Precentral gyrus, 4: Inferior parietal gyrus, 5: Superior parietal lobule, 6:
Supramarginal gyrus.
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Statistical analyses

The behavioural data did not meet the assumption of normality. Consequently, to
compare motor planning efficiency between the two groups (DCD vs Control), the
Mann Whitney U test was conducted, with ESC as the dependent variable for the
one, two and three colour sequence controlling for multiple comparisons using
Bonferroni corrections (p < 0.05/3). As noted below, group differences in ESC were
only observed for two sequence trials on the octagon task. Interquartile range (IQR)
was also reported. Since we were interested in understanding the structural basis of
motor planning difficulties in children with DCD, only ESC for the two colour
sequence was included in subsequent correlational analyses aimed at investigating
the relationship between motor planning efficiency and morphological metrics in
putative motor planning cortical regions. This allowed us to test our hypothesis of
interest, while excluding unnecessary comparisons and reducing the impact of
multiple comparisons. To check whether there was any association between age and
motor planning, non-parametric correlation was conducted between Age and ESC
for the two colour sequence. Results indicated a non-significant association between
the two variables. To investigate the relationship between motor planning efficiency
of the two colour sequence and the two macro structural properties (cortical
thickness and surface area) of each of the ROIs, separate non-parametric
(Spearman’s Rho) correlations were conducted. In addition, in order to ensure
specificity of any effects observed when investigating the relationship between
putative motor planning structures and complex motor planning performance, the
relationship between cortical thickness and surface area of the temporal lobe (a
region not generally associated with motor output) and the percentage of trials
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terminating in ESC were conducted bilaterally. Type 1 error was controlled using the
False Discovery Rate using a family-wise error rate approach (Benjamini &
Hochberg, 1995). All statistical analyses were conducted using Stata 15.0
(StataCorp., 2017). Alpha was set at .05 for all correlational analyses.

Results

Motor planning in children with and without DCD

After controlling for multiple comparisons, children with DCD ended significantly
fewer trials in ESC than their TD peers on the two colour sequences only (U = 17.50,
p = 0.015, IQRDCD = 0.00, IQRTD = 50.00). No significant differences were observed
for the one and three colour sequences between the two groups.

Associations between brain morphology and ESC in children with DCD

Table 6.1 summarises the associations between the cortical thickness (mm) and
cortical surface area (mm2) of the ROIs with ESC of both hemispheres. Results
indicate that after correcting for multiple comparisons, significant associations were
observed between the cortical thickness of left SPL and cortical surface area of
bilateral SPL and ESC for the two colour sequence (Figure 6.4). No other analyses
were found to be statistically significant after FDR correction.
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Table 6.1.

Correlations between cortical thickness and cortical surface area of ROIs and ESC
for the two colour sequence in children with and without DCD.

Cortical thickness (mm)

Cortical Surface area (mm2)

R

L

R

L

Caudal middle frontal

0.47

0.33

0.15

0.13

Precentral

0.27

0.41

0.27

0.17

Superior frontal

0.44

0.23

0.23

0.22

Inferior parietal

0.26

0.22

0.16

0.18

Superior parietal

0.23

0.51*

0.50*

0.52*

Supramarginal

0.40

0.25

0.32

0.46

Temporal lobe

0.23

0.34

0.42

0.46

Brain Regions

Note. DCD = Developmental coordination Disorder; * p < 0.05 FDR corrected
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Cortical thickness (mm)

TD

DCD
2

2

Surface area (mm )

Surface area (mm )

Figure 6.4. Scatterplots representing significant associations between planning efficiency and neural morphology of the superior parietal
lobe (SPL)
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Discussion

The aim of the present study was to probe the neuro-structural basis of inefficient
motor planning in children with DCD. In this study, the relationship between
complex motor planning ability and cortical thickness and cortical surface area in
those regions previously implicated in motor planning was investigated using a
sample of children with and without DCD. As per previous work, children with DCD
showed inefficient motor planning compared to their typically developing peers on
the octagon task (Bhoyroo et al., 2018; Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne,
2014a). Specifically, those with DCD reported a decreased percentage of trials
terminating in ESC relative to controls for the two colour sequences. Key to the
present study, decreased motor planning efficiency for the complex two colour
sequence on the octagon task was associated with reduced cortical thickness and
surface area of the SPL. No significant correlations were observed between ESC and
surface area/cortical thinning of the temporal lobe, a region typically not associated
with higher order motor functions such as the planning of complex movement.
Taken together, this study is the first to show that reduced efficiency in motor
planning observed in children with DCD may be associated with alterations of
macrostructural properties of the SPL.

In keeping with earlier work, children with DCD showed a decreased
tendency to plan for the octagon task relative to their typically developing peers
(Bhoyroo et al., 2018, 2019; Fuelscher et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a). In this
study, this was further supported as children with DCD opted for ESC less often for
the octagon two colour sequence than their peers. When completing the octagon task,
one has to consider several aspects of the task. For instance, it involves considering
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placing the thumb on one of the eight available options, then choosing either a
supination or pronation grasp to rotate the octagon dial a clockwise or anticlockwise
position to achieve the end goal. To opt for the most optimal positions, an individual
must build internal representations of the required actions (Flanagan & Wing, 1997).
In doing so, it will allow one to estimate the sensory and terminal outcomes during
and/or prior ending the actions (Shadmehr, Smith, & Krakauer, 2010; Wolpert,
Diedrichsen, & Flanagan, 2011). Children with DCD consistently demonstrate a
reduced ability to engage in actions and cognition that place demands on the internal
modelling system (Adams et al., 2014; Barhoun et al., 2019; Wilson et al., 2017),
lending support to the internal modelling deficit hypothesis. Accordingly, in-keeping
with previous accounts, we argue that the decreased propensity for children with
DCD to terminate movements in ESC as observed in the present study may reflect a
deficit in the internal modelling.

Building on earlier work, we showed that the inefficient complex motor
planning ability observed in children with DCD was associated with reduced cortical
thickness and surface area of the SPL. Specifically, after controlling for multiple
comparisons, a positive association was observed between the tendency to opt for
ESC and surface area and cortical thickness of the SPL. Broadly, these data suggest
that the inefficiency in motor planning performance observed in children with DCD
(shown by a reduced tendency for opt for ESC) may be associated with
morphological characteristics of cortical regions within the posterior parietal cortex
(PPC). Since no association between cortical structures of the bilateral temporal lobe
and motor planning were observed, we argue that the association between complex
motor planning efficiency and the SPL cannot be, at least entirely, attributed to
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general neuro-structural effects. These results are in support with the several studies
highlighting the importance of the parietal regions in motor planning in healthy
population (Andersen & Cui, 2009; Beurze, de Lange, Toni, & Medendorp, 2007;
Tunik, Lo, & Adamovich, 2008; Zimmermann et al., 2012). While these data support
the indirect evidence from several studies that suggests motor planning inefficiency
in those with DCD may be related to alterations in the parietal regions (Kashuk,
Williams, Thorpe, Wilson, & Egan, 2017), this study provides direct evidence to this
effect.

The observed relationship between complex motor planning and morphology
within the SPL is in line with neuro-computational accounts of motor planning.
Briefly, the SPL and broader PPC, is critical for generating limb to body reference
frames, as well as the visuomotor transformation necessary for planning of upper
limb movements (Battaglia-Mayer & Caminiti, 2018). Furthermore, more broadly,
in-keeping with earlier studies (Adams et al., 2014; Bhoyroo et al., 2018, 2019;
Fuelscher et al., 2016) we have argued that the inefficiency in motor planning
observed in children with DCD here may be subserved by a reduced capacity to
engage, or manipulate, internal models of movement. The left SPL is known for its
involvement in MI, a process thought to provide insight into one’s capacity to
engage internal models (Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008; Wolpert & Flanagan, 2001).
Interestingly, recent work indicates that adults with DCD activate the left SPL to a
lesser extent compared to typically developing adults during classic MI tasks
(Kashuk et al., 2017). Based on the assumption that MI provides insight into the
internal modelling process which is thought to subserve motor planning, this earlier
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work would broadly support the findings of the present study which implicate
macrostructural properties of the SPL in atypical complex action planning in DCD.

This study demonstrates that inefficient motor planning in those with DCD
may have a neural correlate (i.e., reduced cortical thickness and/or surface area in the
parietal cortices). However, the design of the study is correlational in nature, and
does not allow one to infer causality. Therefore, it is still unknown whether cortical
thickness and/or surface area affects planning ability or vice-versa. This may be
addressed using longitudinal designs. Another alternative is the potential use of noninvasive brain stimulation techniques (Grohs, Hilderley, & Kirton, 2019; Hyde,
Fuelscher, & Williams, 2019) to investigate the effect of repetitive brain stimulation
on motor planning ability in those with DCD. In addition, functional imaging
techniques that are less susceptible to movement artefacts than fMRI (such as EEG
or fNIRS) using grip-selection tasks looking at motor planning in children with and
without DCD may further our understanding about the functional correlates in this
area. Furthermore, the SPL is connected to the pre-frontal and premotor regions via
the bi-directional associative white matter pathway, the superior longitudinal
fasciculus (SLF) (Floris & Howells, 2018). The SLF is thought to be critical for
complex motor planning upper limb movements by integrating visuospatial and
somatosensory in-flow and transmitting visuomotor representations for the hand and
reach direction (Budisavljevic et al., 2017; Parlatini et al., 2017). Interestingly, the
SLF has attracted attention in those with DCD with researchers observing atypical
white matter microstructure within this tract (Hyde, Fuelscher, Enticott, et al., 2019;
Williams, Kashuk, Wilson, Thorpe, & Egan, 2017). However, no study has
considered the contribution of microstructural organisation of the SLF in complex
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motor planning in those with DCD yet, presenting an important avenue for future
research. Lastly, the evidence presented in this study is drawn from a small sample.
Replication of the study is recommended using a larger sample.

Conclusion

While previous work has demonstrated that children with DCD are generally less
efficient when planning complex movements, this is the first study to establish that
this common behavioural effect may be associated with morphological properties
within the parietal cortices. Indeed, we observed that decreased cortical thickness
and cortical surface area of the SPL may be linked to a lower tendency to terminate
actions in ESC, as was observed in children with DCD. As the SPL is implicated in
action prediction, alterations of its macrostructural properties may support previous
assertions of a deficit in the internal model as reported in those with DCD.
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Overview

In this thesis, motor planning in children with DCD was examined employing
behavioural and neuroimaging methodologies to address four research gaps. At a
behavioural level, previous research findings regarding motor planning in children
with DCD were mixed, and it was not clear whether the observed motor planning
inefficiency was a general deficit or dependent on task complexity. Aligned with
this, was the lack of clarification regarding the task-related parameters that
contributed to task complexity. Further, the role of explicit MI in planning grip
selection tasks warranted further exploration. Finally, at a neurological level, while
some evidence identified several brain areas potentially related to motor planning
difficulties in children with DCD, research exploring links between these neural
areas and motor planning was lacking. Consequently, a series of studies were
designed to answer four research questions addressing these gaps in knowledge.

What are the differences in motor planning ability on grip selection tasks of
varying levels of complexity between children with and without DCD?

Differences in methodology (e.g., scoring system and classification of experimental
trials) and task complexity were two possible factors relating to the ambiguity in the
findings reported by researchers examining motor planning performances of grip
selection tasks (e.g., Adams et al., 2016; Pratt et al., 2014). In this thesis, motor
planning ability was examined in a single sample of children with and without DCD
across four commonly used grip selection tasks, with protocols adopted to overcome
any methodological differences observed in previous studies. The findings were in
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line with other studies that employed the bar transportation and bar grasping tasks
(Adams et al., 2016; Noten et al., 2014; Smyth & Mason, 1997) and showed no
differences in motor planning performances between the two groups. The sword task
has only been previously scored according to critical and non-critical trials (Adams
et al., 2016; 2017). This made it difficult to compare performances with other
grasping tasks. Consequently, this is the first study to score overall motor planning
performance on the sword task in children with and without DCD regardless of
whether the task was classified as critical or non-critical. This enabled a comparison
of the results to performances on other grip selection tasks, showing that overall,
children with DCD displayed similar motor planning performances to typically
developing children for the bar transport, bar grasping and sword task but not for the
octagon task.

Similar to the findings of previous studies which used the octagon task
(Fuelsher et al., 2016; Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a), significantly poorer motor planning
performances were observed in children with DCD compared to those without DCD,
when they completed the one, two and three colour sequences of this task. When
performing the bar rotation and bar transport tasks, participants only have to grasp
and place the objects. To complete the sword task, participants need to grasp and
place the object in a tight slot thereby increasing the required precision at the end of
the task. Given the requirements of the octagon task (eight grip choices, clockwise or
anticlockwise hand rotation, precision level and number of movement sequences), it
is considered more complex than the bar rotation, bar grasping and sword task.
Taken together, these results present the first the first key finding of this thesis and
indicate that motor planning efficiency in children with DCD is task dependent and
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that ‘task complexity’ may underpin the varied results reported by other researchers
(Figure 7.1, Paper One).

Does task complexity and/or specific task-related constraints affect motor
planning of grip selection tasks in children with and without DCD?

Task complexity has been identified as a key factor affecting motor planning
performances in children with DCD. However, the task parameters underlying task
complexity and how these may affect performances were unclear. A main outcome
from the qualitative review was that task complexity of grip selection tasks could be
defined by four parameters: number of grasp choices, level of task precision, degree
of hand rotation and number of movement sequences. With an increase in the
number of parameters, the complexity of a task increases. This has allowed, for the
first time, the classification of common grip selection tasks into easy, medium and
complex tasks (Table 7.1). Some of the task constraints such as degree of hand
rotation, movement sequences and precision, resonate with that of Wunsch et al.
(2013).

Using meta-analytic techniques, the data revealed that children with DCD
consistently displayed lower motor planning ability relative to typically developing
children for those grip selection tasks determined to be complex (i.e., the octagon
task). Specifically, when a task included either more than two movements sequences
and/or eight grip choices and/or beginning or end precision, performances of those
with DCD were significantly poorer than those without DCD. Taken together these
results present the second key finding confirming that the motor planning
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inefficiency observed in children with DCD is not a general deficit but dependent on
task complexity (Figure 7.1, Paper Two). This indicates that children with DCD may
be able to plan for simple day-to-day tasks as efficiently as their well-coordinated
peers, however, this ability breaks down once a task becomes more difficult.

Table 7.1.

Classification of complexity of grip selection tasks in children with DCD

Task
parameters

Bar
grasping

Bar
transport

Sword

Octagon 1
colour

Octagon 2
colour

Octagon 3
colour

Grip choices

2

2

2

8

8

8

Action steps

2

2

2

2

3

4

Precision

x

x

End

Start

Start

Start

Degree of
rotation

Mixed

90°

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Easy

Easy

Medium

Complex

Complex

Complex

Does motor imagery influence motor planning in children with and without
DCD?

When planning for the complex octagon task, those with DCD often showed a
preference for a less optimal strategy, such as minimal rotation, rather than ESC
compared to their typically developing peers. Similar results were also obtained
when children preformed the modified handle rotation task (van Swieten et al., 2010)
and the octagon task (Wilmut & Byrne, 2014a), although these researchers explicitly
advised their participants that they may have to think about their grasps.
Interestingly, when those with DCD were provided with an explicit instruction to
imagine the colour sequences prior to execution, they improved significantly and
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performed to a similar level as the typically developing children for all three colour
sequences of the octagon task. They were more likely to do so when prompted to
imagine the entire movement sequence compared to imagining only the grasp
choices as examined by van Swieten et al. (2010) and Wilmut and Byrne (2014a). Of
note, when comparing the performances of those with DCD before and after MI
instruction, they improved only for the simplest one colour sequence (two movement
sequences and eight grasping possibilities) of the complex octagon task. A third key
finding of this thesis was that children with DCD may not automatically engage their
internal model to complete a complex task unless prompted to do so. It is also
possible that an instruction to imagine a task prior to execution facilitates planning
for tasks that have complex parameters relating to the multiple grasp possibilities and
precision at the beginning of the task in those with DCD (Figure 7.1, Paper Three).

Is there an association between motor planning ability and the macrostructural
properties of areas of the fronto-parietal lobe in children with and without
DCD?

Given the rapid advancement in neuroimaging techniques, the number of studies
seeking to identify any neurological underpinnings of DCD have increased.
Nevertheless, relatively few studies have looked at the macrostructural properties in
DCD and none have tested the link between motor planning and brain morphology in
children with DCD. In this study, the association between motor planning ability and
macrostructural properties (cortical thickness and surface area) of ROIs of the frontoparietal lobe was examined in a group of children with and without DCD using MRI.
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Reduced cortical thickness of the right SPL and cortical surface area of bilateral SPL
were associated with inefficient motor planning. This supports the work of Williams
et al. (2017) which showed that those with DCD activate the SPL to a lesser extent
compared to the typically developing population and this could be associated with
their motor planning difficulties. Taken together, these results present the fourth key
finding that motor planning inefficiency in children with DCD may be associated
with alterations in the morphological structures of the SPL (Figure 7.1, Paper Four).

Theoretical implications

Motor planning ability is thought to be based on the ability to efficiently engage the
internal modelling processes for motor control (Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008;
Wolpert & Flanagan, 2001). As an exemplar in the research literature, the planning
of a grip selection task is assumed to depend on one’s ability to accurately predict
outcomes to achieve a desired end goal. Recently, Fuelsher and colleagues (2016)
suggested that motor planning inefficiency in children with DCD may result from not
automatically engaging the internal model. Children improved their motor planning
ability to developing similar level as their typically developing peers when they were
asked to mentally imagine the movements prior executing to them. This suggests that
explicit MI may trigger internal mechanisms such as the predictive and feedback
processes which in turn facilitate planning of movements in children with DCD.
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Figure 7.1. Conceptual framework representing the key findings on motor planning in children with DCD. Right: Children with DCD
plan the complex octagon task poorly than their typically developing peers (Paper One). Task parameters such as number of grasp
selections, movement sequences, precision level and degree of hand rotation affect planning ability (Paper Two). Explicit motor imagery
instruction can improve planning for simple tasks (paper Three). Left: Inefficient motor planning in those with DCD is associated with
alterations in the cortical thickness and surface area of the superior parietal lobule (SPL; Paper Four).
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Children with DCD did not show any significant improvement in their motor
planning performances after MI for the two colour sequences of the octagon task.
Their performances remained below that of the typically developing children after
MI instructions in both groups. This suggests task complexity may also affect MI
ability. Indeed, using classic hand rotation tasks, Reynolds et al. (2015) found that
children with DCD were slower and less accurate relative to controls when task
complexity of the classic MI tasks were increased. This was supported by Barhoun et
al. (2019) who, in their meta-analysis, reported that task complexity is a factor of
consideration during MI. Neurologically, the left SPL plays an important role in MI.
In those with DCD, Williams et al. (2017) found that the DCD group showed under
activation of this area compared to the typically developing population during
performance of the hand rotation tasks. Decreased cortical areas of the left SPL were
associated with planning of the two colour sequences in children with DCD. Based
on the assumption that motor planning ability is associated with efficiency in MI, the
above results suggest that children with DCD have a reduced ability to predict the
end goal of movements for tasks that comprise several complex task parameters such
as eight grasp possibilities, combinations of hand rotation, precision level and three
movement sequences.

With respect to the octagon task, in order to complete the two colour
sequences, one must be able to predict the end state by linking the different phases of
the movement sequence. By not being able to complete the two colour sequence at
similar levels to typically developing children after MI instructions, it is possible that
children with DCD experience difficulties when predicting tasks with more than two
action sequences. At a neurological level, predictive linking of such action sequences
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has been associated with areas of the parietal lobe such as the right SPL (Säfström &
Domellöf, 2018) which is related to motor planning. An association between the
cortical surface area of the right SPL and motor planning for the two colour
sequences was observed. This suggests that children with DCD have a reduced
ability to anticipate motor tasks that incorporate linkage of two or more movement
sequences. The octagon task also requires consideration of complex parameters such
as eight grip choices, hand rotation and high precision level. This suggests a new
hypothesis that for complex tasks which incorporates two or more action sequences
children with DCD may have a reduced ability to predict linking of the action
sequences contributing to poor performances. Altogether, the above results extend
the work of several researchers (Blank et al., 2019; Sugden & Wade 2019; Wilson et
al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2017) suggesting that a deficit in the internal models may not
only be related with inefficiency of the predictive modelling processes but also with
inefficient predictive linking of action sequences.

Recommendations for practice

The results from this study provide further evidence to support task-oriented
interventions and strategies, particularly those including MI as a first step. The
recent review by Blank et al. (2019) also recommended such approaches when
supporting people with DCD. This approach involves task analysis whereby
complex tasks are broken down into several easier steps to facilitate successful
completion (Sugden & Wade, 2019). In implementing this approach, reducing task
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complexity and introducing MI immediately before commencing the task may be
effective with people with movement difficulties. For example;
− Parents and teachers should be encouraged to consider strategies to break
complex tasks into smaller stages for any children with DCD. The target
skill should be broken down into a series of chained but discrete steps. For
instance, when teaching a motor skill such as running, first ask the child to
focus on one component of the skill such as keeping the head still. In the
home environment, if washing the dishes, start with turning on the tap and
filling the sink then introduce simple implements to wash.
− Parents, teachers and therapists could employ MI instructions that encourage
the children to imagine the task before completing it.
− Parents and teachers could consider more permanent strategies to simplify
day-to-day activities. For example, for those children who have trouble
putting on shoes and tying the laces, consider buying shoes that are secured
with Velcro in the first instance.

Recommendations for future research

Motor planning

Motor planning in those with DCD has been predominantly assessed using grip
selection tasks by looking at the proportion of ESC outcomes. This research project
provides strong evidence in identifying aspects of the common grip selection tasks
that might restrain motor planning in children with DCD. Following the information
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processing approach, several steps are thought to occur when an instruction to
execute a task is given until the movement is executed. Planning of a motor task
begins from the moment an instruction is given, to movement initiation, and
continues through the process of predictive error checking during the online
execution of the selected movement plans (Figure 7.2). The task design used in this
study did not allow an examination of the different aspects of the planning process.
Computerised tasks or a timed response paradigm that allowed measurement of time
and velocity for the different phases (e.g., Dahan & Reiner, 2017) may further
inform the efficiency of the planning process in those with DCD.

Figure 7.2. Motor planning process. Left to right: When an instruction is given to
perform a task, planning occurs before the movement is initiated. After initiation till
the movement is executed, online monitoring occurs to fine-tune the action plans
based on the forward modelling processes to achieve the end goal.

Neural substrates of motor planning

The design of the neuroimaging study (Chapter Six) did not allow to infer the ability
to determine whether thinner cortical regions of the posterior parietal lobes caused
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less efficient motor planning or vice-versa. Traditional approaches such as
electroencephalogram (EEG) and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) as well as
emerging techniques such as functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) or
methods using Bayesian analysis such as dynamic causal modelling could be
designed to infer causality. These techniques are also less prone to motion artefacts
compared to fMRI and have been successfully used to examine behaviour and brain
function relationships (Cacola, Getchell, Srinivasan, Alexandrakis, & Liu, 2018;
Hyde et al., 2018; Kim, Park, Lee, Im, & Kim, 2018; Lust, van Schie, Wilson, van
der Helden, Pelzer, & Steenbergen, 2019).

The links between several ROIs and motor planning were examined and
significant positive associations were observed between cortical areas of the SPL and
motor planning. Several motor planning regions of the frontal and parietal lobes (e.g.
CMF, SFG, PcG and SMG) were also moderately correlated with inefficiency in
motor planning in children with DCD. However, these regions did not survive the
corrections for multiple comparisons. While this may be an issue with the modest
sample size, it gives an indication that these areas may also be implicated in motor
planning. The fronto-parietal areas are connected via a major white matter tract, the
superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF). This tract is further split into SLF I, II and III.
Briefly, the SLF I connects the SPL and the SFG, the SLF II connects the pre-motor
and pre-frontal cortices with IPL and the SLF III connects the IFG with the
intraparietal sulcus and IPL (Howells et al., 2018). The SLF is thought to be critical
for complex motor planning of upper limb movements by integrating visuospatial
and somatosensory in-flow and transmitting visuomotor representations for the hand
and reach direction (Budisavljevic et al., 2017; Parlatini et al., 2017). Interestingly,
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the SLF has attracted attention in those with DCD with researchers observing
atypical white matter microstructure within this tract (Hyde et al., 2019; Langevin,
MacMaster, Crawford, Lebel & Dewey, 2014). Studying the microstructural
properties of the SLF and its subcomponents using high angular resolution diffusion
imaging (b-value ≥ 2500, directions ≥ 45) in relation to motor planning may further
increase our knowledge.

Explicit MI as an intervention to improve motor planning

MI has shown beneficial effects in improving motor performances such as
movement accuracy and efficacy (Di Rienzo et al., 2016). However, research on MI
training in those with DCD is in its infancy. To-date, there are only a few
investigations on whether MI training as a strategy can improve motor skills in the
DCD population (Adams et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2016; Wilson, Thomas, &
Maruff, 2002). Wilson et al. (2002) were among the first to test the effect of MI
training on fundamental motor skills in children aged 7-12 years. They found that
children with DCD improved their motor skills with MI training. These findings
were supported in more recent studies (Adams et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2016). It
should be taken into consideration that those with DCD may not improve their motor
skills simply with practice (Schoemaker & Smits-Engelsman, 2015). In healthy
populations, using MI as a strategy to support motor learning improved
performances on tasks that were subsequently physically executed (Schuster et al.,
2011; Theeuwes, Liefooghe, De Schryver, & De Houwer, 2018). Children with DCD
may benefit from a one-time explicit instruction to imagine a grip selection task prior
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completion for a task with two movement sequences and multiple grasp possibilities.
However, increasing complexity may require a more structured use of MI instruction
and it is possible that explicit MI training could facilitate completion of other
complex motor tasks. Future research is warranted in this area as well as
investigation on whether those with DCD are able to retain or generalise this
strategy.

Limitations

While the findings of the present thesis provide important insights on the motor
planning ability in children with DCD, several limitations have been identified and
are described below.
−

The behavioural and neurological studies only involved boys aged 7 – 12 years
in order to eliminate potential gender differences in motor planning. It is
unknown whether girls of this age group, or those outside of this age range (of
both genders) would also display a similar performance profile.

−

The sample size power calculation prior to starting the research project indicated
that a minimum of 18 participants was required in each group to ensure a
reasonable expectation of significant results. However, recruitment proved to be
challenging (Appendix B). The minimum sample size was not met for the two
different behavioural studies. A control group with DCD for the motor imagery
and planning study was not included for similar reasons.
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−

In the MRI study (Chapter Six), results indicated that inefficient motor planning
in those with DCD may have a neural correlate (i.e., reduced cortical thickness
and/or surface area in the parietal cortices). However, the design of the study is
correlational in nature, and does not allow one to infer whether cortical
thickness and/or surface area affects planning ability or vice-versa.

Conclusion

Motor planning was examined in children with and without DCD. Overall, schoolaged children with DCD displayed a lower ability to complete complex grip
selection tasks in comfortable states compared to their peers. This is dependent on
the number of initial grasp choices, movement sequences, precision level, and degree
of hand rotation needed to complete the task efficiently. While children with DCD
improve their motor planning ability when asked to imagine a task with two
movement sequences and multiple grasp possibilities, this is not effective for tasks
that incorporate more than two movement sequences and/or eight grasping
possibilities, a combination of hand rotation and high precision level. This
inefficiency in complex motor planning may be associated with morphological
alterations of the SPL. Together, these results provide support for a deficit in
predictive modelling within a putative neurocomputational model of motor actions.
Furthermore, these findings suggest a new hypothesis that children with DCD may
have a deficit in predictive linking of action sequences.
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Behavioural studies: Parent information sheet

PARENT/GUARDIAN INFORMATION SHEET
Exploring how difficulty levels affect outcomes in children’s performance while
imagining and performing actions
Dear Sir/madam,
You and your child are invited to participate in the scientific study described below.
The study is being conducted by Ms Ranila Bhoyroo as part of her PhD study at The
University of Notre Dame Australia. Ranila is being supervised by Dr Adam Wigley
and Professor Beth Hands.

What is the study about?
Some children have difficulties imagining and performing actions. Their
performance appears to be affected by the difficulty or complexity of the task and
the child’s motor competence. This project will compare children’s performance on
a number of fun, simple fine motor tasks which have varying levels of complexity.

What will my child be asked to do?
If you consent for your child to take part in this study, it is important that you
understand what we are doing and what we will be asking your child to do. Please
discuss this with your child and make sure that any questions that you and your
child have, are answered to your satisfaction before you agree to participate. You
and your child will need to attend The University of Notre Dame Australia for
approximately 1h15 minutes. There are three sessions for the day. Your child will be
allocated 10 mins break between session 2 and 3. You will be paid a small gratuity
of $20 to cover your expenses (parking, transport, etc.).
Session 1 (20 mins): Your child will complete a movement competence assessment.
Session 2 (20 mins): Your child will complete four action tasks. For all the tasks,
your child’s performances will be video-recorded to allow Ranila to review them.
•

Task 1 - bar rotation task. Your child will grasp a bar mounted on a square
board and place it vertically in a circular holder with the assigned end
downwards.
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•

Task 2 - octagon task. Your child will grasp and rotate a wooden octagon to
match one or more colours in a set order.

•

Task 3 - sword task. Your child will grasp the handle of a wooden sword from
the table and insert its point into a slot.

•

Task 4 - bar transportation task. Your child will grasp a wooden bar and place
one end on a target disc.

Session 3 (25 mins): Your child will imagine and perform the same four tasks as
mentioned above.
The results of this study will be used to design a follow-up study examining brain
patterns. If you are interested in having your child to participate in the follow-up
study, please indicate this by signing the additional section on the consent form.
You will be contacted by Ranila to confirm your interest and receive information
about that study once the design has been finalised.
Are there any risks associated with participating in this project?
It is possible that your child may become tired during the session. Your child will be
monitored closely and if he shows signs of fatigue, stress or anxiety, the session will
be stopped and re-started when your child feels ready.

What are the benefits of the research project?
The study aims to clarify the extent task difficulty impacts imagining and planning
of actions in children with a range of motor competence levels. This study will
contribute to our understanding about how children plan movements. It will also
help to create training programs for those who have difficulty.

What if my child changes their mind?
If you would like to withdraw your child from the study, you can do so at any time
without discrimination or prejudice. If your child decides he no longer wants to
participate, he only needs to let Ranila or someone from the research team know. If
your child withdraws, all information you and your child have provided will be
destroyed.

Will anyone else know the results of the project?
Information gathered about your child will be held in strict confidence. This
confidence will only be broken if required by law. Your child’s responses and
videos will be uploaded on a computer. Ranila will use the videos to analyse and
record your child’s performances. Once the study is completed the responses will be
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stored securely as de-identified data at The University of Notre Dame Australia for
at least five years. There is a possibility that Ranila will need the video footage of
your child to present at conferences. If you and your child consent for Ranila to use
the videos, she will store them securely for the purpose of conference presentations.
In case either you or your child, or both of you disagrees, the videos will be
permanently deleted from the system. After the team has analysed the data, the
results will be published in scholarly journals and/or presented at academic and
research conferences.

Will I be able to find out the results of the project?
We will send you an email with a summary of the findings in May/June 2018.

Who do I contact if I have questions about the project?
If you have any questions about this project, please feel free to contact Ranila
[email: ranila.bhoyroo1@my.nd.edu.au; phone: 0426976713] or Dr Adam Wigley
[email: adam.wigley@nd.edu.au] or Professor Beth Hands [email:
beth.hands@nd.edu.au]. We are happy to discuss with you any concerns you may
have about this study.

What if I have a concern or complaint?
The study has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee at The
University of Notre Dame Australia (approval number 016130F). If you have any
concern or complaint regarding the ethical conduct of this research project and
would like to speak to an independent person, please contact Notre Dame’s Ethics
Officer at (+61 8) 9433 0943 or research@nd.edu.au. Any complaint or concern
will be treated in confidence and fully investigated. You will be informed of the
outcome.

How does my child sign up to participate?
If you are happy for your child to participate, please complete the SNAP and DCDQ
questionnaire and return it to Ranila by mail using the address below or email. She
will use the scores from the questionnaires as a screening requirement to determine
your child’s eligibility to participate in the study. You will receive a report on the
outcome regardless of the inclusion of the study. If your child is not included in the
study, the questionnaires will be destroyed. If the score meets the inclusion criteria,
you will be informed and requested to complete the consent form.
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This information sheet is for you to keep.
Yours sincerely,

Ranila Bhoyroo
PhD candidate
Institute for Health Research
The University of Notre Dame Australia
19 Mouat Street (PO Box 1225)
Fremantle Western Australia 6959
Email: Ranila.bhoyroo1@my.nd.edu.au
Mob:
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Behavioural studies: Children’s consent form

CONSENT FORM
Exploring how difficulty levels affect outcomes in children’s performance while
imagining and performing actions
• I would like to be a part of this project.
• I am happy to perform the required tasks.
• Ranila and mum/dad have explained the tasks and have answered my questions.
• I am happy for Ranila to video-tape me.
• I agree / do not agree for Ranila to use my video footage for conference
presentations.
• I know that I can change my mind about taking part in the project at any time.

Name of child

Signature of child

Date

• I confirm that I have provided the Information Sheet concerning this research
project to the child and parent/guardian names above, explained what
participation involves and answered all questions asked.

Signature of
Researcher

Date
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Behavioural studies: Parent’s consent form

CONSENT FORM
Exploring how difficulty levels affect outcomes in children’s performance while
imagining and performing actions
• I agree to allow my child to take part in this research project.
• I have read the Information Sheet provided and been given a full explanation of the
purpose of this study, the procedures involved and of what is expected of my child.
•

I understand that my child will be asked to undergo a movement assessment to
confirm whether he is eligible for participation in the study (20 mins). If he is
eligible, he will complete four assessments of motor imagery and four assessments
of motor planning ability during which he will be videotaped to allow his
performance to be reviewed. This will take approximately 45 mins.

• The researcher has answered all my questions and has explained possible problems
that may arise as a result of my child’s participation in this study.
• I understand that participation is voluntary and my child may withdraw or that I
may withdraw my child from the research project at any time without the need for
an explanation.
• I understand that all information provided by me or my child is treated as
confidential and will not be released by the researcher to a third party unless
required to do so by law.
• I agree that any research data gathered for the study may be published provided my
name or my child’s name or other identifying information is not disclosed.
• I understand that research data gathered may be used for future research but my
name or my child’s name and other identifying information will be removed.
• I understand that my child’s video footage may be required for conference
presentations. I therefore consent for Ranila to use the videos. YES
NO
• I consent for Ranila to contact me in regards to study 3 which involves an MRI scan
that will collect data for the same project. YES
NO
If you have selected YES for the MRI scan, you will receive more information
about the study by mail. Kindly fill the section regarding below the following:
Contact number: Home: ……………………………………….
…………………………………………..

Mobile:

Postal address:
……………………………………………………………………………Suburb:
………………….. Postcode: ………..
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Name of
parent/guardian
Signature of
parent/guardian

Date

• I confirm that I have provided the Information Sheet concerning this research
project to the above participant, explained what participation involves and
answered all questions.
Signature of
Researcher

Date
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Neuroimaging study: Parent information sheet

PARENT/GUARDIAN INFORMATION SHEET
Neuroanatomical correlates of motor planning and motor imagery in
developmental coordination disorder: A connectomic approach
Dear Sir/Madam,
You and your child are invited to participate in the scientific study described below.
The study is being conducted by Ms Ranila Bhoyroo as part of her PhD study at The
University of Notre Dame Australia. Ms Bhoyroo is being supervised by Dr Charles
Adam Wigley and Professor Beth Hands.
What is the project about?
Some children experience difficulties imagining and planning actions. This may be
due to inefficiencies in the way the brain programs motor actions. Your son has
participated in two studies that assessed his ability to perform and imagine four simple
motor activities. This study will follow-up Ranila’s previous studies using Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI). She plans to investigate the brain structure associated with
performances of motor tasks acquired in the previous studies. This research will
explore brain structures in DCD associated with motor planning and motor imagery
deficits. This will help us better understand childhood motor disorders and may lead
to the development of better targeted, more efficient intervention programs to improve
movement difficulties.
What will my child be asked to do?
It is important that you understand what we are doing and what we will be asking your
child to do before you consent for your child to take part in this study. Please talk to
your son about participating and make sure that any questions have been answered to
your satisfaction before agreeing to participate. You and your child will need to attend
Fiona Stanley Hospital for the scan. You will receive a small gratuity of $20 to cover
your expenses (parking, transport, etc.).
Most people are not familiar with the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
environment. We want your son to be as comfortable as possible in the MRI scanner
so we will use a scanner located at Fiona Stanley Hospital to familiarize him with the
scanning process. During this session, Ranila and the MRI Technician will go through
the process of having an MRI. The scanning process is noisy, therefore during the scan
he will wear headphones. As a parent you will have the opportunity to ask questions
during the practice session as well as discuss if you would like to be in the room with
your child when he has his scan. You can choose to undergo the familiarization process
on the same day of the scan or have each process on a different day convenient to you
and your child. The familiarization process will take approximately 10 minutes.
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During the scan, your son will have to lie still in the scanner for approximately 25
minutes. He will wear headphones and can listen to his favourite music while the scan
is being done. While your child is having their scan, he is able to talk to you and Ranila
through an intercom system.
Please note that although the scans are being undertaken at the Imaging Department
at Fiona Stanley Hospital, the hospital and WA Health has no involvement in the study
other than providing the imaging service. Therefore, this study does not require
approval from a WA Health Human Research Ethics Committee. This project has
been approved by the University of Notre Dame Human Research Ethics Committee.
Are there any risks associated with participating in this project?
An MRI exam is completely safe and painless. It uses magnetic fields and has no
known harmful effects. It is important to know that MRI will not expose you or your
child to any form of ionizing radiation.
Because MRI machines use a strong magnetic field, and certain metal objects are
attracted to the magnetic fields. It is important that your child does not have any
jewellery on him when he arrives for the scan or any metal on his clothing (zips, studs
or glittery writing). If he does have metal on his clothing, he will be supplied with a
gown to change into before the scan. Please be aware that if your child has any of the
following, he will not be able to participate in this study:
• Pacemaker
• Aneurysm clips
• Cochlear implant
• A neuron-stimulator
• Metal implants
• Steel surgical staples or clips
• Dental Braces
• An implanted drug infusion device
• Any implant made partially or wholly with iron or steel.
If you would like to be in the room with your child while he is having a scan, you must
not have any of the above and make sure you are not wearing any metal objects.
There is a possibility that the MRI may cause anxiety in some children. If your child
becomes claustrophobic during the familiarization session, he will not be asked to
participate in the study.
If anxiety is experienced during scanning, the scan will be stopped immediately and
the participant will come out of the scanner. After the scan, your child can return to
his everyday activities. You will receive a report of your child’s brain scan. If anything
unusual is detected, your child will be referred to his General Practitioner.
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What are the benefits of the research project?
The study aims to explore the brain activations during imagining and planning actions
in children with a range of motor competence levels. This study will contribute to our
understanding about any differences in activation patterns in this population. It will
also help to create training programs for those who have difficulty.
What if my child changes their mind?
If you would like to withdraw your child from the study, you can do so at any time
without discrimination or prejudice. If your child decides he no longer wants to
participate, he only needs to let Ranila or someone from the research team know. If
your child withdraws, all information you and your child have provided will be
destroyed.
Will anyone else know the results of the project?
Information gathered about you and your child will be held in strict confidence. This
confidence will only be broken if required by law. Your child’s scans will be collected
from Fiona Stanley Hospital on the same day it is conducted using an external hard
drive. The scans will be uploaded on a password protected computer. The scans will
be de-identified and a generic code will be allocated to his scans before analysis. Once
the study is completed the de-identified data will be stored securely at the Institute for
Health Research at The University of Notre Dame Australia for at least five years.
There is a possibility that Ranila will use the de-identified images of your child to
present at academic conferences. If you and your child consent to this, she will
continue to store them securely for the purpose of these presentations. The analysed
data will also be published in scholarly journals.
Will I be able to find out the results of the project?
We will send you an email with a summary of the findings in December 2018.
Who do I contact if I have questions about the project?
If you have any questions about this project please feel free to contact Ranila [email:
ranila.bhoyroo1@my.nd.edu.au; phone: 0426976713] or her supervisors, Dr Adam
Wigley [email: adam.wigley@nd.edu.au] and Professor Beth Hands [email:
beth.hands@nd.edu.au]. We are happy to discuss with you any concerns you may have
about this study.
What if I have a concern or complaint?
The study has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee at The
University of Notre Dame Australia (approval number 017098F). If you have any
concern or complaint regarding the ethical conduct of this research project and would
like to speak to an independent person, please contact Notre Dame’s Ethics Officer at
(+61 8) 9433 0943 or research@nd.edu.au. Any complaint or concern will be treated
in confidence and fully investigated. You will be informed of the outcome.
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How does my child sign up to participate?
If you are happy for your child to participate, please sign the consent form. Please
keep a copy and return the other to me by mail in the envelope provided, email or
when you attend the scanning session.

Thank you for your support. This information sheet is for you to keep.

Yours sincerely,

Ranila Bhoyroo

PhD candidate
Institute for Health Research
The University of Notre Dame Australia
19 Mouat Street (PO Box 1225)
Fremantle Western Australia 6959
Email: ranila.bhoyroo1@my.nd.edu.au
Phone:
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Neuroimaging study: Parent and child’s consent form

CONSENT FORM
Neuroanatomical correlates of motor planning and motor imagery in
developmental coordination disorder: A connectomic approach
• I agree to allow my child to take part in this research project.
• I have read the Information Sheet provided and been given a full explanation of the
purpose of this study, the procedures involved and of what is expected of my child.
• I understand that my child will undertake a MRI scan for approximately 5 minutes
at Fiona Stanley Hospital. To prepare for the scan, I understand that my son will
first have a scanner familarisation session at Fiona Stanley hospital to help him feel
comfortable with the scanning environment.
• All my questions have been answered and problems that may arise as a result of
my child’s participation in this study explained.
• I understand that I will receive a report of my child brain scanning. In case, anything
unusual is detected in his scans, he will be referred to his general practitioner and a
copy of the brain images will be sent to his general practitioner.
• I understand that my child may withdraw or that I may withdraw my child from the
research project at any time without the need for an explanation.
• I understand that all information provided by me or my child is treated as
confidential and will not be released by the researcher to a third party unless
required to do so by law.
• I agree/ do not agree for Ranila to use my son’s de-identified images for
conference presentations and publish in scholarly journals.
• I agree that any research data gathered for the study may be published provided my
name or my child’s name or other identifying information is not disclosed.

Name of
parent/guardian

signature of
parent/guardian

Name of child

signature of
child

Date
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• I confirm that I have provided the Information Sheet concerning this research
project to the above participant, explained what participating involves and have
answered all questions asked of me.

Signature of
Researcher

Date
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Appendix B: Recruitment
Newspaper Ad

A NEW study at the University of Notre Dame wants to explore the
unknown surrounding Development Coordination Disorder (DCD) in
young boys.
Notre Dame PhD candidate Ranila Bhoyroo is investigating two different
causes of DCD, a disorder that affects the ability to perform motor tasks in
boys between 8 and 11.
Notre Dame senior research scholar Beth Hands said there was little known
about the causes of DCD.
“Unfortunately the condition is not widely recognised or diagnosed and many
parents, teachers, GPs and other health professionals think the
child/|adolescent is simply ‘not the sporty type’ or clumsy,” she said.
“The condition has a significant impact on a range of health outcomes and
people with this condition have lower physical fitness, lower physical activity
levels, reduced bone density, muscle strength, lower self-|esteem and higher
levels of stress and anxiety.
“This research will contribute to understand the disorder as well as help other
researchers, physiotherapists and occupational therapists to develop training
programs to improve the lives of those with this disorder.”
The University of Notre Dame is looking for 40 boys aged 8-11, with or
without movement difficulties, to participate in their study.Email
ranila.bhoyroo1@my.nd.edu.au for more information on becoming involved
in the study.
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Ad in school Newsletter

Appendix B: Recruitment
Flyer

The flyer was distributed among families, friends, participants. It was posted on the
notice board at The University of Notre Dame and The University of Western
Australia. This flyer was also published on Developmental Disability Websites and
in the Occupational Therapist Newsletter.
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McCarron Assessment of Neuromuscular Disorder
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SNAP-IV
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Developmental Coordination Disorder Questionnaire 07
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Manual

PhD study: Motor planning and motor imagery

Does imagining a task improve motor planning performance in children with
and without Developmental Coordination Disorder?

Motor planning task instruction manual
Version 3

Document title:
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1. Bar grasping task
1.1.

Materials and set up

Materials
•

Wooden bar; half yellow and half white (24 cm x 2.5 cm; w = 100g), wooden frame
(31 cm x 32 cm), white circular cup, video recorder, stopwatch (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1. Wooden bar, wooden frame, white circular cup, wooden frame, stopwatch (left to right)

Set up
•
•
•
•

The equipment needs to be set prior to the participant’s arrival (Figure 1.2).
The square frame is placed on the table. The circular bar holder is placed, midway, in
front of the frame and the bar is placed 0 degrees. A video recorder is mounted on a
tripod and is placed at the side of the participant’s dominant hand.
The participant arrives, he sits on a comfortable chair in front of the equipment with
both his hands resting on the table (hand template) in front of them.
The participant performs the task with the elbow at 120 -160 degrees.

Figure1.2. Bar grasping task set up
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1.2.

Motor planning test - Test A

Task procedures
•
•

The experimenter turns the video recorder on and ensures it is recording.
The experimenter explains the task to the participant:
“See the bar on the black frame, one end is coloured yellow and the other end is white.
I will place the bar at a location. You will use your whole right/left hand to grab it and
place the yellow end in the white cup. After holding the bar, you cannot change your
grasp. I will time you when you perform the task. After I set the bar to a location, I
will say ‘start’ and I will start the stopwatch. When you complete the task, you have
to say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’, then I will stop the stopwatch. I will now demonstrate
an example. Watch it carefully and ask any questions that you have. You will also
practice two trials. After you understand the task, we will start the experiment.”

•

The experimenter demonstrates the first trial at an angle of 0 degrees. Then the
participant practices two trials. After successful completion of the trials and ensuring
that the participant understands the task, the experiment starts.

•

“I will place the bar at 6 different locations and each time you will have to grab it
using your whole hand to place the yellow end in the white cup.”

•

The experimenter uses Table 1.1 (Bar grasping task) to follow the order of angle
orientations.
After setting the bar, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time as well as the thumb position in Table 1.1
(Test A).
The experimenter allows the bar to stand by itself in the cup for a couple of seconds,
resets the stopwatch, and allocates the bar to another orientation.
If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial will
be repeated.
In case the participant drops the bar, the trial will be repeated.
Each participant performs one set of 6 randomly presented angles. Test A follows the
sequence: bar set up – task execution.

•

•
•
•
•
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1.3.

Motor imagery and motor planning test - Test B

Task procedures
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

The experimenter ensures that video recorder is still recording.
The following instruction is given to the participant at the beginning of the second
experiment:
“For this task, when I place the bar at a location, I would like you to imagine/think
how you will grab the bar using your whole hand, and place the yellow end in the cup.
Just like last time, I will record the time when you imagine the task. I will start
recording after I say ‘start’ and I will stop when you say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
After you finish imagining the task, I will show you some pictures and you have to
choose one to indicate your hand position when placing the bar in the cup. You will
perform two trials to make sure you understand the task.”
The experimenter uses Table 1.1 (Bar grasping task) to follow the order of angle
orientations.
After setting the bar, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time in Table 1.1 (Test B - task imagination).
The experimenter shows the participant pictures of the hand holding the bar (thumb
up and thumb down). Left handed participants will be shown pictures of left handed
grip and right handed ones will be shown pictures of right handed grip. The
experimenter asks the participant to indicate their imagined grip and record their
answer in Table 1.1 (Test B - task imagination).
The experimenter then asks the participant to execute the imagined task.
The experimenter explains the task to the participant:
“Now I would like you to perform the task the way you imagined it. Just like before,
you will use your whole right/left hand to grab the bar and place the yellow end in the
white cup. After holding the bar, you cannot change your grasp. I will time you when
you perform the task. After I set the bar to a location, I will say ‘start’ and I will start
the stopwatch. When you complete the task, you have to say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’,
then I will stop the stopwatch. There will be no practice session for this task.”

•
•

•
•
•
•

The experimenter uses Table 1.1 (Bar grasping task) to follow the trials.
After setting the bar, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time as well as the thumb position in Table 1.1
(Test B – task execution).
The experimenter allows the bar to stand by itself in the cup for a couple of seconds,
resets the stopwatch, returns the bar to the supports and assigns another trial.
If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he/she cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial
will be repeated.
In case the participant drops the bar, the trial will be repeated.
Each participant performs twice one set of 6 randomly presented angles (n = 12). Test
B follows the sequence: bar set up – task imagination – task execution.
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Bar grasping: Test A and B
Please note: This table is used for both right and left handed participants.

TEST A
Trial
no.

Angle
(degrees)

i.

0

ii.

180

1.

210

2.

90

3.

330

4.

150

5.

270

6.

30

TEST B

Task Execution
Thumb
position
(up or
down)

Time
taken (s)

End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Task Imagination
Thumb
position
(up or
down)

Time
taken (s)

End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Task execution
Thumb
position
(up or
down)

Time
taken (s)

End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Table 1.1. Bar grasping task - Test A and B

Additional notes: .........................................................................................................................…………………………………………………..
……………………………………….……….………………………………………………………………………………………….…
……………………………………………………………………………….……….………………………………………………………
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2. Sword task
2.1.

Materials and set up

Materials
•

Wooden sword (L = 18 cm, W = 2 cm, H = 1 cm, W = 45 g; blade L = 9 cm; blade
handle = 9.5 cm), wooden ‘treasure chest’ (L = 14 cm, W = 26.5 cm, H = 12 cm),
paper (30 cm x 28 cm) with sword orientations, video recorder, stopwatch (Figure
2.1).

Figure 2.1. Wooden sword, wooden 'treasure chest’, paper with sword orientations, video recorder, stopwatch
(left to right)

Set up
•
•

•
•
•

The equipment needs to be set prior to the participant’s arrival (Figure 2.2).
The paper with sword orientations is placed on the table. The wooden sword is placed
at Orientation 1. The ‘treasure chest’ is placed in a fixed position behind a line on the
sheet of paper. A video recorder is mounted on a tripod and is placed at the side of the
participant’s dominant hand.
The participant arrives, he sits on a comfortable chair in front of the equipment with
both his hands resting on the table (hand template) in front of them.
The participant performs the task with the elbow at 110 -180 degrees.

Figure 2.2. Sword task set up
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2.2.

Motor planning test - Test A

Task procedures
•
•

The experimenter turns the video recorder on and ensures it is recording.
The experimenter explains the task to the participant:
“Can you see the sword in front of you? In this task, I will place the sword on the five
different locations on the white paper in front of you. Each time you will use your
whole right/left hand to pick the sword and place the pointy end into the hole of the
treasure chest. After holding the sword, you cannot change the way you grab it. I will
time you when you perform the task. After I set the sword to a location, I will say ‘start’
and I will start the stopwatch. When you complete the task, you have to say ‘finish’ or
‘end’ or ‘stop’, then I will stop the stopwatch. After you have put the sword in the hole,
continue to hold it for a few seconds. I will now demonstrate an example. Observe it
carefully and ask any questions that you have. You will also perform one trial. After
you understand the task, we will start the experiment.”

•

The experimenter demonstrates the first trial with the sword placed at Orientation 1.
The participant completes the same trial. After successful completion of this trial and
ensuring that the participant understands the task, the experiment starts.

•

“I will place the sword at 5 different locations and each time you will have to grab it
using your whole hand to place it in the hole.”

•

The experimenter uses Table 2.2 (Sword task) to follow the order of sword
orientations.
After setting the sword, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time as well as the thumb position in Table 2.2
(Test A).
The experimenter allows the sword to be in the hole for a couple of seconds, resets the
stopwatch, and then places the sword to a different orientation.
If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial will
be repeated.
In case the participant drops the sword, the trial will be repeated.
Each participant performs one set of 5 randomly presented orientation. Test A follows
the sequence: sword orientation – task execution.

•

•
•
•
•
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2.3.

Motor imagery and motor planning test - Test B

Task procedures
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

The experimenter ensures that video recorder is still recording.
The following instruction is given to the participant at the beginning of the second
experiment:
“I will now place the sword at a different orientation. This time, I would like you to
imagine how you will pick the sword and place the pointy end in the hole of the
‘treasure chest.’ Just like last time, I will time you when you perform the task. After I
set the sword, I will say ‘start’ and I will start the stopwatch. When you complete the
task, you have to say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’, then I will stop the stopwatch. After
you finish imagining the task, I will show you some pictures and you have to choose
one to indicate your hand position when placing the sword in the hole of the chest.
You will perform one trial to make sure you understand the task.”
The experimenter uses Table 2.2 (Sword task) to follow the order of sword
orientations.
After setting the bar, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time in Table 2.2 (Test B - task imagination).
The experimenter shows the participant pictures of the hand holding the sword (thumb
up and thumb down). Left handed participants will be shown pictures of left handed
grip and right handed ones will be shown pictures of right handed grip. The
experimenter asks the participant to indicate their imagined grip and record their
answer in Table 2.2 (Test B - task imagination).
The experimenter then asks the participant to execute the imagined task.
The experimenter explains the task to the participant:
“Now I would like you to perform the task the way you imagined it. Just like before,
you will use your whole right/left hand to pick the wooden sword and place the pointy
end into the hole of the treasure chest. After holding the sword, you cannot change
your grip. I will time you when you perform the task. After I set the sword, I will say
‘start’ and I will start the stopwatch. When you complete the task, you have to say
‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’, then I will stop the stopwatch. There will be no practice for
this task”

•
•

•
•

The experimenter uses Table 2.2 (Sword task) to follow the order of sword
orientations.
After setting the sword, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time as well as the thumb position in Table 2.2
(Test B – task execution).
The experimenter allows the sword to be in the hole for a couple of seconds, resets the
stopwatch, and then places the sword to a different orientation.
If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he/she cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial
will be repeated.
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•
•

In case the participant drops the sword, the trial will be repeated.
Each participant performs twice one set of 5 randomly presented orientation (n = 10).
Test B follows the sequence: sword orientation – task imagination - task execution.
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2.4.

Data recording - Sword Task: Test A and B

Please note: This table is used for both right and left handed participants.
TEST A
Trial
number

Sword
orientation

Participant
practice

1

1.

4

2.

6

3.

2

4.

5

5.

3

TEST B

Task Execution
Thumb
position
(up or
down)

Time
taken (s)

Task Imagination
End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Thumb
position
(up or
down)

Time
taken (s)

End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Task Execution
Thumb
position
(up or
down)

Time
taken
(s)

End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Table 2.2. Sword task - Test A and B

Additional notes:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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3. Octagon task
3.1.

Materials and set up

Materials
•

White wooden octagon (19.5 cm) with 8 different coloured stripes mounted on a black
board (20 cm x 20 cm), wooden octagon (6.5 cm, 8.5 cm, 11 cm, 13 cm, 14 cm) with
pointer, video recorder, stopwatch (Figure 3.1)

Figure 3.1. Wooden octagon mounted on black board, wooden octagon with pointer, video recorder, stopwatch
(left to right)

Set up
•
•

•
•

The equipment needs to be set prior to the participant’s arrival (Figure 3.2).
The white wooden octagon with 8 different coloured stripes mounted on a black board
is placed on the table. The octagon that fits the size of the participant’s hand should be
used. The arrow should be pointing to the purple stripe. A video recorder is mounted
on a tripod and is placed at the side of the participant’s dominant hand.
The participant arrives, he sits on a comfortable chair in front of the equipment with
both his hands resting on the table (hand template) in front of them.
The participant performs the task with the elbow at 120 -160 degrees.

Figure 3.2. Octagon task set up
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3.2.

Motor planning test - Test A

Task procedures
•
•

The experimenter turns the video recorder on and ensures it is recording.
The experimenter explains the task to the participant:
One colour sequence:
“This is an octagon with 8 different colour strips. Experimenter reads the colour. This
is a dial and has a pointer. This pointer will be placed pointing to the purple colour.
Now I will say a colour, your task is to grab the dial and turn the pointer to the colour.
You can choose how you want to grab the dial so that you are able to make the
movement. It is important that you do not change your grip until you have pointed at
the colour. If you change your grip, we will have to do the trial again. When you have
pointed at the colour I have given you keep your hand in the same position for a few
seconds before you remove it from the dial. I will time you when you perform the task.
After I give you the colour, I will say ‘start’ and I will start the stopwatch. When you
complete the task, you have to say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’, then I will stop the
stopwatch.
I will now demonstrate an example. Watch it carefully and ask any questions that you
have. You will also practice the same trial and two other trials. After you understand
the task, we will start the experiment.”

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The experimenter demonstrates the first trial by rotating the octagon to <insert colour>
(Table 3.1 for right handed and Table 3.4 for left handed). The participant then
practices the three trials. After successful completion of the trials and ensuring that
the participant understands the task, the experiment starts.
“You will now do this task 4 times. Each time I will give you a new colour and you
will have to grab the dial and turn the pointer to the colour I have given you.
Remember to say finish or end or stop when you complete the task.”
The experimenter uses Table 3.1 or Table 3.4 (Octagon Task - Test A) to follow the
one colour sequence.
After assigning the colour, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time in Table 3.1 or 3.4. Initial thumb position will
be recorded using the video recordings.
The experimenter resets the stopwatch, returns the octagon pointer to the purple stripe
and assigns another colour.
If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial will
be repeated.
Each participant performs one set of 4 randomly assigned colours.
Next the experimenter assigns a two colour sequence.
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Two colour sequence
“Now I will give you two colours, your task is to grab the octagon and turn the pointer
to the first colour, then to the second colour. You can choose how you grab the dial so
that you are able to make the movement. It is important that you do not change your
grip until you have pointed at the colour. If you change your grip, we will have to do
the trial again. When you have pointed at the first colour, I want you to pause for a
few seconds and then move to the second colour. When you have reached the second
colour I want you to keep your hand in the same position for a few seconds before you
remove it from the dial. I will time you when you perform the task. After I give you the
colours, I will say ‘start’ and I will start the stopwatch. When you complete the task,
you have to say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’, then I will stop the stopwatch.
I will now demonstrate an example. Watch it carefully and ask any questions that you
have. You will also practice the same trial and two other trials. After you understand
the task, we will start the experiment.”
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The experimenter demonstrates the first trial by rotating the octagon to <insert colour>
(Table 3.2 for right handed and Table 3.5 for left handed). The participant then
practices the three trials. After successful completion of the trials and ensuring that
the participant understands the task, the experiment starts.
“You will now do this task 4 times. Each time I will give you two colours and you will
have to grab the dial and turn the pointer to the first colour and then to the second
colour I have given you. Remember to say finish or end or stop when you complete the
task.”
The experimenter uses Table 3.2 or Table 3.5 (Octagon Task - Test A) to follow the
two colour sequence.
After assigning the colour sequence, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the
stopwatch. The experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or
‘end’ or ‘stop’. The experimenter then records this time in Table 3.2 or 3.5. Initial
thumb position will be recorded using the video recordings.
The experimenter resets the stopwatch, returns the octagon pointer to the purple stripe
and assigns another colour.
If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial will
be repeated.
In case the participant does not follow the colour sequence, the trial will be repeated.
Each participant performs one set of 4 randomly assigned colours.
Next the experimenter assigns a three colour sequence.
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Three colour sequence
“Now I will give you three colours, your task is to grab the octagon and turn the
pointer to the first colour, then to the second and last to the third colour. You can
choose how you grab the dial so that you are able to make the movement. It is
important that you do not change your grip until you have pointed at the colour. If you
change your grip, we will have to do the trial again. When you have pointed at the
first colour, I want you to pause for a few seconds and then move to the second colour.
When you have reached the second colour I want you to pause again for a few seconds
then move the pointed to the third colour. When you have reached the third colour
keep your hand in the same position for a few seconds before you remove it from the
dial. I will time you when you perform the task. After I give you the colours, I will say
‘start’ and I will start the stopwatch. When you complete the task, you have to say
‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’, then I will stop the stopwatch.
I will now demonstrate an example. Watch it carefully and ask any questions that you
have. You will also practice the same trial and two other trials. After you understand
the task, we will start the experiment.”
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The experimenter demonstrates the first trial by rotating the octagon to <insert colour>
(Table 3.3 for right handed and Table 3.6 for left handed). The participant then
practices the three trials. After successful completion of the trials and ensuring that
the participant understands the task, the experiment starts.
“You will now do this task 4 times. Each time I will give you three colours and you
will have to grab the dial and turn the pointer to the first colour, then to the second
colour and last to the third colour I have given you. Remember to say finish or end or
stop when you complete the task.”
The experimenter uses Table 3.3 or Table 3.6 (Octagon Task - Test A) to follow the
three colour sequence.
After assigning the colour sequence, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the
stopwatch. The experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or
‘end’ or ‘stop’. The experimenter then records this time in Table 3.3 or 3.6. Initial
thumb position will be recorded using the video recordings.
The experimenter resets the stopwatch, returns the octagon pointer to the purple stripe
and assigns another colour.
If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he/she cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial
will be repeated.
In case the participant does not follow the colour sequence, the trial will be repeated.
Each participant performs one set of 4 randomly assigned colours.
Test A follows the sequence: colour sequence – task execution.
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3.3.

Motor imagery and motor planning test - Test B

Task procedures
•
•

The experimenter ensures that video recorder is still recording.
The following instruction is given to the participant at the beginning of the second
experiment:
One colour sequence:
“I will now give you one colour. This time, I would like you to imagine how you will
grab the dial to rotate it to the colour I have given you. Just like last time, I will record
the time when you perform the task. I will start recording after I say ‘start’ and I will
stop when you say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’. After you finish imagining the task, I
will ask you to indicate on the octagon your hand position at the colour I gave you. I
will perform 1 trial, watch it carefully and ask any questions that you have. You will
practice the same trial and two other trials to make sure you understand the task”

•
•
•
•
•

The experimenter uses Table 3.1 or Table 3.4 (Octagon Task - Test B) to follow the
colour sequence.
After assigning the colour, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time in Table 3.1 or Table 3.4 (task imagination).
The experiment asks the participant to show their initial thumb position on the octagon
and the experimenter records it.
The experimenter then asks the participant to execute the imagine task.
The experimenter explains the task to the participant:
“Now I would like you to perform the task the way you imagined it. Just like before, I
will say a colour, your task is to grab the dial and turn the pointer to the colour. You
can choose how you want to grab the dial so that you are able to make the movement.
It is important that you do not change your grip until you have pointed at the colour.
If you change your grip, we will have to do the trial again. When you have pointed at
the colour I have given you keep your hand in the same position for a few seconds
before you remove it from the dial. I will time you when you perform the task. After I
give you the colour, I will say ‘start’ and I will start the stopwatch. When you complete
the task, you have to say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’, then I will stop the stopwatch.
There is no practice session for this task.”

•
•

•

The experimenter uses Table 3.1 or Table 3.4 (Octagon Task - Test B) to follow the
colour sequence.
After assigning the colour, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time in Table 3.1 or Table 3.4 (task execution).
Initial thumb position will be recorded using the video recordings.
The experimenter resets the stopwatch, returns the octagon pointer to the purple stripe
and assigns another colour.
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•
•
•
•

If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial will
be repeated.
In case the participant does not follow the colour sequence, the trial will be repeated.
Each participant performs twice one set of 4 randomly assigned colours (n = 8).
Next the experimenter assigns a two colour sequence.
Two colour sequence:
“I will now give you two colours. This time, I would like you to imagine how you will
grab the dial to rotate it to the first colour, then to the second colour I have given you.
Just like last time, I will record the time when you perform the task. I will start
recording after I say ‘start’ and I will stop when you say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
After you finish imagining the task, I will ask you to indicate on the octagon your hand
position at the colour I gave you. I will perform one trial, watch it carefully and ask
any questions that you have. You will practice the same trial and two other trials to
make sure you understand the task”

•
•
•
•
•

The experimenter uses Table 3.2 or Table 3.5 (Octagon Task - Test B) to follow the
colour sequence.
After assigning the colour, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time in Table 3.2 or Table 3.5 (task imagination).
The experiment asks the participant to show their initial thumb position on the octagon
and the experimenter records it.
The experimenter then asks the participant to execute the imagine task.
The experimenter explains the task to the participant:
“Now I would like you to perform the task the way you imagined it. Just like before I
will give you two colours, your task is to grab the octagon and turn the pointer to the
first colour, then to the second colour. You can choose how you grab the dial so that
you are able to make the movement. It is important that you do not change your grip
until you have pointed at the colour. If you change your grip, we will have to do the
trial again. When you have pointed at the first colour, I want you to pause for a few
seconds and then move to the second colour. When you have reached the second
colour I want you to keep your hand in the same position for a few seconds before you
remove it from the dial. I will time you when you perform the task. After I give you the
colours, I will say ‘start’ and I will start the stopwatch. When you complete the task,
you have to say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’, then I will stop the stopwatch. There will
be no practice session for this task.”

•
•

The experimenter uses Table 3.2 or Table 3.5 (Octagon Task - Test B) to follow the
two colour sequence.
After assigning the colour, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time in Table 3.2 or Table 3.5 (task execution).
Initial thumb position will be recorded using the video recordings.
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•
•
•
•
•

The experimenter resets the stopwatch, returns the octagon pointer to the purple stripe
and assigns another colour sequence.
If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial will
be repeated.
In case the participant does not follow the colour sequence, the trial will be repeated.
Each participant performs twice one set of 4 randomly assigned colours (n = 8).
Next the experimenter assigns a three colour sequence.

Three colour sequence
“I will now give you three colours. This time, I would like you to imagine how you will
grab the octagon to rotate it to the first colour, then to the second colour and last to
the third colour I have given you. Just like last time, I will record the time when you
imagine the task. I will start recording after I say ‘start’ and I will stop when you say
‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’. After you finish imagining the task, I will ask you to indicate
on the octagon your hand position at the last colour I gave you. I will perform one
trial, watch it carefully and ask any questions that you have. You will practice the
same trial and two other trials to make sure you understand the task”
•
•
•
•
•

The experimenter uses Table 3.3 or Table 3.6 (Octagon Task - Test B) to follow the
colour sequence.
After assigning the colour, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time in Table 3.3 or Table 3.6 (task imagination).
The experimenter asks the participant to show their initial thumb position on the
octagon and the experimenter records it.
The experimenter then asks the participant to execute the imagine task.
The experimenter explains the task to the participant:
“Now I would like you to perform the task the way you imagined it. Just like before I
will give you three colours, your task is to grab the octagon and turn the pointer to the
first colour, then to the second and last to the third colour. You can choose how you
grab the dial so that you are able to make the movement. It is important that you do
not change your grip until you have pointed at the colour. If you change your grip, we
will have to do the trial again. When you have pointed at the first colour, I want you
to pause for a few seconds and then move to the second colour. When you have reached
the second colour I want you to pause again for a few seconds then move the pointed
to the third colour. When you have reached the third colour keep your hand in the
same position for a few seconds before you remove it from the dial. I will time you
when you perform the task. After I give you the colours, I will say ‘start’ and I will
start the stopwatch. When you complete the task, you have to say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or
‘stop’, then I will stop the stopwatch. There will be no practice session for this task.”

•
•

The experimenter uses Table 3.3 or Table 3.6 (Octagon Task - Test B) to follow the
three colour sequence.
After assigning the colour, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
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•
•
•
•
•

The experimenter then records this time in Table 3.3 or Table 3.6 (task execution).
Initial thumb position will be recorded using the video recordings.
The experimenter resets the stopwatch, returns the octagon pointer to the purple stripe
and assigns another colour sequence.
If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he/she cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial
will be repeated.
In case the participant does not follow the colour sequence, the trial will be repeated.
Each participant performs twice one set of 4 randomly assigned colours (n = 8).
There are 24 trials for Test B and it follows the sequence: colour sequence – task
imagination – task execution.
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3.4 Data recording
Octagon Task: Test A and B – Right handed
Please note: The following tables are used for right handed participants only.
TEST A

Trial No.

One colour
sequence

Experimenter

Red

I. practice

Red

II. practice

Grey

1.

Pink

2.

Blue

3.

Green

4.

Maroon

TEST B

Task execution
Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task imagination
End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task execution
End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Table 3.1. Octagon task Test A and B - One colour sequence
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TEST A

Trial No.

Experimenter
I.
practice
II.
practice
1.
2.
3.
4.

Two
colour
sequence

TEST B

Task execution
Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task imagination
End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task execution
End state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

End state
comfort
(U or C)

Yellow Grey
Yellow Grey
Red –
Maroon
Green Blue
Pink Green
Green Pink
Blue Green
Table 3.2. Octagon task Test A and B - Two colour sequence
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TEST A

Trial No.

Experimenter
I.
practice
II.
practice
1.

2.

3.

4.

Three
colour
sequence

TEST B

Task execution
Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task imagination
End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task execution
End state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

End state
comfort
(U or C)

YellowPink-Grey
YellowPink-Grey
Red-BlueMaroon
GreenYellowBlue
PinkYellowGreen
GreenYellowPink
BlueYellowGreen
Table 3.3 Octagon task Test A and B - Three colour sequence

Additional notes:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………
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Octagon Task: Test A and B – left handed
Please note: The following tables are used for left handed participants only.
TEST A

Trial No.

One colour
sequence

Experimenter

Red

I. practice

Red

II. practice

Yellow

1.

Blue

2.

Pink

3.

Green

4.

Gray

TEST B

Task execution
Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task imagination
End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task execution
End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Table 3.4. Octagon task Test A and B - One colour sequence
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TEST A

Trial No.

Experimenter
I.
practice
II.
practice
1.
2.
3.
4.

Two
colour
sequence

TEST B

Task execution
Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task imagination
End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task execution
End state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

End state
comfort
(U or C)

Yellow Grey
Yellow Grey
Red –
Maroon
Green Pink
Blue Green
Green Blue
Pink Green
Table 3.5. Octagon task Test A and B - Two colour sequence
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TEST A

Trial No.

Experimenter
I.
practice
II.
practice
1.
2.
3.
4.

Three
colour
sequence

TEST B

Task execution
Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task imagination
End
state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

Task execution
End state
comfort
(U or C)

Initial
thumb
position

Initial
rotation
(CW or
AC)

Time
taken
(s)

End state
comfort
(U or C)

YellowPink-Grey
YellowPink-Grey
Red-BlueMaroon
GreenRed-Pink
Blue-RedGreen
GreenRed-Blue
Pink-RedGreen
Table 3.6. Octagon task Test A and B - Three colour sequence

Additional notes:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………………………
………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………
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4. Bar transportation task
4.1.

Materials and set up

Materials
•

Wooden bar (20 cm x 1.5 cm; W = 88g) – one end coloured blue and the other red
(approximately 4 cm apart), 2 wooden supports (d = 3 cm, h = 7 cm; midpoint of each
support was 17 cm apart) fixed on a wooden flat surface (27 cm x 15 cm), 2 round flat
disks (d = 6 cm); 1 coloured black and 1 coloured white, video recorder, stopwatch
(Figure 4.1).

Figure4.1. Wooden bar, wooden support, black disk, white disk, video recorder, stopwatch (left to right)

Set up
•
•

•
•

The equipment needs to be set prior to the participant’s arrival (Figure 4.2).
On the table, the bar will be placed on the two supports. The blue disk will always be
placed to the right and the red end to the left from the participant’s perspective. The
black disk will be placed at the right side of the bar and the white disk on the left. A
video recorder is mounted on a tripod and is placed at the side of the participant’s
dominant hand.
The participant arrives, he sits on a comfortable chair in front of the equipment with
both his hands resting on the table (hand template) in front of them.
The participant performs the task with the elbow at 110 -130 degrees.

Figure 4.2. Bar transportation set up
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4.2.

Motor planning test - Test A

Task procedures
•
•

The experimenter turns the video recorder on and ensures it is recording.
The experimenter explains the task to the participant:
“See the bar on the black frame, one end is coloured red and the other end is blue.
This is a support on which I will place the bar. At you right, there is a black disk and
at your left there is a white disk. I will ask you to use your whole right/left hand to
grab it and place either the red or the blue end on the white or black circles. After
holding the bar, you cannot change your grip. After I set the bar to the support and
tell you what to do, I will say ‘start’ and I will start the stopwatch. When you complete
the task, you have to say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’, then I will stop the stopwatch. You
can ask any question that you have to make sure you understand the task. There will
not be any practice for this task.”

•
•

•
•
•
•

The experimenter uses Table 4.1 (Bar transportation task) to follow the order of trials.
After assigning the trial, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time as well as the initial hand grip in Table 4.1
(Test A).
The experimenter allows the bar to stand by itself for a couple of seconds, resets the
stopwatch, returns the bar to the supports and assigns another trial.
If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial will
be repeated.
In case the participant drops the bar, the trial will be repeated.
Each participant performs one set of four randomly presented trials. Test A follows
the sequence: trial allocation – task execution.
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4.3.

Motor imagery and motor planning test - Test B

Task procedures
•
•

The experimenter ensures that video recorder is still recording.
The following instruction is given to the participant at the beginning of the second
experiment:
“For this task, I would like you to imagine how you will grab the bar and place either
the red or blue end in the centre of the disk. Just like last time, I will record the time
when you imagine the task. I will start recording after I say ‘start’ and I will stop when
you say ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’. After you finish imagining the task, I will show you
some pictures and you have to choose one to indicate your hand position when
grabbing the bar. You can ask any question that you have to make sure you understand
the task. There will not be any practice for this task.”

•
•
•

•
•

The experimenter uses Table 4.1 (Bar transportation task) to follow the trials.
After assigning the trial, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the stopwatch. The
experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or ‘end’ or ‘stop’.
The experimenter then records this time in Table 4.1 (Test B - task imagination).
The experimenter shows the participant pictures of the hand grasping the bar
(undergrip and overgrip). Left handed participants will be shown pictures of left
handed grip and right handed ones will be shown pictures of right handed grip. The
experimenter asks the participant to indicate their imagined grip and record their
answer in Table 4.1 (task imagination).
The experimenter then asks the participant to execute the imagine task.
The experimenter explains the task to the participant:
“Now I would like you to perform the task the way you imagined it. Just like before I
will ask you to use your whole right/left hand to grab it and place either the red or the
blue end on the white or black circles. After holding the bar, you cannot change your
grip. After I set the bar to the support and tell you what to do, I will say ‘start’ and I
will start the stopwatch. When you complete the task, you have to say ‘finish’ or ‘end’
or ‘stop’, then I will stop the stopwatch. You can ask any question that you have to
make sure you understand the task. There will not be any practice for this task.”

•
•

•
•
•

The experimenter uses Table 4.1 (Bar transportation task) to follow the trials.
After assigning the colour sequence, the experimenter says ‘start’ and starts the
stopwatch. The experimenter stops the stopwatch after the participant says ‘finish’ or
‘end’ or ‘stop’. The experimenter then records this time as well as the initial hand grip
in Table 4.1 (Test B – task execution).
The experimenter allows the bar to stand by itself for a couple of seconds, resets the
stopwatch, returns the bar to the supports and assigns another trial.
If the participant changes their grasp after their initial grasp, the experimenter informs
the participant that he cannot do this. The result will not be recorded and the trial will
be repeated.
In case the participant drops the bar, the trial will be repeated.
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•

Each participant performs twice one set of 4 possible trials (n = 8). Test B follows the
sequence: trial allocation – task imagination – task execution.
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4.4.

Data recording: Bar transportation task - Test A and B

Please note: This table is used for both right and left handed participants.
TEST A
Task execution

Trial No.

Grip type
(undergrip
or overgrip)
1.
2.
3.
4.

TEST B

Time
taken (s)

Task imagination
End state
comfort (U
or C)

Grip type
(undergrip or
overgrip)

Time
taken (s)

Task execution
End state
comfort
(U or C)

Grip type
(undergrip or
overgrip)

Time
taken (s)

End state
comfort
(U or C)

Red end on
black disk
Blue end on
white disk
Red end on
white disk
Blue end on
black disk
Table4.1. Bar transportation task - Test A and B

Additional notes:
…………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………………………
………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
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Posters

Paper presented at the Symposium of WA Neuroscience, Perth, Australia (2017,
June).
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Paper presented at the 12th International Developmental Coordination Disorder
conference, Perth, Australia (2017, July).
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Paper presented at the 12th International Developmental Coordination Disorder
conference, Perth, Australia (2017, July).
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Paper presented at the Science on the SWAN conference, Perth, Australia (2018,
May).
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Paper presented at the Symposium of WA Neuroscience, Perth, Australia (2018,
November).
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Paper presented at Murdoch University Annual Research Symposium (MARS),
Perth, Australia (2019, June).
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Oral Presentations
Paper presented at the 13th International Developmental Coordination Disorder
conference, Jyvaskyla, Finland (2019, June).
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Paper presented at the 13th International Developmental Coordination Disorder
conference, Jyvaskyla, Finland (2019, June).
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Symposium
Symposium presented at the 13th International Developmental Coordination Disorder
conference, Jyvaskyla, Finland (2019, June).
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In this section, supplementary materials related to Paper Two is presented.
Table 4.1.
PICOS framework
Population

Children with DCD

Intervention (assessment)

Motor planning using grip selection
tasks

Comparison

Typically developing children

Outcome

End-state-comfort

Study type

Cross-section, case control, case study
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Table 4.2.
Description of search strategy
Limit
search
Humans
English
Language

Database

Search query

Medline
(OVID)

(exp Motor Skills Disorders/ OR Motor Skill*
Disorder*.mp. OR Developmental coordination
disorder.mp. OR DCD.mp. OR Dyspraxia.mp. OR
Developmental dyspraxia.mp. OR exp Apraxias/ OR
apraxia*.mp. OR Developmental apraxia.mp. OR
DAMP.mp. OR (Deficits in attention, motor and perceptual
abilities).mp. OR Minimal brain dysfunction.mp. OR
clumsy child*.mp. OR clums*.mp. OR Perceptual motor
difficult*.mp. OR Perceptuo?motor dysfunction*.mp. OR
Developmental clumsiness.mp. OR Motor learning
disabilit*.mp.) AND ((Motor adj2 planning).mp. OR
(Action adj2 planning).mp. OR Grip selection*.mp. OR
grasp*.mp. OR (Movement adj2 planning).mp. OR
Anticipatory planning.mp. OR Reach to grasp.mp. OR start
state.mp. OR end state.mp. OR start posture.mp. OR end
posture.mp. OR start state comfort.mp. OR end state
comfort.mp. OR ESC.mp. OR exp reaction time/ OR
reaction time.mp.

PsychInfo

(exp Dyspraxia/ OR dyspraxia.mp. OR developmental
Humans
dyspraxia.mp. OR developmental coordination
English
disorder.mp. OR DCD.mp. OR motor skill* disorder*.mp. Language
OR exp APRAXIA/ OR apraxia*.mp. OR developmental
apraxia*.mp. OR DAMP.mp. OR (Deficits in attention,
motor and perceptual abilities).mp. OR Minimal brain
dysfunction.mp. OR clumsy child*.mp. OR clums*.mp.
OR Perceptuo-motor dysfunction.mp. OR Perceptuo?motor
dysfunction.mp. OR Perceptual motor difficult*.mp. OR
Developmental clumsiness.mp. OR Motor learning
disabilit*.mp.) AND ((Motor adj2 planning).mp. OR
(Action adj2 planning).mp. OR exp Grasping/ OR Grip
selection*.mp. OR (Movement adj2 planning).mp. OR
grasp*.mp. OR Anticipatory planning.mp. OR Reach to
grasp.mp. OR start state.mp. OR end state.mp. OR start
posture.mp. OR end posture.mp. OR start state
comfort.mp. OR end state comfort.mp. OR ESC.mp. OR
exp reaction time/ OR reaction time.mp.)
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Table 4.3.

Adams, Lust, Wilson &
Steenbergen (2017)

Adams, Ferguson, Lust,
Steenbergen & SmitsEngelsman (2016)

Adams, Lust, Wilson &
Steenbergen (2017)

Bhoyroo, Hands,
Wilmut, Hyde &
Wigley (2018)

Fuelscher, Williams,
Wilmut, Enticott &
Hyde (2016)

Noten, Wilson,
Ruddock &
Steenbergen (2014)

Pratt, Leonard,
Adeyinka & Hill
(2014)

Smyth & Mason (1997)

van Swieten et al.
(2010)

Wilmut & Byrne
(2014)

Quality assessment of motor planning studies included in the review

Was the research question or objective in this paper
clearly stated?
Was the typically developing group clearly specified
and defined?
Was the DCD group clearly specified and defined?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

CD

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

CD

Y

Y

Y

Y

Was the participation rate of eligible persons at least
50%?
Were all the subjects selected or recruited from the
same or similar populations?
Were all the subjects selected or recruited within the
same timeframe?
Were inclusion and exclusion criteria for being in
the study specified and applied uniformly to all
participants?
Was a sample size justification, power description,
or variance and effect estimates provided?
For the analyses in this paper, were the exposure(s)
of interest measured prior to the outcome(s) being
measured?

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

NR

NR

NR

Y

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Question

1
2a
2b
3
4a
4b
4c

5
6

Note. Y: Yes; N: No; NA – Not applicable; CD: Cannot determine; NR: Not reported
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van Swieten et al. (2010)

Wilmut & Byrne (2014)

13
14

Smyth & Mason (1997)

12

Pratt, Leonard, Adeyinka &
Hill (2014)

11

Noten, Wilson, Ruddock &
Steenbergen (2014)

10

Fuelscher, Williams,
Wilmut, Enticott & Hyde
(2016)

9

Bhoyroo, Hands, Wilmut,
Hyde & Wigley (2018)

8

Was the timeframe sufficient so that once could
reasonably expect to see an association between
exposure and outcome if it existed?
For exposures that can vary in amount or level, did
the study examine different levels of the exposure
as related to the outcome (e.g., categories of
exposure, or exposure measured as continuous
variable)?
Were the exposure measures (independent
variables) clearly defined, valid, reliable and
implemented consistently across all study
participants?
Was the exposure(s) assessed more than once over
time?
Were the outcome measures (dependent variables)
clearly defined, valid, reliable and implemented
consistently across all study participants?
Were the outcome assessors blinded to the
exposure status of participants?
Was loss to follow-up after baseline 20% or less?
Were key potential confounding variables
measured and adjusted for their impact on the
relationship between exposures and outcomes?
Quality rating

Adams, Lust, Wilson &
Steenbergen (2017)

7

Adams, Ferguson, Lust,
Steenbergen & SmitsEngelsman (2016)

Question

Adams, Lust, Wilson &
Steenbergen (2017)

Table 4.3. (Continued)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

N

NA

NA

NA

Y

NA

NA

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

NR

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

NA
Y

NA
N

NA
Y

NA
N

NA
N

NA
N

NA
N

NA
Y

NA
N

NA
N

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair
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Figure 4.3. Forest plot representing the pooled mean differences of motor planning
ability as indicated by WMD and 95% confidence interval (CI) for tasks with low,
medium and high complexity. The sign of the effect size reflects the motor planning
ability between children with and without DCD.
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Figure 4.2. Funnel plot of small study effects and publication bias for the metaanalysis of motor planning ability in children with and without DCD. Abbreviations:
s.e = standard error, smd = standardised mean difference.
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Figure 4.3. Forest plot representing the pooled effect sizes (hedges’ g) as shown by
standardised mean difference (SMD) and 95% confidence interval (CI) for two and
eight grip choices. The sign of the effect size reflects the motor planning ability
between children with and without DCD.
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Figure 4.4. Forest plot representing the pooled effect sizes (hedges’ g) as shown by
standardised mean difference (SMD) and 95% confidence interval (CI) for two, three
and four movement sequences. The sign of the effect size reflects the motor planning
ability between children with and without DCD.
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Figure 4.5. Forest plot representing the pooled effect sizes (hedges’ g) as shown by
standardised mean difference (SMD) and 95% confidence interval (CI) for tasks with
no precision and tasks with start or end precision. The sign of the effect size reflects
the motor planning ability between children with and without DCD.
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